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Abstract
Approximately 45% of the global hydrogen production (from fossil fuels such as natural
gas or coal totaling 2% of the global energy generation) is absorbed as feedstock in the synthesis
of over 130 million metric tons ammonia (NH3) annually. To achieve food security for a growing
world population and to allow for additional uses of the nitrogen-fertilizer for production of bioenergy feedstock or as combustion fuel or H2 carrier - demand for NH3 is projected to increase.
This work pursues the synthesis of ammonia at atmospheric pressure and without fossil
fuel. Conceptually, concentrated solar radiation is utilized to transfer electrons from the lattice
oxygen of a transition metal oxide to the metal ion. This yields a metallic reactant that provides
the reducing power for the subsequent six-electron reductive cleavage of N2 forming a transition
metal nitride. In a second reaction, the generated lattice nitrogen is hydrogenated with hydrogen
from H2O to NH3. This furnishes the transition metal oxide for perpetuated NH3 synthesis.
Theory and experimentation identified manganese nitride as a promising reactant with
fast diffusion characteristics (8 ± 4 x 10-9 cm2 s-1 apparent nitrogen diffusion constant at 750°C)
and efficient liberation of 89 ± 1 mol% nitrogen via hydrolysis at 500°C. Opposed to only 2.9 ±
0.2 mol% NH3 from manganese nitride, 60 ± 8 mol% of the nitrogen liberated from molybdenum
nitride could be recovered as NH3. Process simulation of a Mo-based NH3 synthesis at 5001200°C estimates economically attractive production under fairly conservative process and
market conditions. To aid the prospective design of a Mn or Mo-based reactant, correlating the
diffusion constants for the hydrolysis of seven nitrides with the average lattice nitrogen charge
(9.96-68.83%, relative to an ideal ionic solid) indicates the utility of first-principle calculations
for developing an atomic-scale understanding of the reaction mechanism in the future.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Chemical synthesis of ammonia from air with the first plant producing the synthetic
nitrogen fertilizer at industrial scale in 19131 coined the concept “bread from air”2 and “averted
the specter of famine”2 during World War I. Realized by Fritz Haber’s inventive talent (Nobel
Prize 1919) and Carl Bosch’s engineering skills (Nobel Prize 1931)1, industrial high-pressure
and high-temperature synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen gas (separated from air) and hydrogen
gas (produced currently from finite fossil resources such as natural gas, coal, or Naphtha3, 4) has
been recognized as a major contribution to the “Green Revolution” of the first half of the 20th
century5, 6.
It is perhaps this crucial relation between the industrial production of ammonia on one
hand and the global population growth and the availability of infrastructure, technical know-how,
and last, but not least, fossil resources on the other hand that Gerhard Ertl hinted at with the
statement: “[…] it is quite obvious that our present life would be quite different without the
development of the Haber-Bosch process.”1 during his Nobel Lecture in 2007.
The present work explores an alternative synthesis of ammonia from heterogeneous
reactions of binary transition metal nitrides with water or water-derived hydrogen sources at
ambient pressure. This Chapter reviews (i) the current demand and supply of ammonia, (ii)
alternative ammonia synthesis technologies without fossil fuel, outlines (iii) the scope of this
work towards a solar thermochemical ammonia synthesis at ambient pressure and without fossil
fuel, and (iv) provides background on major experimental techniques that will be utilized in the
work presented thereafter.

1

1.1 Ammonia supply and demand
1.1.1 Current and prospective uses of ammonia
With about 128 million metric tons (t) NH3 produced world-wide in 20016, 7 and a global
capacity for NH3 synthesis (2001/2) at approximately 162 million t per year8 ammonia is one of
the major products of the chemical industry. As comparison, Figure 1.1 shows the top ten mostproduced organic and inorganic chemicals in the U.S9.
Since nitrogen is usually limiting the yield of intensive agriculture6, the major application
of NH3 is its use as synthetic fertilizer6, 10, 11. Between 1975 and 2003 in the U.S., 77-87 wt% of
the consumed NH3 was used as fertilizer12 (NH3 or NH3-derived chemicals: urea, ammonium
sulfate or nitrate, etc.)9. The remainder is used for the synthesis of plastics and explosives9.
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Figure 1.1 Total production of organic and inorganic chemicals (U.S., 2003)9, A) in wt% of
1.87 x 108 t total year-1, B) in mol% of 5.41 x 1012 mol year-1. Data are taken in tons per
year (all chemicals except N2, O2 and H2) or in cubic meter per year (for N2, O2, and H2)9.
To achieve food security for an expected world population of 9.1 billion in 2050, global
production of food, feed and fiber may have to increase by projected 70%13. Achieving this -
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particularly in developing countries - is expected to require agricultural intensification13, that is,
a continued and likely increased need for fertilizers. Additionally, due to a global energy demand
that has been forecasted to double by 205014 prospective competitive uses of NH3 are:


Nitrogen-fertilizer to afford an increased demand for agricultural production for
biofuels15-17 (compare, e.g., the expanded renewable fuel standard, RFS218)



“Perfect hydrogen carrier”19, 20 with an 18 wt% H2 capacity reaching readily the 9 wt%
H2 capacity U.S. Department of Energy for H2-based transportation fuels in 201521



Alternative fuel/fuel-blend in diesel combustion engines22, 23

1.1.2 Current industrial ammonia synthesis
Details on the Haber-Bosch process utilized currently for the major fraction of the global
NH3 synthesis will be provided when a comparison of the current technology with a proposed
alternative NH3 production concept is attempted (e.g., Section 2.2 or 7.3.2 respectively). At this
point it should suffice to point out the major advantages and disadvantages of the process (Fig.
1.2) and a crucial correlation of the ammonia sales price and the price of natural gas (Fig. 1.3)4.
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Figure 1.2 First-level overview of the industrial NH3 synthesis. Temperatures and pressures
were simulated with the Aspen Plus (V7.0) Ammonia Model24, other process specifications
were taken from the literature8.
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Figure 1.3 Historic prices for natural gas25 and ammonia26 in the U.S.
The highly efficient Haber-Bosch process27 is a milestone of the chemical industry.
However, due to consumption of about 1 t natural gas t-1 ammonia produced24, production costs
of NH3 and thereby to some extent food or biofuel prices are tied closely to the volatility of the
natural gas price, and also to existing or anticipated carbon dioxide emission regulations4.
The synthesis of NH3 at ambient pressure without fossil fuel and without sophisticated
high-pressure and high-temperature technology is a long standing goal of the chemical industry27,
28

. Achieving this may facilitate fertilizer production at smaller scales and in regions with

relatively undeveloped infrastructure, e.g., in developing countries with significant population
growth. A step into this direction is attempted with this work.

1.2 Ammonia synthesis without fossil fuel
1.2.1 Ammonia production at ambient pressure
Steam reforming with natural gas consumes approximately 84% of the total energy
required for industrial NH3 synthesis via the Haber-Bosch process. Thus, substituting this
4

reforming step with a sustainable hydrogen production process that employs renewable
resources29-35 is one conceivable route to sustainable NH3 (see Sections 2.2.1, 2.3.1, and 6.2).
Overall this would, however, lead inherently to a multi-step NH3 production requiring capitalintensive high pressure (the Haber-Bosch process) and high temperature equipment (potentially
for H2 generation and the Haber-Bosch process).
Alternatively, the NH3 synthesis at ambient pressure investigated by others receives vital
current interest28, 36-39: Electrochemical nitrogen reduction37, 40 may be employed for a fuel cell
that is converting N2 and H2 into NH341, 42 or to produce NH3 with an ion conducting electrolyte
cell that cleaves N2 and H2O36,

37

. Also, substantial yields of NH3 have been realized by

mimicking enzymatic catalysis with transition metal complexes that react N2 with acids or H2 in
the liquid phase28, 38, 39, 43.
Although highly promising, these approaches have not yet reached maturity. At present,
reliance on electricity generated from the current fossil fuel mix and the required novel
electrolyte and electrode materials to increase NH3 formation rates36 are drawbacks of the
electrochemical NH3 synthesis. The major obstacle of the biomimetic approach is the external
reducing equivalent (mostly a sacrificial alkali metal or pH adjustment) necessary for
(re)generating the dinitrogen complex from a high oxidation state halide complex28, 38, 39.

1.2.2 Solar thermochemical ammonia production
This work pursues an alternative route that is converting air, water, and direct sunlight via
a solar thermochemical cycle of inorganic reactions into ammonia44, 45. Figure 1.4 contrasts the
fundamental process concept with the seminal solar thermochemical H2 production from H2O3234

. The primary objectives of a solar thermochemical NH3 production process can be summarized

with:
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Air is the essentially inexhaustible nitrogen-feedstock (air separation required).



Water is the only hydrogen-feedstock (cleaved during the NH3 formation or separately).



The reductive cleavage of N2 is conducted separately from the nitrogen protonation
reaction that is yielding NH3. This allows controlling reaction equlibria via temperature
adjustment and reactant (in lieu of a catalyst, see Section 1.3.3) composition.



The process is conducted near 1 bar and involves at least one endothermic reaction step
(e.g., oxide reduction) that is supplying the reducing equivalents of the N2 and H2O
reductions (at least partly, complemented by a sufficient chemical reducing agent) 46 in
form of solar energy concentrated to high-temperature heat47-50.

A Solar thermochemical H2
H2 O

B Solar thermochemical NH3

H2

H2O

metal

metal nitride
high T

low T

low T

high T

metal oxide

metal oxide
N2

NH3

N2/O2

CO, N2

CO2

Figure 1.4 Conceptual solar thermochemical (A) H2 or (B) NH3 production (T marks
temperature). N2 is a purge gas in the H2 production cycle and a reactant in the NH3
production cycle. CO is one possible reducing agent which is required for most metals that
are able to reductively cleave N2 to form a metal nitride.
Relative to photovoltaic/photocatalytic processes (see Section 6.2) solar thermochemical
processes utilize solar energy directly in form of heat. Ideally, this avoids energy conversion
efficiency losses due to intermediate conversion of solar energy to mechanical/electrical energy before it is eventually stored in the chemical bonds of the process products51.
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1.3 Scope of the dissertation
1.3.1 Choice of the reactive material
To guide the reactant choice, the fundamental work that started in the 19th century to
thermochemically synthesize NH3, is summarized in Chapter 2, and provides a thermochemical
rationale for screening promising reactants. Recently, solar thermochemical synthesis of NH3
from metal nitrides and steam was demonstrated successfully via an aluminum nitride/oxide
reaction cycle44, 48, 49. Steam hydrolysis of AlN yielded between 950-1200°C and 5-120 min 6895 mol% of the lattice nitrogen with 65-88 mol% recovered as NH349. Substantial carbothermal
reduction of Al2O3 and formation of AlN52 was demonstrated in the range of 1750-2000°C44
using various solid carbon-based reducing agents48.
Based on this seminal work, this dissertation addresses three major characteristics of the
solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis to potentially increase the technical feasibility and
economic viability of this concept. Major aims are:


Low endothermic heat requirement - Thermodynamically stable metal oxides require
large amounts of heat for their reduction (see Chapter 2 and Section 5.3.1). Supplying
this energy requires presumably significant capital investment for building solar
concentrators and reactors (see Section 1.4.3 and Chapter 7). Due to the relative low
temperature of the exothermic NH3 formation, possible heat integration is limited,
decreasing the net-efficiency of the overall process.



Reaction temperatures below 1500°C - Containing temperatures above 1750°C may be
difficult in an industrial scale furnace. This is expected to increase materials and
maintenance costs53-55 and likely decreases the overall energy conversion efficiency53, 56,
57

.
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Gaseous reducing agent - A solid carbonaceous reactant requires solids processing steps
such as energy-intensive milling and in-process movement of solids58, 59.

1.3.2 Hypothesis: Transition metal nitrides for the reactive ammonia synthesis
Based on weaker metal-oxygen and metal-nitrogen bonding, transition metal nitrides,
such as those of molybdenum or manganese, can be formed from their oxides at lower
temperatures, with less heat and with gaseous reducing agents. The formation of ammonia from
transition metal nitrides and water has, however, received little attention (see Chapter 2).
Therefore, the synthesis of ammonia from heterogeneous reactions of binary transition
metal nitrides with water or water-derived hydrogen sources is hypothesized and assessed here.

1.3.3 Separate two-step reduction and protonation of N2 with H2O to NH3
To outline the scope of this effort, Figure 1.5 contrasts the NH3 formation via
heterogeneous catalysis1, 27, 60-62 with the proposed reactive NH3 synthesis.

A Heterogeneous catalysis
H2

NH3

B Thermochemical reaction cycle
CO2

CO

M+ 3N

M2+
O2-

N2

Fe(111)
surface

300 bar
500°C

Solid species
Fe (catalytic metal)
“reactive” transition metal

NH3

H2O

N2

TMO

lattice O
lattice N

1 bar
1200°C

TMN

1 bar
500°C

Gaseous species
N
O
H
C

Figure 1.5 Heterogeneous catalysis versus reactive NH3 synthesis. TMO) transition metal
oxide, TMN) transition metal nitride, M) metal, dotted circle) lattice vacancy.
Heterogeneous catalysis forms NH3 exothermically in equilibrium with its synthesis gas.
From a thermodynamic perspective described by the Le Chatelier’s principle, this results in
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favored NH3 formation at low temperatures, T, (counteracting the liberated reaction heat) and
high pressures, p, (counteracting a decreased number of gas molecules for a given reaction
chamber volume). To achieve significant NH3 yields (e.g., ideally 24 mol% at 284 bar and 400600°C, Aspen Plus Ammonia Model), the T-p conditions used in practice are a compromise
between thermodynamics and kinetics (favoring high T). This demonstrates that the development
of an optimized catalyst may moderate T-p requirements63, 64. However, the Fe-based catalyst
developed by Alwin Mittasch in the first half of the last century is still in use in essentially all
industrial plants today1.
To enable the formation of NH3 near 1 bar, the proposed reactive NH3 synthesis separates
the dinitrogen cleavage from its protonation to NH3 into two separate reactions, whereby, the
formation of NH3 from the lattice nitrogen of a reactive transition metal nitride (TMN) and a
hydrogen source (e.g., water) is conducted without establishing the equilibrium between NH3
and its N2/H2 decomposition products (i.e., in a reactor open to mass exchange).
With regard to the reactive material: The transition from catalysts, e.g., Fe or Ru27, 60, 62 to
TMN reactants is fairly smooth (see Chapter 2). The reaction rate-determining step of the highpressure catalysis is the dissociative chemisorption of N2. The catalyst accomplishes this step via
cleavage of the N2 triple bond with formation of weaker metal-nitrogen bonds on the catalyst
surface. These bonds are weak enough to allow formation of NH3 from chemisorbed N and H
species (Figure 1.5) at 400-600°C (providing the remainder of the required activation energy) but
too week to form stable metal nitrides at ambient pressure.
Increasing the metal-nitrogen bonding energy leads to possible TMN reactants such as
Mo2N (in fact Mo is also sought as catalyst or catalyst constituent63-67) which form nitrides that
are thermodynamically stable at 1 bar (and relative broad temperature ranges). The related
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transition metal oxides (TMO) formed upon hydrolysis are weak, compared, e.g., to Al2O3 (see
Section 1.3.1). These materials will be focused on in the present work.
Increasing the metal-nitrogen bonding energy significantly yields mainly ionic bonds
between metal cations and N3- (e.g., the nitrides formed by the alkaline earth metals). These
materials form highly (ionic) oxides that are difficult to reduce thermochemically and that yield
undesirable large amounts of heat during the NH3 formation (see Sections 1.3.1 and 5.3.1).

1.3.4 Dissertation overview
To assess the hypothesized utility of transition metal nitrides for the reactive synthesis of
ammonia from water (or water-derived hydrogen sources) and diatomic nitrogen at ambient
pressure, reactant requirements will be defined and a thermochemical rationale intended to aid
the choice of the reactant will be presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3-7 assess the feasibility of a
nitride hydrolysis-based ammonia synthesis from a chemical, technical and economical
perspective. Attention will be given to trends observed in the reaction chemistry of various metal
nitrides. As an outlook, Chapter 8 will assess the possibility of separating the water cleavage
from the ammonia formation by studying the reaction of three metal nitrides with hydrogen.
The Chapters are arranged as follows:
Chapter 2
After providing a broad overview of the experimental and computational tools employed,
Chapter 245 presents a thermochemical rationale for choosing a reactive metal.
Previous work towards a nitride-based reactive NH3 synthesis will be reviewed along
with discussions as to the viability of the proposed concept in comparison to the Haber-Bosch
process combined with solar thermochemical H2 production. Based on a quantified trade-off
between the yield of the N2 reduction and protonation versus the undesirably high
10

thermodynamic stability of metal oxides, two approaches to select a nitride-reactant will be
outlined. TMN reactants may realize a compromise characterized with moderate nitride and NH3
yields on one hand, and relatively moderate conditions of the oxide reduction on the other hand
(“approach one”). For this purpose the utility of metals from the chromium group or manganese
respectively will be assessed in the following Chapters. Alternatively (“approach two”),
combining34 a transition metal with a metal that forms mainly ionic metal-nitrogen bonds may be
employed to design an optimized reactive material based on the desirable thermochemical
properties of two metals.
Chapter 3
Intended as preliminary feasibility studies outlining the potentials and drawbacks of
transition metal reactants, converting a TMO with concentrated solar radiation and a gaseous
reducing agent below 1500°C into a TMN will be demonstrated experimentally using a Fresnel
lens-based solar furnace50.
The Chapter will outline the central role of the hypothesis guiding this dissertation - NH3
synthesis via heterogeneous reactions of a TMN and water or water-derived hydrogen sources
(see Section 1.3.2). Many TMN do not liberate significant amounts of NH3 at moderate
temperatures, including chromium, as shown here.
Chapter 4
The feasibility of “approach two” (see above) will be assessed experimentally with mixed
MgO/TMO (Fe2O3 or Cr2O3) reactants.
The reduction of N2 with Mg in reducing environments was unsuccessful (with the
employed experimental conditions) although the presence of the transition metal, as
hypothesized, appears to aid the reduction of MgO. To make best use of the obtained data, the
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Chapter presents the experimental results with focus on the solar thermochemical formation of
magnesium chromite and ferrite (the spinel-type materials discussed in Chapter 2) with
applications as refractory or catalytic materials. The remainder of the dissertation focuses on
“approach one” (see above).
Chapter 5
A reaction mechanism of the nitride hydrolysis is proposed and studied experimentally by
steam hydrolysis of the nitrides of Mg, Al, Ca, Cr, Mn, Zn, or Mo at 1 bar and 200-1000°C. To
assess the rate-limiting reaction step, the data is described by shrinking-core models and an
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the rate constants.
Based on the partial nitrogen charge, the nitride ionicity was correlated with the apparent
diffusion constants of the nitride hydrolysis suggesting that the reaction kinetics are governed to
some extent by the volumetric concentration of active lattice nitrogen or ion vacancies
respectively (Figure 1.5). This suggests the utility of the ionicity and first principle computations
when developing an atomic-scale understanding of the solid-state reaction mechanism and for
controlling the bonding nature of a prospective optimized TMN reactant.
Chapter 6
From the TMN reactants that are studied in Chapter 5, Mo2N showed relatively
promising hydrolysis kinetics and NH3 yields and the non-stoichiometric nitrides of Mn liberated
desirably large quantities of the lattice nitrogen at relatively moderate temperatures. Chapter 6
studies the N2 reduction with Mo or Mn respectively.
The experimental work presented employs metals (instead of TMO, see Section 6.2 and
Appendix E) to simplify the analysis of the fairly complex TMO-TMN conversion (see Figure
1.5). A correlation of the apparent diffusion constants with the interstitial volume of the nitride
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lattice will be shown and doping of the TMN with transition metals to possibly control the TMN
formation equilibrium will be addressed.
Chapter 7
To complement the preceding feasibility studies of a TMN reactant, a mass and energy
balance-based thermodynamic and economic analysis of a solar thermochemical NH3 production
cycle employing Mo as reactant will be provided.
The conditions for this process to compete economically with the current industrial NH3
synthesis will be summarized. The details of this analysis - conducted in collaboration with the
Department of Agricultural Economics at Kansas State University - are presented elsewhere46.
Chapter 8
To outline one possible alternative to water as hydrogen source, use of an alternative
hydrogen source leads to additional processes required to generate the alternative reactant from
H2O. This would undesirably increase the overall process complexity. However, formation of a
TMO and the required energy-intensive oxide reduction step would be avoided inherently.
Employing H2 as the hydrogen source would alleviate the constraint of introducing a
highly electronegative reactant (e.g., O or Cl) into the reactant. This avoids the formation of a
TMO and thereby the need for a chemical reducing agent. The presented experimental studies
employing the nitrides of Mn (and Ca or Sr for comparison) are intended to characterize the
reaction kinetics and reaction products and will identify conditions that may enable this concept.
Chapter 9
The findings presented in Chapters 2-8 are summarized in the abstract and conclusion of
each Chapter. The conclusion and outlook in Chapter 10 provides a summary of the major
findings of this work at an overview-level. Path forward recommendations will be given.
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1.4 Major experimental and computational tools
This final section of the introductive chapter presents an overview of the analytical and
computational tools that are most fundamental for the generation of the data discussed in this
work. A detailed description of these tools would exceed the scope of this section and is
available in the cited literature.

1.4.1 Free energy screening of metal nitrides
A simplified theoretical approach based on the computation of free energies of a given
reaction or the chemical equilibrium of a selected reaction system is employed throughout this
work to guide the materials choice.
Briefly, the free energy of a given reaction as a function of temperature (Δgr,T in J mol-1)
and the related dimensionless equilibrium constant (KT) are computed at atmospheric pressure
from free energy of formation data (gf,T in J mol-1) available in the literature68, 69. With KT at
hand, the equilibrium conversion of a chemical species is then determined with the elemental
mol balances of a given reaction system, that are solved at steady-state70, 71 with MathCad 13.
To demonstrate this approach, the oxidation of CO with the lattice oxygen of Mo(IV)
yielding the metal and CO2 will be considered:
(1.1)

MoO2  2CO  Mo  2CO2

In a closed system at thermochemical equilibrium, Δgr,T is given with (compare Section 2.4.1):
(1.2)



g r ,T  g f ,T , Mo  2 g f ,T ,CO2  g f ,T , MoO2  2 g f ,T ,CO



Assuming ideal gases and ideal condensed phases yields (compare Section 2.4.2)70:
(1.3)

  g r ,T
K T  exp 
 RT

2
 nCO2
  2
 nCO
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where n are the moles of the subscript chemical species and R is the gas constant in J mol-1 K-1.
This relation allows determining the molar system composition by solving the mol balances of
Mo, O, and C at steady-state (where 0 marks the reactants present before reaching equilibrium
and t represents the course of the reaction, i.e., time):





(1.4)

dn Mo
0
 n MoO
 n MoO2  n Mo  0
2
dt

(1.5)

dnO
0
0
 2n MoO
 nCO
 2n MoO2  nCO  2nCO2  0
2
dt

(1.6)

dnC
0
 nCO
 nCO  nCO2  0
dt









Algebraic stipulations yield the molar equilibrium composition with:
2 K T  2 K T1 / 2
 2n Mo
KT  1

(1.7)

nCO2 

(1.8)

0
n MoO2  n MoO
 1 / 2(nCO2 )
2

(1.9)

0
nCO  nCO
 nCO2

The utility of this approach is limited by the availability of thermochemical data and the
choice of the reaction system and may be improved by the use of chemical equilibrium software
such as STANJAN or other44 in the future.

1.4.2 Kinetic Analysis
The diffusion coefficient, D, of reaction participants in the solid state (compare Fig. 1.5)
is used throughout the presented work to characterize reaction kinetics and to indicate trends
displayed by the tested TMN reactants. In general, D characterizes the correlation of the rate
transfer of a diffusing material across a cross-section of the solid reactant and the concentration
gradient of the diffusing species in the direction of the diffusion72, 73:
(1.10) c x ,t / t   2 Dc , x c x ,t 
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where the subscripts mark possible dependence on position (x), time (t), or concentration (c)
respectively.
As starting point, D will be estimated in this work from kinetic reaction data represented
with shrinking core models of spherical solid particles with constant size (Figure 1.6).
diffusion
through gas film
H2O (g)
chemical
reaction

diffusion
through solid
product
nitride

NH3 (g)

oxide
gas film

Figure 1.6 Schematic metal nitride particle reacting with water to an oxide and ammonia.

The applied procedure is as follows: The obtained kinetics data (see Section 1.4.4) are used to
determine a reaction yield as function of time (Xt), e.g., the yield of NH3 for the process shown in
Figure 1.6. The data are represented with shrinking core models that model a reaction yield Zt
based on a fitted specific rate constant of a reaction process that involves a limiting gas phase
diffusion step, solid state diffusion step, or chemical reaction respectively. The derivation of
these models is available in the literature72. The coefficient of determination (R2):
(1.11) R  1    X t  Z t 
2

t

2

2

  X t  X  
 t


1

(where X is the arithmetic average of the observed data) is used to determine the most
appropriate model. Error propagation is employed to estimate the analytical uncertainty of the
experimental setup assuming uncorrelated variables.
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If the solid-state diffusion model represents the data well (R2 favorably > 0.9) D is
estimated based on the specific rate constants (ks in s-1) obtained from the kinetic data72:
(1.12) D  k s

c p d p2
c g 24b

where cp in mol m-3 is the (presumably constant) molar concentration of the solid reactant, cg in
mol m-3 is the molar gas concentration at the solid-gas interface, dp in m is the average particle
diameter, and b is the molar ratio of reacted solid per reacted gas.
Obviously, this approach does not observe or proof an actual solid state diffusion process
and rather provides “apparent” diffusion constants that evidence such a process step. Usually the
diffusion coefficient of a chemical species is followed with isotopic tracer techniques. The
presented data will show that such analytical techniques may be valuable tools to assess the
nature of the diffusion and to determine the diffusing chemical species in the future.

1.4.3 Solar furnace
Concentration of solar radiation (see Section 1.2.2) was achieved with a Fresnel lens
(Figure 1.7). Useful information as to the concentration of solar energy with Fresnel lenses74-76,
light absorption efficiency53, 56, 77, or heat transfer for solar furnaces78, 79 is available elsewhere.
Melting experiments with a Ni-alloy, Fe (Figure 1.8) or Cr (no melting observed, melting
point 1900°C) powder respectively estimated the maximum temperature achievable with the 7.07
cm2 large focal point with approximately 1600°C (at an incident energy density of approximately
0.85 kW m-2, see Section 3.3.1). The fused silica flow-through reactor (softening point near
1683°C) was not impacted by heating. To decrease the furnace temperature the reactor was
moved perpendicular to the lens slightly out-of-focus. Temperatures below about 1350°C were
confirmed with a thermocouple before the experiment.
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Figure 1.7 Solar furnace setup (the location of the reactant is marked with a green square).
Technical information is provided in Section 3.3.1.

Figure 1.8 Estimation of the maximum furnace temperature: Melting (A) Hastelloy C-276
(melting point, Tm, 1320-1370°C, 10 min), or (B) Fe (99.8 % pure, -325 mesh, 1535°C Tm,
1 min, top row: before heating, middle and bottom: after heating) under He blanket.

1.4.4 Analysis of reaction yields and nitrogen mass balance
1.4.4.1 Lattice nitrogen analysis

X-ray diffraction (XRD)66, 80-82 and X-ray dispersion (EDS)83-85 are standard solid-state
analytical techniques86 that are employed in the following for phase identification and to quantify
the lattice nitrogen before or after the reaction respectively.
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XRD utilizes the constructively interfering X-ray waves that are scattered from the
electrons of a solid that is radiated with an X-ray source. The scattered photons are used to
generate a crystal lattice-specific diffraction pattern (see Bragg’s law). Powder X-ray diffraction
is employed in this work for rapid and quantitative phase identification of multi-component
samples by comparison of the generated diffraction pattern to a standard (Cambridge Structural
Database, CSD). The analysis is non-destructive and does not require large samples (5-10
mm3)86 or extensive sample preparation, and has a detection limit of about 0.1-1.0 wt%.
Identification of new phases, perhaps ternary nitrides or oxynitrides87, is complicated by the fact
that in powder diffraction studies much information is lost due to the projection of the 3dimnesional reciprocal lattice space studied by single-crystal XRD onto a 1-dimensional axis. In
the present work, powder XRD suffices the purpose and was complemented by EDS to confirm
changes in the powder composition semi-qualitatively and to visualize the co-location of
nitrogen and a metal(s) at, or a few μm below, the sample surface86.
Elemental analysis via EDS relies on the material-specific discrete X-ray fluorescence of
a material that is irradiated with X-rays. The photons that are emitted from the sample ionize
atoms of the detector that is generating a voltage signal proportional to the incident photon
energy. The non-destructive analysis has generally a detection limited near 0.1-0.5 wt%86 and the
X-ray beam can be focused on samples > 1-5 μm2 in size86. However, for the analysis of samples
containing large fractions of nitrogen and/or oxygen EDS is at best semi-quantitative due to the
133 eV difference between the 392 eV N Kα1 and 525 eV O Kα1 X-ray emission wavelengths88,
that is, near the ideal 125 eV full width at half maximum resolution of the utilized silicon drift
detector89. Increased resolution may be obtained by applying alternatively wavelength dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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1.4.4.2 Ammonia analysis

The yield of NH3 was determined with an NH3 selective electrode with a lower detection
limit of 10-6 M NH3 in aqueous solution, an ideal (see manual90) reproducibility up to ± 2%, and
no interference from ions or dissolved species90. Principally, the electrode contains an internal
aqueous 0.1 M NH4Cl filling solution that is separated from the sample by a hydrophobic gaspermeable membrane. If the pH of the sample is adjusted to > 11, essentially all NH4+ species are
converted to NH3 gas that diffuses through the membrane to equilibrate the partial pressure of
NH3 on both sides. This results in formation of hydroxyl ions in the filling solution proportional
to the NH3 concentration in the sample. The generated gradient of the hydroxyl ion leads to an
electric potential difference (Nernst potential) that is used to quantify NH3 solute in the sample.
A typical calibration curve is given in Appendix B. Complexation of NH3 with metallic ions may
decrease detectable NH3 concentrations if the metal ions do not form hydroxide complexes (see
Pourbaix diagrams) or precipitates. Colored precipitates were observed only when hydrolyzing
molybdenum nitride at 1000°C (see Chapter 5). Possibly formed ammonium molybdate
decomposes on treatment with alkalis (NaOH during the NH3 analysis)91.
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Chapter 2 - Thermodynamics of metal reactants for ammonia
synthesis from steam, nitrogen and biomass at atmospheric pressure
2.1 Abstract
Due to an increasing world population, demand for ammonia as nitrogen fertilizer or
energy carrier is expected to increase. The current industrial ammonia synthesis consumes about
5% of the global annual natural gas production causing significant CO2 emissions. A conceptual
solar thermochemical reaction cycle to produce NH3 at near atmospheric pressure without natural
gas is explored here and compared to solar thermochemical steam/air reforming to provide H2
utilized in the Haber-Bosch process for NH3 synthesis. Mapping of Gibbs free energy planes
quantifies the trade-off between the yield of N2 reduction via metal nitridation and NH3
liberation via steam hydrolysis versus the temperatures required for reactant recovery from
undesirably stable metal oxides. Equilibrium composition simulations suggest that reactants
combining an ionic nitride-forming element (e.g., Mg or Ce) with a transition metal (e.g.,
MgCr2O4, MgFe2O4, or MgMoO4) may enable the concept near 0.1 MPa (at maximum 64 mol%
yield of Mg3N2 through nitridation of MgFe2O4 at 1300 K, and 72 mol% of the nitrogen in
Mg3N2 as NH3 during hydrolysis at 500 K).

2.2 Introduction
Agriculture is faced with an increasing demand for production due to a growing and
developing world population1. The global average nitrogen demand for fertilization is about 2.6
to 2.9 kg nitrogen / year / capita and this demand is satisfied mainly by ammonia and ammoniaderived materials such as urea1. Additionally, the increasing demand for biofuels is expected to
increase the strain on the global ammonia production capacity in the future. For instance, the
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expanded Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS2) requires that in the U.S. the annual use of 3.4 x 107
m3 of biofuel (e.g., from corn or cellulosic biomass) in 2008 is to be increased to about 1.4 x 108
m3 in 20222.
Ammonia-based fertilizers play a crucial role to satisfy both the demands for food and
biofuels. The chemical industry supplies the majority of fertilizers (mainly liquid NH3,
(NH2)2CO, NH4NO3, (NH4)2SO4, K2O, P2O5, and various mixtures of these materials) to
agriculture. The Haber Bosch process introduced at industrial scale in 19131 synthesizes the vast
majority of the 1.28 x 108 metric tons of the NH3 produced globally (2001)3 via catalytic
synthesis of NH3 from a stoichiometric mixture of N2 and H2 at 30 MPa and 700-900 K. This
requires technologically sophisticated high pressure and high temperature operations that are
capital intensive and dictate the need for large facilities producing at above 1000 t NH3 / day.
The process reaches ideally 22.7 mol% conversion of ½ N2 to NH3 (estimated via Gibbs free
energy minimization, Aspen Plus V7.2). The overall process including H2 production generates
ca. 2.3 t of fossil-derived CO2 per t of NH34 and expends 2% of the world's energy budget5 in
form of natural gas (about 28-37 GJ/t NH3 in North America4, 6). Steam-reforming of coal
instead of using natural gas (a frequent practice in India and China) requires even more energy
(about 48-166 GJ/t NH34, 7). This causes generation of 16.7 t CO2 per t NH3 produced4.
Production costs of NH3 (and thereby to some extent food or biofuel prices) are tied closely to
the volatility of natural gas prices, and also to existing or anticipated CO2 emission regulations.
Nitrogen fixation remains a challenge. The dependence on natural gas, the technically
demanding process conditions, the CO2 emissions, and the economy of scale all motivate
continued interest in NH3 synthesis. Potential use of NH3 as a H2 carrier molecule8, 9, or as a way
to store intermittent solar energy10-12 could also be cited as motivation.
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2.2.1 Alternatives to the current industrial NH3 synthesis
Investigated as alternatives to the Haber-Bosch process, NH3 synthesis at mild conditions
in the liquid phase via transition metal coordination complexes13 or electrochemical NH3
synthesis14,

15

have not yet reached maturity. Only modest conversions caused by a low

conductivity in the working electrode15 and significant amounts of electrical energy required are
concerns for electrochemical NH3 synthesis. NH3 production from electrolysis of H2O as
attempted in the 1920s has been reported to consume ca. 90 GJ/t NH316. This approach would
cause a substantial consumption of fossil fuels with the current energy mix to generate electricity
(e.g., 49% or 81% of the total electricity in the U.S. or China respectively is generated via
combustion of coal17). Solar energy for splitting H2O to generate H211,

12

for subsequent NH3

synthesis via the Haber-Bosch reaction would alleviate the consumption of natural gas for
fertilizer production (84% of the energy required for industrial NH3 synthesis via the HaberBosch process is absorbed in steam reforming with natural gas to produce H24). The HaberBosch process itself and the associated challenges would remain. This approach is further
discussed below (see Section 2.3.1).
From the various inorganic routes proposed in the chemical literature for NH3 synthesis1821

, few received greater attention than Frank and Caro who commercialized around 1910 a three-

step process producing NH3 via hydrolysis of calcium cyanamide (a salt like compound
containing reduced nitrogen in form of CN22- ions)16, 19, 22. To regenerate calcium cyanamide,
calcium carbonate (formed during hydrolysis) is heated to form calcium oxide which is mixed
and reacted with coke to yield calcium carbide (ca. 50 mol% at above 2100 K23). The carbide
reacts at decreased temperatures with N2 recovering calcium cyanamide. Consumption of coke
and the technically demanding process temperatures established with an electric furnace
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translated into an energy consumption of ca. 210 GJ/t NH316 which rendered the process
economically unattractive.

2.2.2 Thermochemical NH3 synthesis from a metal nitride / oxide reaction cycle
Based on Serpek’s process developed at the beginning of the last century19-21, reactive
NH3 synthesis was demonstrated successfully via a two-step solar thermochemical cycle of
aluminum nitride hydrolysis at around 1300 K and carbothermal reduction and nitridation of
aluminum oxide in the range of 2023-2273 K10, 24-26. Similar to the calcium cyanamide cycle, this
process forms NH3 near 0.1 MPa without the need of a fossil H2 source and in absence of a
catalyst. High temperatures required for reactant recycling can be provided sustainably by use of
abundant solar radiation. Intermittently available solar energy is stored advantageously as NH311,
12

, similar to solar thermochemical H2-production via H2O-cleavage with a zinc reactant11.

However, physical containment of these significant reaction temperatures is technically
challenging11, 12 and requires sophisticated construction materials and reactor designs12, 21.
Focusing on the simpler concept of a nitride-based NH3 synthesis at near ambient
pressure and without natural gas, the work presented here pursues a reactant composition which
allows the nitride-based NH3 synthesis at temperatures where relatively common materials of
construction (such as specialty steels and common ceramics) are stable and available as finished
objects and machinable stock. The choice of reducing agent (carbonaceous, hydrogen, or none)
affecting process economics is discussed briefly.
The following section assesses the viability of a nitride-based NH3 synthesis process at an
overview level. The section concludes with a list of desirable material properties of the reactant
that may allow this concept to be competitive with other NH3 production schemes. Thereafter a
thermodynamic rationale is proposed to guide the reactant choice. With regard to the quantified
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trade-off between high metal oxide reduction temperatures and high yields of N2 fixation and
NH3 liberation, a few chemical elements that appear promising for the development of a
composite reactant are highlighted. Gibbs free energy computations and simulations of chemical
equilibrium compositions focus on magnesium-based reactants to point out possible process
limitations and options (such as the possibility of decreasing the oxide reduction temperature by
doping the reactant with transition metals). Both, direct conversion of the metal oxide to a metal
nitride (dependent on the thermodynamic stability of the nitride at elevated temperatures) or
intermediate formation of a metal vapor are considered. To aid the direct oxide-to-nitride route,
cerium is discussed as a candidate to increase the stability of the nitride.

2.3 Process concept for solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis
A solar thermochemical cycle producing NH3 at atmospheric pressure (Fig. 2.1) by metal
nitride hydrolysis and subsequent metal reactant recycling using a carbonaceous reducing agent
(e.g., biomass) may be written with generalized stoichiometry as:
(2.1)

a
ad
a
ad
M c Od 
C M
CO
bc
bc
b
bc

(2.2)

a
1
1
M  N 2  M a Nb
b
2
b

(2.3)

ad
a
1
 ad 3 
M a Nb 
H 2 O  M c Od  NH 3  
 H 2
b
bc
bc
 bc 2 

with M being a metal. Lower case letters indicate stoichiometric coefficients. Carbothermal
reduction of McOd (Eq. 2.1) generates a metal capable of breaking the N2 triple bond via
formation of a metal nitride (MaNb) (Eq. 2.2). The nitride is then corroded during nitride
hydrolysis (Eq. 2.3) forming the metal oxide, the desired NH3, and possibly H2. Oxide reduction
(Eq. 2.1) may occur concurrently with metal nitridation (Eq. 2.2), see Section 2.6.2. The
possibility of hydroxides forming will be addressed below. However, hydroxides are expected to
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decompose to the metal oxide and water at the elevated temperature that is required for the
reaction generating the reduced metal, and are therefore disregarded in Eq. 2.1-2.3.
process
heat
H2O (from
desalination plant)

1
ad
M a Nb 
H 2O
b
bc

1
ad
M a Nb 
CO
b
bc

H2 (to methanol
synthesis)

a
 ad 3 
M c Od  NH 3  
 H 2
bc
 bc 2 
1
a
ad
M c Od 
C  N2
bc
bc
2

CO (to methanol
synthesis)
ash disposal
(fertilizer)

NH3 (fertilizer /
chemical industry)

all at
0.1 MPa

N2 (from
air separation)
Concentrated
solar energy

Biomass /
Charcoal

Figure 2.1 Conceptual approach of reactive NH3 synthesis near 0.1 MPa via a two-step
reaction cycle of metal nitride hydrolysis and carbothermal metal oxide nitridation.

2.3.1 Process viability
As a first approximation, Figure 2.2 shows a mass and energy balance-based process
analysis for solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis via an inorganic MgO/Mg3N2 cycle (i.e., in Eq.
2.1-2.3, M = Mg, assuming that MgO can be reduced at 1800 K). A similar analysis for solardriven steam and air reforming to generate H2 from water and N2 from air, followed by the
conventional Haber-Bosch synthesis is summarized in Figure 2.3. Major conclusions are:
In the nitride-based process ca. 74% of the energy input (absorbed solar heat and
charcoal) are recovered in form of chemical energy (45% in NH3, CO) and electricity (29%). The
large fraction of produced electricity is due to the heat released from exothermic reactions at
decreased temperatures (label 5 and 10, Fig. 2.2) limiting heat integration. Also, the high
reduction temperature of MgO leads to an increased amount of sensible and latent heat in the
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gaseous products of the oxide reduction step (label 3) which is converted partly to electricity
(label 6). The total energy efficiency of the reforming-based process is estimated analogously at
65% (Fig. 2.3). Comparing these figures to the current industrial NH3 synthesis (ranging from
12% with coal to 69% with natural gas4) or the industrial utilization of absorbed solar thermal
energy (e.g., ca. 30% annual average, Andasol power plant, Spain27) or coal (35% without CO2
capture technology28) to useful energy in form of electricity, both the solar nitride-based and the
solar steam reforming/Haber-Bosch-based approaches to solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis
appear potentially economically competitive.
Solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis via metal nitride / oxide cycle
concentrated solar heat
1a
C
298 K

1b
C, MgO (s)
1200 K

a
MgO (s)
800 K

2

C, MgO (s)
1800 K

3
CO, Mg (g)
1800 K
4

air
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6

5

CO, Mg (lq), N2
1300 K

CO, Mg3N2 (s), N2
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Mg3N2 (s)
800 K
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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heat (kJ/mol NH3)

heat exchange (from process heat)
heat exchange (from solar heat)
ΔrxnH for MgO reduction (from solar heat)
heat released to quench gas (N2)
N2 separation A
ΔrxnH from Mg3N2 formation (to steam B)
heat exchange (to steam B)
CO separation A
heat exchange (to steam B)
heat exchange (from process heat)
ΔrxnH from NH3 formation (to steam B)
heat exchange and compression (net to steam B)

71.5
77.1
917.3
- 239.2
0.3
- 244.8
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9.7
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98.2
- 352.7
- 7.1

H2O (g)
800 K

CO
298 K
0.1 MPa

a
MgO (s)
800 K
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9
O2
298 K
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CO, N2
298 K

8

b
N2
298 K

N2
298 K

N2 b
298 K

NH3 (g)
800 K

11 NH3 (lq)
298 K
2 MPa

chemically stored energy,
45.0%
ffuel = ΔrxnG298K (NH3 + 3/4O2 1/2N2
+ 3/2H2O) + ΔrxnG298K (3/2CO + 3/4O2
3/2CO2) / Etotal,inC
29.2%
energy converted to electricity,
felec = electricity from steam B / Etotal,inC
total process efficiency,
ηtotal = ffuel + felec

74.2%

solar energy integration,
fsolar = solar heatin / Etotal,inC

62.7%

C-neutral CO generation
3/2 mol CO / (ηtotal x Etotal,inC)

1.28 mol/MJ

Figure 2.2 To assess process viability: All total pressures are 0.1 MPa except if indicated
otherwise; critical separation steps are marked with a gray reactor symbol; pumping is
disregarded; A, as process steam that is required to generate electricity; B, steam utilized
to generate electricity at Carnot efficiency; C, Etotal,in = (solar heat at (1b) and (2) + lower
heating value of the coal utilized), absorption losses not accounted.
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Solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis via steam/air reforming and Haber-Bosch
concentrated solar heat
1a
C, H2O (lq)
298 K

C, air
298 K

label
1a
1b
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1b
C, H2O (g)
900 K

3

2
C, H2O (g)
1100 K

C, air
1100 K

5
CO, H2
1100 K

4

CO, N2
1100 K

process

7
H2, N2
1100 K

6
CO
1100 K

CO
298 K
0.1 MPa

heat (kJ/mol NH3)

heat exchange (from process heat)
heat exchange (from solar heat)
ΔrxnH for charcoal/steam reforming (from solar heat)
heat exchange (from process heat)
ΔrxnH from charcoal/air reforming (integrated A)
CO separation B
heat exchange (integrated A)
heat exchange (integrated A)
synthesis gas compression B
ΔrxnH from NH3 formation
NH3 separation loop B, C

128.2
24.8
204.9
22.6
- 28.1
32.5
- 48.1
- 20.4
216.8
- 54.1
21.6

8
H2, N2
800 K

9
H 2, N 2
800 K
30 MPa

H2, N2
800 K
24 MPa

NH3 (g), H2, N2
800 K
27 MPa
11 mol% NH3 in H2/N2

10
H 2, N 2
298 K
8.9 MPa

NH3 (lq)
298 K
2 MPa

total process efficiency,
65.4%
ηtotal = ffuel = ΔrxnG298K (NH3 + 3/4O2
1/2N2 + 3/2H2O) + ΔrxnG298K (7/4CO
7/4CO2) / Etotal,in
+ 7/8O2
solar energy integration,
fsolar = solar heatin / Etotal,in

19.3%

C-neutral CO generation
7/4 mol CO / (ηtotal x Etotal,in)

2.25 mol/MJ

fossil CO2 generation
0.69 mol CO2 / (ηtotal x Etotal,in)

0.89 mol/MJ

Figure 2.3 To assess process viability (compare to Fig. 2.2): A, assumed as a completely
reversible process; B, as lower heating value of coal converted at 35% efficiency to
electricity; C, the synthesis loop (label 10) is computed as succession of isochoric operations
recovering a total of > 99.5 mol% of the NH3 formed.

The nitride-based process has three products (NH3, CO, and electricity) vs. two products
with the reforming-based process (NH3 and CO). This couples both processes to the economics
of different products and markets. CO may be utilized for the production of methanol or FischerTropsch chemicals. The dependency on the inherent by-production of these chemicals can be
lowered via reactant optimization for the nitride-based process (e.g., aiming at a decreased ratio
of d/b in Eq. 2.1-2.3 or use of alternative reducing agents such as H2 if the Gibbs free energy of
formation of the metal oxide is sufficiently low) or employment/development of alternative
technologies for N2 separation from air for the reforming-based process. The amount of cogenerated electricity in the nitride-based process can be addressed by optimization of the reactive
material as well (see previous paragraph).
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Assuming biomass as reducing agent, no fossil resources are consumed with the nitridebased process which thereby avoids inherently the emission of fossil CO2. The mechanical
energy required for the reforming-based process (for compressing the synthesis gas to 30 MPa,
label 8, and for the synthesis loop, label 10, Fig. 2.3) leads to fossil CO2 emissions when
generating electricity from the current energy mix (see Section 2.2). Avoidance of these
emissions would require the generation of electricity from renewable resources in the future.
Another factor favoring the nitride-based process, 63% of the total energy input to the
nitride-process is absorbed solar heat (absorption losses due to re-radiation not accounted). The
reforming-based process integrates only 19% solar heat. This factor can be increased to 44% if
all electricity consumed would be generated (at an efficiency of 30%, see above) from solar heat.
These various facets demonstrate that the assessment of the economic competitiveness
depends highly on the current economy (e.g., presence or absence of CO2 emission regulations,
cost of heliostats for concentrating solar energy, etc.). An economic analysis (e.g., a net present
value analysis) exceeds the scope of this Chapter and will be presented in Chapter 7. Concerning
the nitride-based process, the sensitivity of process efficiency to the reactant choice offers the
possibility to optimize via reactant composition as shown below.

2.3.2 Desirable material properties of the reactant
Major criteria for selecting a reactant constituent (M in Eq. 2.1-2.3) are:
(1)

moderate to high nitridation yields of the metal with acceptable kinetics

(2)

moderate to high yield of NH3 from the metal nitride with acceptable kinetics

(3)

metal oxide reduction temperature which can be contained in an industrial-scale, solarheated reactor12, 29 and that is near the optimal temperature of the reactor receiving solar
radiation11, see Section 2.5.1
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(4)

reactant regeneration using a sustainable reducing agent (preferably a gas30) in
economically attractive quantities12, 25, see Section 2.3.1

(5)

absence of melting and boiling of the reactant to avoid pipe blocking, decreased reactant
porosity, or cumbersome gas phase separations31,

32

(for possible benefits of gaseous

reaction products see Section 2.6.2)
(6)

low to moderate amount of heat liberated by exothermic reactions at temperatures
significantly below the temperature of the metal oxide reduction (which absorbs this heat as
solar radiation at high temperatures dependent on the metal oxide stability), see Section
2.3.1

(7)

acceptable cost and availability of the reactive material10 and absence of toxicity to humans
or the environment30 (in particular when biomass is used as reducing agent leading to the
need for ash disposal, see Fig. 2.1)

(8)

low number of chemical reactions to reduce complexity30

(9)

low number of separation steps due to an otherwise increased energy demand30 (except for
gas-liquid or gas-solid separations, see Fig. 2.2 and 2.3)

(10) high ratio of solar energy utilized as process energy

2.4 Theory and modeling
A rationale to guide the reactant choice for nitride-based solar thermochemical NH3
synthesis is proposed here. The simplified theoretical approach is based on the analysis of the
Gibbs free energy of Eq. 2.1-2.3 for various elements and the computation of chemical
equilibrium compositions.
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2.4.1 Gibbs free energy analysis
Molar Gibbs free energy of formation data (gf) for various nitride/oxide pairs in the
literature23,

33

and used previously for similar computations32 were used here to perform a

thermodynamic analysis computing the Gibbs free energy of reaction (ΔrxnG):
(2.4)

 rxn G 

n g

i
i  products

f ,i



n g

j
j  reacta nts

f ,j

where n are the mols of reactants j or products i, and ΔrxnG in kJ/mol is negative if the reaction is
thermodynamically favored at equilibrium in a closed system, i.e., the reaction yield exceeds a
half-stoichiometric conversion of reactants. The behavior in an open (flow-through) system may
differ substantially from thermodynamic predictions due to non-equilibrium situations including
mass transfer. However, thermodynamics is used here as a starting point. The absolute error of
gf was estimated previously with ± 3 kJ32 and was taken as 2% of the value in kJ/mol. Error
propagation was used to estimate the error of ΔrxnG values computed.

2.4.2 Computation of equilibrium compositions
Assuming ideal gases and ideal condensed phases yields34:
(2.5)

  G 
 p
K T  exp rxn    niSi  n j Sj  
 RT  i  products j reacta nts  n 

Si  Sj

where KT is the dimensionless equilibrium constant of a given reaction as a function of
temperature (T) in K. R is the gas constant in kJ/mol/K, Si and Sj are reaction stoichiometric
coefficients, p is the total pressure in MPa, and n in mol is the total number of chemical species
in the system, for simplicity taken as the arithmetic mean of the number of reactants and the
number of products at complete conversion. Eq. 2.4 and 2.5 together with the elemental mol
balances of a given reaction system were solved (MathCad 13, see also Section 1.4.1) to yield
the equilibrium composition as a function of T at 0.1 MPa (carbide formation disregarded). It is
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indicated below when ΔrxnG calculations were extrapolated using a linear fit (R2 generally >
0.999) (see other chemical equilibrium software such as STANJAN). Generally, gf values were
extrapolated for Mg3N2(s) > 1300 K, for Mg(g) > 2000 K and for N2 and CO > 2500 K.

2.5 Thermochemical trends of metal nitride / oxide formation
The following provides a thermodynamic analysis of 35 candidate nitride/oxide pairs
(Li3N/Li2O, Be3N2/BeO, BN/B2O3, Mg3N2/MgO, AlN/Al2O3, Si3N4/SiO2, Ca3N2/CaO,
ScN/Sc2O3, TiN/TiO2, VN/V2O5, VN0.465/V2O5, CrN/Cr2O3, Cr2N/Cr2O3, Mn5N2/MnO,
Mn4N/MnO, Fe2N/Fe2O3, Fe4N/Fe2O3, Co3N/Co3O4, Zn3N2/ZnO, GaN/Ga2O3, Sr3N2/SrO,
YN/Y2O3, ZrN/ZrO2, NbN/Nb2O5, Nb2N/Nb2O5, Mo2N/MoO2, InN/In2O3, Ba3N2/BaO,
CeN/CeO2, HfN/HfO2, TaN/Ta2O5, Ta2N/Ta2O5, Th3N4/ThO2, ThN/ThO2, and UN/UO2) to
guide the material selection for the reactive NH3 synthesis. Focusing on a single element of this
selection will furthermore require consideration of boiling points (see, e.g., Mg in Section 2.5.3),
kinetics (see Section 2.5.2) and different oxidation states of the metal (see, e.g., Mn(IV) to
Mn(II), Section 2.6.2).
The analysis quantifies a correlation between thermodynamically favorable metal
nitridation and NH3 liberation via hydrolysis and undesirable strong metal-oxide bonds formed
during hydrolysis. Nitride-based NH3 synthesis may be realized with elements representing a
trade-off (the gray region in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5) of these conflictive, thermochemical properties.
However, these elements may cause only moderate NH3 yields above 298 K (e.g., Mo35, Fig. 2.5)
or require activation of the N2 prior to fixation (e.g., Zn36, Fig. 2.4, see Section 2.5.4).
An alternative approach, combining elements far outside this trade-off region to
manufacture a mixed material incorporating two desired reactive properties is conceivable. This
will be explored selecting Mg or Ce for their high expected yields of fixed nitrogen and liberated
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NH3 on one hand (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5) and Cr, Mn, Fe or Mo for their tendency to form less stable
metal oxides on the other hand (Fig. 2.4).

2.5.1 Gibbs free energy mapping of chemical elements
Figure 2.4 shows ΔrxnG of the nitridation reaction (ΔnitG) at 0.1 MPa and 298 K as a
function of ΔrxnG of the carbothermal metal oxide reduction (ΔredG) at 0.1 MPa and 1400 K
(reduction of Co3O4 was computed at 1000 K due to availability of data). The classification of
nitrides was taken from the literature37. Uncertainties of ΔrxnG follow a normal distribution with
on average ± 4.01% of ΔnitG or ± 20.66% of ΔredG, respectively. Monte Carlo simulation yields
the dimensionless slope of a linear regression with -0.40 ± 0.01 (Fig. 2.4).
This trend suggests a necessary trade-off: the stability of the oxide increases with the
increasing tendency of a metal to form nitrides. Recovering the metal from stable oxides
unfortunately requires high reduction temperatures aided by carbon as a chemical reducing
agent.
Nitridation computed at 1000 K (except Co3N at 600 K, Zn3N2 at 700 K, and AlN, Ca3N2,
Cr2N, CrN, Mn4N, Mn5N2, and Mo2N at 800 K) is represented by a linear fit (dashed line,
individual data points omitted for clarity, details see Appendix A). Increasing the nitridation
temperature to a kinetically reasonable value37, 38 positions some elements that are attractive due
to their low metal-oxygen bond energy, at a region with positive ΔnitG, i.e., nitride formation is
not favored (Fig. 2.4). Formation of these nitrides requires elevated N2 pressure and/or nitrogen
activation (e.g., plasma dissociation or other activated N sources)39 if the nitride is only stable at
low temperatures. Low temperatures do not allow useful nitride formation from N2 due to
decreased reaction kinetics.
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Figure 2.4 Utility of various elements for reactive NH3 synthesis at atmospheric pressure:
ΔrxnG of metal nitridation (Eq. 2.2) vs. ΔrxnG of carbothermal metal oxide reduction (Eq.
2.1)23, 33. Selected nitride/oxide pairs (see Section 2.5) are represented with the chemical
symbol of the metallic constituent (subscript “2” marks lower nitrides, e.g., Fe4N/Fe2O3
marked with Fe2, Fe2N/Fe2O3, marked with Fe1). A complete description of the diagram is
provided in Appendix A. The trade-off region of negative ΔrxnG for nitride formation and
oxide reduction is the gray rectangular area. A linear fit is marked with a solid line. The
computation is repeated for nitridation at 1000 K (or lower, limited by available data),
represented by a linear fit (dashed line, no individual data points shown).

Plotting ΔrxnG for hydrolysis (ΔhydG, ± 19.43% average uncertainty) at 0.1 MPa and 298
K vs. ΔredG yields the dimensionless slope of a linear regression with -0.45 ± 0.03 kJ (Fig. 2.5).
A correlation similar to that in Figure 2.4 is observed: Elements forming an undesirably strong
bond with oxygen tend to liberate NH3 upon nitride hydrolysis. Increasing the hydrolysis
temperature37,

38

decreases the tendency for formation of NH3 and favors undesirable N2

formation (computed at 800 K, except Co3N at 600 K, and Zn3N2 at 700 K).
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Figure 2.5 Utility of various elements for reactive NH3 synthesis at atmospheric pressure:
ΔrxnG of metal nitride hydrolysis (Eq. 2.3) vs. ΔrxnG of carbothermal metal oxide reduction
(Eq. 2.1)23, 33. Selected nitride/oxide pairs are abbreviated such as in Figure 2.4. A complete
description of the diagram is given in Appendix A. The trade-off region of negative ΔrxnG
for NH3 formation and oxide reduction is marked (gray rectangle). A linear fit is marked
with a solid line. The computation is repeated for corrosion at 800 K (or lower, limited by
available data), represented by a linear fit (dashed line, no individual data points shown).

2.5.2 Trade-off elements
Metals that are - at the computed temperatures - elements of both trade-off regions (Fig.
2.4 and 2.5), V, Ga, and Mo are only of limited attractiveness for the investigated reaction cycle
due to physical material properties and reaction kinetics. Carbothermal reduction of V2O5 would
require precise temperature control to conduct the initial reduction of V(V) to V(IV) at below
943 K, the melting point of V2O5. More importantly, V reduces N2 only slowly (20-25 hours at
red glow20) and hydrolysis of the vanadium nitrides will results in low NH3 yields (Fig. 2.5).
Nitridation kinetics of Ga and Mo dictate N2 reduction at above or near the decomposition
temperature of the nitrides (ca. 919 K for GaN or 1115 K for Mo2N23) leading commonly (see
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Chapter 6) to the use of increased partial N2 pressures (reportedly 6 MPa for Mo20 and on the
order of GPa for Ga36, 40).

2.5.3 Promising elements for the nitride formation and NH3 liberation step
Elements with high ΔredG (and relatively low ΔnitG and ΔhydG) values (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5)
such as the highly electropositive Li, Mg, Ca, Ba and Ce form salt like nitrides (criteria 1,
Section 2.3.2). These nitrides are composed mainly of metal cations and N3- anions20,
Hydrolysis of these materials forms NH3 readily and rapidly37,

38

37

.

(criteria 2) but also highly

stable oxides (violating criteria 3 and 6).
Regenerating Li3N from LiOH formed during hydrolysis20 is further complicated by the
low melting point of LiOH at 744 K which would likely result in undesirable vapor formation of
reactants and products at atmospheric pressure during the oxide reduction23 (violating criteria 5).
MgO is a solid and abundant material (criteria 5 and 7). Due to increased entropy values
when forming gases, the reaction equilibrium for carbothermal reduction of MgO favors Mg
vapor formation at above ca. 2100 K23. In an open (non-equilibrium) system carbothermal
reduction of MgO at a molar ratio of MgO/C of 1/2 was demonstrated successfully yielding 50
mol% Mg after 30 min at 1823 K when using wood-derived charcoal as reducing agent41. Similar
to MgO, reduction of CaO, BaO and CeO2 forming nitrides requires carbon and relatively high
temperatures (Fig. 2.4). Carbothermal reduction of CaO and BaO in presence of N2 suppresses
the nitride formation completely and has been reported to yield cyanide-like compounds20
(violating criteria 8). This difficulty to form the nitride directly can be expected for Mg-based
reactants as well and is focused below (see Section 2.6.2 and Chapter 4).
The utility of Al for the nitride-based NH3 synthesis has been demonstrated successfully
(see Section 2.2)10, 24-26. Intermittent operation and containment of temperatures above 2000 K
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required for Al2O3 reduction in a large-scale, non-equilibrium reactor will likely require
refractory construction materials that constitute a crucial capital cost and construction feasibility
factor12,

20, 21

. Also, liberation of NH3 from the highly corrosion-resistant AlN requires high

temperatures and thus rapid quenching of the NH3 liberated to prevent decomposition. The utility
of Ti can be expected to be comparable to that of Al. The carbothermal reduction of TiO2 may
proceed at slightly lower temperatures than those required for the reduction of Al2O3 (Fig. 2.4
and 2.5). However, hydrolysis of TiN requires high temperatures and appears to yield less NH336
than the hydrolysis of AlN (Fig. 2.5).

2.5.4 Promising elements for the NH3 liberation and oxide reduction step
Oxides of elements with low ΔredG (and relatively low ΔhydG) values, e.g., Fe, Zn and
Mo, can be reduced at below 2200 K without carbon23 (criteria 4) or at significantly lower
temperatures with carbon or H2 as reducing agent (criteria 3 and 6).
Metals of this group tend not to react with 0.1 MPa N2 (e.g., Fe20 and Zn19, 20) or show
low nitridation yields (e.g., Mo38) (violating criteria 1). NH3 synthesis utilizing Zn3N2 has been
proposed previously42. The high ratio of ionic bonding in Zn3N237 and the thoroughly studied
thermal dissociation of ZnO via solar radiation11 are attractive. However, N2 fugacities in
equilibrium with Zn3N2 and Zn metal are (dependent on temperature) on the order of TPa36, 43
leading to the need for prohibitively high pressurization of N2 gas when forming Zn3N2 from its
elements.
Doping a reactant from the first group (e.g., Mg) with an element from this group (e.g.,
Fe) may aid in decreasing the oxide reduction temperature of a composite material31,

44-48

.

Whether this decreases the stability of the ternary nitride49 relative to the nitride of the first group
metal deserves attention when manufacturing a selected material.
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2.5.5 Promising elements for the nitride formation and oxide reduction step
Among the remaining elements with intermediate values of ΔredG (see Section 2.5.2), B,
Si, V, Ga, and In have undesirably low melting points or form undesirable volatile oxides or
hydroxides23 (violating criteria 5). Perhaps determined by the ionization potential of the metal
and the degree of incompleteness of the d-electron orbitals (with respect to the transition metals)
the nitrides of this group are reported to yield only traces of NH3 upon hydrolysis19, 20, 37, 50.
The presence of Cr50 or Mn in a reactant from the first group might be used to aid the
oxide reduction of this element. Whether this affects the ability of the composite reactant to
liberate nitrogen in form of NH3 deserves attention when selecting a dopant from this group.

2.6 Mixed reactants for thermochemical NH3 synthesis
The properties of elemental nitrogen39 appear to result in a trade-off in the chemistry of
reactive NH3 synthesis. The high triple bond energy of the N2 molecule yields small values of
Gibbs free energy for a metal nitride relative to Gibbs free energy values for the corresponding
metal oxide. Therefore, high metal nitridation yields correlate with formation of highly stable
metal oxides formed during hydrolysis of the nitride for NH3 formation. Analogously, due to the
low electron affinity of nitrogen only the most electropositive elements show a high ratio of ionic
bonding49 correlating with desirable high yields of NH3 formation and undesirable stable metaloxygen bonding.
The resulting quandary of obtaining reasonable process conditions with a single chemical
element may be resolved by intimately combining two elements with different desired reactant
properties in close contact. This has been applied successfully for reactants for solar
thermochemical H2O or CO2 splitting31,

44, 48

, catalysts for NH3 synthesis45,

46

, and Li-air

batteries47 and is explored here for Mg-based reactants. From the discussed elements Mg was
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chosen due to its high potential of reducing N2 to 2N3- and due to the high stability of the formed
nitride relative to those formed by Li or Ba for instance (Fig. 2.4). To fix nitrogen in the solid
state (in form of a salt like nitride) at the temperatures required for the oxide reduction step, Ce is
proposed as alternative to Mg. Conclusions are summarized in Table 2.1.
Reactant component for N2 fixation and NH3 liberation
Mg Advantages
• Mg breaks the N2 triple bond and forms reactive N3- ions (Mg3N2)
• Mg3N2 liberates NH3 quickly via hydrolysis at 0.1 MPa and < 373 K
• abundant, cheap and non-toxic, decreased reactant make-up costs
Disadvantages, risks and unknowns
• MgO requires carbothermal reduction at ca. 2130 K (closed system)
• Mg3N2 decomposes at temperatures required for MgO reduction;
alternative separate formation of Mg metal vapor requires quenching
Ce A Advantages
• CeN directly from CeO2, C, and N2 at ca. 2150 K (closed system)
Disadvantages, risks and unknowns
• Decreased contribution of ionic bonding in CeN
• Uncertain NH3 liberation kinetics
• Increased costs for Ce reactant-make up
Reactant component to aid metal oxide reduction
Fe

Advantages
• Increased Mg3N2 yield (decreased MgO reduction temperatures)
• abundant, cheap and low toxicity
Disadvantages, risks and unknowns
• Catalyses NH3 decomposition
• May reduce the concentration of N3- in the reactant
• Increased amount of reducing agent required

Cr, Advantages
Mn, • Contribute to N2 fixation (Cr, Mn) and NH3 liberation (Mo)
Mo B • Decreased catalytic NH3 decomposition activity
Disadvantages, risks and unknowns
• Decreased abundance (increased reactant make-up costs)
• Increased oxide stability (decreased yield of Mg3N2) (Cr, Mn)
• Increased oxide volatility (Mo)
Zn B Advantages
• Mg/Zn vapor formation may aid two-step nitridation of Mg at
decreased temperatures
Disadvantages, risks and unknowns
• Rapid quenching of reaction products required

Table 2.1 Overview of thermochemical concepts to produce NH3 from H2O and N2 at near
atmospheric pressure (A, relative to Mg; B, relative to Fe).
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2.6.1 Step one: Reduction of MgMnO4 (Mn = Cr2, Fe2, Mo) reactants
Mg(OH)2 formed during hydrolysis of Mg3N2 decomposes at elevated temperatures into
highly stable MgO. Reduction of MgO in a closed system requires carbon as reducing agent and
technically unsuitable high temperatures of ca. 2130 K (Fig. 2.6). Carbothermal reduction of
Cr2O3 on the other hand is favored thermodynamically at above ca. 1500 K (Fig. 2.6). Also,
Cr2O3 can be reduced with a gaseous reducing agent (criteria 4) and solar radiation50. A material
such as MgCr2O4 (i.e., MgO*Cr2O3) may be reduced at temperatures significantly below 2130
K31, 44, 48 (Fig. 2.6).

Equilibrium reduction yield
(noxide at T / noxide at 298 K)
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MgCr2O4
MgO
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T (K)
Figure 2.6 Carbothermal reduction of Cr2O3 (extrapolated above 1800 K), MgO, and
MgCr2O4 (extrapolated above 2000 K) to the metal.

Computations are based on gf values for oxides of the spinel group. These stable
compounds51 have increased values of gf23, relative to the pure metal oxides. Therefore the
presence of a transition metal may allow the reduction of MgO at decreased temperatures due to
an increased amount of oxidized reducing agent formed or due to reduction at the solid-solid
MgO/transition metal oxide particle boundary. Possible formation of carbides (which tend to
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convert to oxides during the hydrolysis step) is disregarded at this point. Replacing Cr2O3 with
Fe2O3 or MoO3 (not shown, see Section 2.5) respectively yields ΔTl/ΔTh values (Fig. 2.6) for the
three mixed materials in the range of 0.49 to 0.98. If such a decrease in the oxide reduction
temperature could be realized even partially, then the costs for reactor construction materials
required to physically contain the reaction temperature could be decreased significantly.

2.6.2 Step two: Formation of Mg3N2
Mg3N2 decomposes (Fig. 2.7B) below the temperature required for carbothermal
reduction of MgO (Fig. 2.7A) causing low yields of the nitride when formed directly from the
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oxide at equilibrium (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.7 Chemical equilibrium composition of two-step MgO to Mg3N2 conversion
(endothermic MgO reduction at high temperatures and exothermic nitridation of the
condensed metal at decreased temperatures). Melting (Tm) and boiling (Tb) points of Mg
are marked.

This offers the possibility of conducting the NH3 synthesis cycle in three steps (criteria 1
but violating criteria 8). These are (Fig. 2.2): Carbothermal reduction of MgO(s) forming Mg(g)
(Fig. 2.7A), nitridation of a fine Mg(s) powder at decreased temperatures yielding Mg3N2(s) (Fig
2.7B), and hydrolysis of Mg3N2(s) recycling MgO(s) and yielding NH3 (see Section 2.6.3). To
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avoid product recombination during the oxide reduction step this three-step process requires
rapid quenching of the Mg/CO vapor11, 30. A transition metal oxide forming a metal vapor during
its reduction (e.g., ZnO) may possibly serve to lower the reduction temperature of the Mg-based

Equilibrium yield metal oxide to nitride
log(nnitride at T / nnitride ideally)

reactant (Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.8 Yield of Mg3N2 or CeN respectively from the indicated oxides (the yield of CeN
is extrapolated above 2000 K). Maximum yields are due to favorable oxide reduction at
high temperatures and favorable nitride formation at lower temperatures. Conducting
both reactions separately, at different temperatures, may allow for increased nitride yields.

To form the nitride directly from the oxide (criteria 8) one may attempt either to decrease
the temperature required for the oxide reduction step or to increase the stability of the nitride at
elevated temperature. The first approach (utilizing reactant doping with transition metals) is
demonstrated in the previous section. The theoretical maximum yield of Mg3N2 via carbothermal
reduction in the presence of N2 and when introducing various transition metals into the
magnesium oxide is shown in Fig. 2.8. Addition of Fe2O3 for instance yields at least theoretically
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at 1300 K ca. 64.21 mol% Mg in form of solid Mg3N2, 1.02 mol% Mg in form of liquid Mg and
the balance solid MgFe2O4 (see Appendix A). Formation of carbides and transition metal nitrides
(as expected for Cr and Mo) is for simplicity disregarded. The increased yield of Mg3N2 using Fe
or Mo as a component for Mg-based reactants has to be weighed against the low vapor pressure
of MoO323 (criteria 5), the costs for Mo make-up (criteria 7), and the undesirable catalytic
properties of Fe in NH3 formation and decomposition (criteria 2).
Alternatively, an approach to stabilizing the metal nitride is shown in Fig. 2.4, indicating
(dotted arrow) a significant decrease in ΔnitG by -91.3 kJ/mol N when substituting Mg with Ce.
This modification does only slightly increase ΔredG (+15.9 kJ/mol N) and ΔhydG (+32.5 kJ/mol
N) (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5) (criteria 1, 2, and 8). The increased stability of CeN will likely increase the
yield of nitrogen in the solid state during the high-temperature oxide reduction step
circumventing the intermediate formation of a metal phase (Fig. 2.8). The nitride possesses a
significant degree of ionic bonding and is expected to liberate sufficient quantities of NH3 when
hydrolyzed20.
The temperature required for the direct conversion of CeO2 to CeN (50 mol% conversion
in a closed system at ca. 2150 K) might be decreased in a similar way as discussed above for Mg.
Due to a limited amount of data for ternary Ce compounds Figure 2.9 shows an Ellingham
diagram of Ce and Mn oxides using carbon or H2 as reducing agent. The diagram illustrates the
possible presence of various oxidation states of Ce and Mn compounds. H2 may be used to
generate lower metallic oxidation states (criteria 4). Metals in lower oxidation states may aid the
reduction of metals in higher oxidation states, i.e., leading to oxygen transfer from Ce to Mn
atoms. However, the reduction of Ce(III) to the metal (Fig. 2.9) or its conversion to CeN (Fig.
2.8) requires high temperatures and a solid, carbonaceous reducing agent such as biomass or
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charcoal causing ash formation and thus the need of some reactant make-up. Technical
advantages of Ce for the overall cycle studied here have to be weighed against criteria 4 and 7.
600
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Figure 2.9 Ellingham diagram for the reduction of oxides of Ce or Mn respectively.
Removal of 1 atom O from an oxide to form a lower oxidation state (e.g., MnO-Mn
abbreviating the equilibrium between MnO and Mn + 1/2 O2) occurs spontaneously if its
ΔrxnG reaches 0, or if its ΔrxnG ≤ ΔrxnG of an oxygen absorbing reaction such as combustion
of C or H2 (a or b).

2.6.3 Step three: Hydrolysis of Mg3N2 yielding NH3
To close the cycle, Mg3N2 hydrolyzed at 368 K yields NH3 quickly22. Formation of NH3
at this temperature and at 0.1 MPa total pressure would avoid the need for gas compression since
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NH3 is thermodynamically stable at these conditions. The exothermic heat of reaction liberated at
near this temperature would be of low value (see criteria 6).
Gibbs free energy analysis shows that hydrolysis of Mg3N2 (Fig. 2.10A) forming
Mg(OH)2, N2 and H2 is favored at equilibrium over NH3 formation at above 400-500 K (Fig.
2.10B). To account for this formation of N2, the amount of NH3 liberated from the nitride is
estimated here based on the ratio of the equilibrium constants for NH3 formation relative to N2
formation decreasing the yield of NH3 when increasing the hydrolysis temperature (Fig. 2.10A).
This illustrates that NH3 formation via nitride hydrolysis is most promising if nitrides are
employed which liberate NH3 at intermediate temperatures and in a system open to mass
exchange (to thus avoid the decomposition shown in Figure 2.10B). Maximized NH3 yields
might be promoted by reducing opportunities for surface diffusion of NH3 and by carefully
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minimizing any resistance to the mass transfer of NH3 away from the metal reactant.
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Figure 2.10 Formation of NH3 at 0.1 MPa via hydrolysis of Mg3N2 (Mg(OH)2 extrapolated
above 500 K) (A) and equilibrium yield of N in the gas phase during the hydrolysis if NH3
is not withdrawn (NH3eq) from the system and quenched (B).

The presence of transition metals in the reactant may reduce the ratio of ionic bonding
within the nitride and may thus decrease the yield of NH3. Bonding in ternary nitrides is however
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not well understood49. Future research quantifying the bonding nature in mixed or ternary
nitrides and assessing the catalytic contribution of nitride components to the decomposition of
the NH3 formed20,

45, 46

will further the development of a composite reactant for the solar

thermochemical NH3 synthesis at near ambient pressure.

2.7 Conclusions
The thermodynamic equilibrium of the Haber-Bosch reaction - conducted catalytically at
700-900 K - dictates the need for high partial pressures of the reactants, i.e., ca. 22.5 MPa H2 and
7.5 MPa N2. Separating the N2 reduction step from the nitrogen protonation step offers the
possibility of conducting both steps at different temperatures and thereby favorable equilibrium
positions at 0.1 MPa. This may avoid the need for sophisticated high pressure utilities and
decrease the reliance on fossil fuels for electricity generation of the conventional NH3 synthesis.
Utilizing water as the source of hydrogen and solar radiation for process heat leads to a
process (Eq. 2.1-2.3) that converts solar energy to chemical energy, stored in NH3, CO, and
electricity. The dependency on the inherent by-production of electricity may be addressed by
control of the reactant composition: The higher the heat of reaction that is absorbed in the
endothermic metal oxide reduction step at high temperature (from solar radiation) the higher the
heat of reaction of the exothermic NH3 formation at low temperature (to electric energy
byproduct). The present thermochemical analysis quantifies furthermore a rule of thumb: the
higher the Gibbs free energy of the metal oxide reduction (need for high reduction temperatures)
is, the lower the Gibbs free energy of the NH3 liberation becomes (high NH3 yields) (Fig. 2.5).
Given the unfavorable kinetics of the N2 reduction step of single elements representing a
trade-off of these conflicting properties (V, Ga and Mo) and given the quick formation of NH3
via hydrolysis of salt-like nitrides (e.g., Li, Mg, Ba and Ce), nitrides with high ionic contribution
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to the metal-nitrogen bond have been focused here. From this group, Mg and Ce have been
selected due to the inferior thermodynamic stability of Li and Ba nitrides (Fig. 2.4) and
presumably complicated processing of Li-based reactants (highly volatile oxides and a hydroxide
with a low melting point). A qualitative summary of these thermochemical properties is given in
Fig. 2.11.

Oxidation of
fixed N ions to
NH3 at 0.1 MPa
and < 1000 K

Ce
Ca
Al
Ba
Mg
Li

Zn
Fe Ga
In

Reduction
of 0.1 MPa
N2 with metal
at ca. > 800 K

Ti
Mn V
Mo CrSi B

Reduction of oxidized
metal with C at < 2130 K
(if without product
removal)

Figure 2.11 Primary demands of the solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis on the reactive
materials and qualitative summary (see kinetic effects and limited thermochemical data at
elevated temperatures above) of the related thermochemical properties for single elements.
The metal oxide reduction temperature was chosen for guidance only. Increasing this
temperature or removing reaction products will allow the reduction of all oxides shown.
The ideal combination of thermochemical properties is marked with “x”.

In principle, MgO may be reduced carbothermally to a metal vapor formed at near 1800
K in a system open to mass exchange. The condensed metal could thereafter be used as electron
donor for the N2 reduction step. However, the conceivable direct conversion of MgO to Mg3N2 at
decreased temperatures (required due to the decomposition of the nitride at elevated
temperatures) is more attractive from a practical perspective since this would greatly simplify
processing (rapid quenching to suppress the oxidation of Mg by CO, handling a metal vapor,
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reactor materials and design for high temperatures). The potential of decreasing the reduction
temperature of the metal oxide by doping with transition metals has been employed for solar
thermochemical H2O or CO2 cleavage and has been explored here for the Mg-based (i.e.,
MgCr2O4, MgFe2O4, or MgMoO4) solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis. Future work needs to
experimentally verify this concept (nitride formation near 1500 K) and the possibility of
increasing the nitride stability at higher temperatures by using Ce-based reactants.

2.8 Associated content in Appendix A
Supporting Information: Detailed versions of Figure 2.4 and 2.5 and a computation of the
Mg vapor expectedly formed during carbothermal nitridation of MgFe2O4.
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Chapter 3 - Chromium as reactant for solar thermochemical
synthesis of ammonia from steam, nitrogen, and biomass at
atmospheric pressure
3.1 Abstract
Essentially half of the nitrogen required for the global agricultural production is supplied
as artificial nitrogen fertilizer, mainly in form of ammonia or ammonia-derived chemicals.
Ammonia is an important commodity chemical, and it can serve as a fuel for combustion engines
or as a carrier molecule for hydrogen. Global NH3 production of over 100 million metric tons per
year relies almost entirely on natural gas for energy and hydrogen. About 2% of the world’s
energy budget is spent to produce NH3. Experiments towards a solar thermochemical cycle for
NH3 synthesis at near atmospheric pressure using a transition metal reactant and a Fresnel-lens
solar furnace are reported here: reacting Cr metal powder with gaseous N2 to Cr nitride,
hydrolyzing Cr nitride powder with steam to NH3 and Cr2O3, and finally reducing Cr2O3 powder
back to Cr with mixtures of H2, CO, and N2. At about 1000 °C it was found that Cr readily fixes
N2 from the gas phase as Cr nitride (4.13 x 10-2 mol N2 / mol Cr / min, 85 ± 4 mol% of
hexagonal Cr2N after 5.6 min). Cr2N converts over time to a cubic CrN phase. Corrosion of Cr
nitride with steam at 1000 °C and about 1 bar forms Cr2O3 and CrO while liberating 53 ± 11
mol% of the nitrogen contained in the solid Cr nitride in 60 min. Of the N liberated, 0.28 ± 0.07
mol% forms the desired NH3. This results in a yield of 0.15 ± 0.02 mol% NH3 relative to the N
in the nitride (1.07 x 10-4 mol NH3 / mol Cr / min). Addition of CaO/Ca(OH)2 powder or quartz
wool to provide more reactive sites and promote protonation of N increased the yield of NH3
only slightly (0.24 ± 0.01 or 0.39 ± 0.03 mol% NH3 relative to the N in the nitride respectively).
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The thermochemical cycle is closed by heating Cr2O3 to 1200-1600 °C with a reduction yield
near the surface of the particles of approximately 82.85 mol% (40 min at 1600 °C) in a gas
stream of H2 and CO (2.7 x 10-3 mol Cr / mol Cr2O3 / min). An unreacted core model was
applied to estimate the activation energy of Cr2O3 reduction with 128 ± 4 kJ/mol. Cr appears
promising to promote nitridation and oxide reduction as a basis for a future custom-designed
reactant with high specific surface area enabling sustainable and more scalable NH3 production
from N2 and H2O at ambient pressure without natural gas consumption.

3.2 Introduction
Ammonia is irreplaceable as a base chemical for fertilization of crops that supply
growing global demand for food and bio-energy1. In the USA in 2007, 58 wt% of all fertilizer
consumed (mainly liquid NH3, (NH2)2CO, K2O and P2O5) was NH3-based2. The U.S. produces
about 9% (1.18 x 107 metric tons of NH3 in 2001) of the NH3 produced globally (1.28 x 108
metric tons of NH3 in 2001)3.
Ammonia could also be used as a hydrogen carrier or directly as a liquid fuel. The U.S.
Department of Energy has set a 2015 target of 9 wt% H2 capacity for H2-based transportation
fuels4 which is reached by liquified NH3 (18 wt% H2). NH3 is easily liquefied at 25 °C above 10
bar and contains by volume approximately 130-fold more H2 as H2 itself at the same conditions.
NH3 might be useful blended into diesel or as a stand-alone chemical fuel enabling solar-derived
H2 storage for a H2 economy5, 6. Modified diesel engines can combust NH3 releasing mainly H2O
and N2 as combustion products7. H2 can also be recovered catalytically on board a vehicle from
NH3 for subsequent combustion5.
Fixation of atmospheric N2 in form of NH3 is challenging due to the strong N-N triple
bond, a high ionization potential, and the nonpolarity of N28. A milestone of chemical
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engineering (Nobel Prizes to F. Haber, 1918, C. Bosch, 1931, and G. Ertl, 2007), the classic
Haber-Bosch process synthesizes NH3 industrially from N2 and H2. The reaction equilibrium is
shifted at about 300 bar towards formation of ideally 22.7 mol% NH3 (via Gibbs free energy,
ΔrxnG, minimization, Aspen Plus V7.2) at increased temperatures (400-600 °C) and in presence
of a catalyst9, 10. The process imposes the need for large facilities that produce on the order of
1000 tons of NH3 per day to alleviate the capital intensity of technologically sophisticated high
pressure and high temperature operations. A significant natural gas supply is needed within
reasonable distance for situating Haber-Bosch facilities.
The Haber-Bosch process including hydrogen production from natural gas consumes 2837 GJ/t NH3 (North America)10, 11 which translates to about 1-2% of the world’s annual energy
production12. Approximately 84% of the energy required for industrial NH3 synthesis is
consumed in the H2 production step (in form of synthesis gas, mixed with N2) via natural gas
reforming11. About 16% is used for compression work11. Per ton of NH3 produced,
approximately 2.3 t of fossil-derived CO2 are generated11. The hydrogen and energy from natural
gas to perform the Haber-Bosch closely ties the cost of NH3 to somewhat volatile natural gas
prices and current or future CO2 emission charges13, 14.
Alternatives to the Haber-Bosch-based process have been the subject of research for
decades. Substantial research efforts have pursued the adaptation of the biological mechanism of
fixing N2 enzymatically via nitrogenase breaking the N2 bond near room temperature in the
aqueous phase. N2 is reduced catalytically by coordination of molecular N2 to transition metal
complexes and formation of NH3 by subsequent protonation in the aqueous phase8,

15

.

Electrochemical NH3 synthesis on the basis of reduction of N2 in high temperature N2/H2 fuel
cells16 has also been investigated. Both approaches have not reached maturity. Electrochemical
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NH3 synthesis for instance yields relatively modest conversions due to low conductivity in the
working electrode17 and requires significant amounts of electrical energy to move 3 electrons per
molecule NH3 formed from the anode that is splitting H2O to the cathode for reducing and
protonating N2 to form NH3.
Inorganic routes for the fixation of N2 are outlined in the literature18-21. Recently the
reactive synthesis of NH3 at atmospheric pressure without the need of a fossil hydrogen source
was demonstrated successfully via a two-step solar thermochemical cycle. This was based on
hydrolysis of aluminum nitride, subsequent carbothermal reduction, and finally nitridation of
aluminum oxide to close the cycle22-25. Similar to solar H2 production, the overall products of the
cycle (NH3 and syngas) store the intermittently available solar energy and constitute valuable
chemical fuels and raw materials with potential uses as sustainable fertilizer and chemical
feedstock26-30.
Substantial carbothermal reduction of Al2O3 and formation of AlN31 was demonstrated in
the range of 1750-2000 °C23, 25. The need for absorption of concentrated solar energy at this
significant temperature and for physical containment of this temperature is not trivial27, 29, 30. The
refractory construction materials required to contain this temperature in a large-scale reactor are
often not resistant to severe thermal shocks as expected under intermittent concentrated solar
radiation and constitute a crucial capital cost and construction feasibility factor19,

20, 30

. Also,

solid carbon as reducing agent requires solids processing steps such as energy-intensive milling
to decrease the particle size and the often cumbersome movement and mixing of substantial
amounts of solids32, 33. A decrease in the reaction temperature to levels where specialty steels and
common ceramics can be used and avoidance of solids handling appears beneficial and is
pursued here.
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Manufacturing a reactive composite material which combines two desired properties due
to the presence of two different elements has been applied in the development of, e.g., catalysts
for NH3 synthesis34, 35, reactants for solar thermochemical H2O or CO2 splitting36-38, and Li-air
batteries39. Replacing, e.g., some Fe in Fe2O3 with Mn, Co, Ni, or Zn was reported to decrease
the reduction temperature of the oxide that was selected for its high H2 yield during H2O
splitting36, 37. Similarly, a reactant for solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis might conceivably be
assembled combining reactive sites facilitating nitrogen fixation and NH3 liberation (e.g., Al)
with reactive sites aiding oxide reduction and possibly nitrogen fixation (e.g., Cr or Mn). The
work shown here is a first step in identifying desirable properties of the element Cr for such a
composite reagent.
The presence of transition elements such as Cr might aid a prospective composite
reactant enabling the reduction of a stable metal oxide (e.g., Al2O3 or oxides of the alkaline earth
metals) at decreased temperatures36, 37. It is shown here that Cr2O3 can be reduced with a gaseous
reducing agent at below 1500 °C (Rxn. 3.1 and 3.2). The metal then fixes N2 readily in form of a
metal nitride (Rxn. 3.3):
(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

Cr2 O3 (s)  3CO (g)  2Cr (s)  3CO2 (g)
 rxn H 1527C  278.6 kJ/mol N
Cr2 O3 (s)  3H 2 (g)  2Cr (s)  3H 2 O (g)
 rxn H 1527C  360.0 kJ/mol N
2Cr (s)  1/ 2 N 2 (g)  Cr2 N (s)
 rxn H 527C  122.2 kJ/mol N

Solar energy concentrated using a Fresnel lens40 to at maximum of about 1600 °C and
simulated gasified biomass are used in the experiments reported here to form chromium nitride
from Cr2O3. ΔrxnG computations41 indicate that the reduction of Cr2O3 (Rxn. 3.1 and 3.2) with
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CO42 or H243,

44

may involve intermediate reactions, e.g., carbon or chromium carbide

formation43, 45, 46 discussed below. Fractions of the N liberated from Cr nitride during hydrolysis
of the prospective composite reactant form NH3 (Rxn. 3.4):
(3.4)

Cr2 N ( s )  3H 2 O ( g )  Cr2 O3 ( s )  NH 3 ( g )  3 / 2 H 2 ( g )
 rxn H 527C  312.1 kJ / mol N

Due to the mainly metallic bonding nature of nitrogen with transition metals the step of
efficient NH3 formation from the fixed nitrogen remains a challenge. This will be tackled in
future work by introducing a second element like Al or an alkaline earth metal. The solid
compounds involved in the proposed cycle do not have melting or boiling points within the
temperature range required for conducting the thermochemical cycle. Vapor pressures of
chromium hydroxides are low (10-5 to 10-9 bar)47, 48. This prevents the need to handle vapors.
The overall reaction cycle (Fig. 3.1):
(3.5)

1 / 2 N 2  3H 2 O  3CO  NH 3  3 / 2 H 2  3CO2

(3.6)

1 / 2 N 2  3 / 2 H 2  NH 3
Nitridation (500-1000°C)
2Cr + 1/2N2 ↔ Cr2N

N2

H2O

endothermic
via
concentrated
solar heat

exothermic
Corrosion (500-1000°)
Cr2N + 3H2O ↔ Cr2O3 + NH3 + 3/2H2
exothermic

all at 1 bar

H2

Reduction (1200-1500°C)
Cr2O3 + 3H2 ↔ 2Cr + 3H2O
Cr2O3 + 3CO ↔ 2Cr + 3CO2
H2 and/or CO

NH3

H2O

CO2 (if CO for raw materials)

Figure 3.1 Overall approach of N2 fixation via three-step solar thermochemical NH3
synthesis at atmospheric pressure. Cr is investigated here for its potential to aid metal
oxide reduction and nitridation.
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synthesizes NH3 from water if CO is utilized as reducing agent (Eq. 3.5) or yields an alternative
to conduct the Haber-Bosch reaction at near atmospheric pressure if H2 is used as reducing agent
(Eq. 3.6). Although the cycle (Eq. 3.5 or 3.6) is exergonic, a supply of energy is required since
the endothermic reactions 3.1 and 3.2 absorb energy at temperatures above where reaction 3.3
and 3.4 release energy.
In summary, the thermochemical properties of chromium in a thermochemical cycle to
produce ammonia at near ambient pressure are investigated here as a step towards a sustainable
NH3 production without fossil fuels.


Opposed to combustion of a fossil fuel to provide compression work for conducting the
Haber-Bosch reaction in industrial practice at about 300 bar and 500 °C9, 10, concentrated
solar energy is a sustainable energy source that provides the heat of an endothermic oxide
reduction at atmospheric pressure and high temperatures27, 29.



Solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis has the potential of producing NH3 in scalable
plants and at lower temperatures (e.g., if an alkaline earth metal is used for liberating
NH3) without the cumbersome pressurization of the synthesis gas to several 100 bar.



The reducing agent (syngas or H2) can be regenerated via endothermic biomass
gasification30,

32

or water dissociation27, both demonstrated previously via solar

processing.


Cost efficient membrane technology can be used for nitrogen recovery from air since
traces of O2 introduced into the reactor will be removed from the reactant during the
oxide reduction step.
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3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Solar furnace
Solar radiation was concentrated (tubular flow-through reactor, 27 mm ID, 30 mm OD,
200 mm length, fused quartz, Technical Glass Products) using a Fresnel lens (0.93 x 1.24 m, 0.7
mm thickness, 1.03 m focal length, UV filtering acrylic, geometrical concentration ratio ~
244049, Mitsubishi TV) mounted in a mobile scaffold (Skarda Equipment Company). Tracking
was manual. Pressurized gas cylinders were connected to the reactor via a tubing system
equipped with a gas flow meter (0.04-0.50 l/min as air, Omega Engineering) and a flashback
arrestor (8491-F, Linweld).
A solar meter (SP1065, 300-1100 nm wavelength detection range, EDTM Glass, Window
& Film Test Equipment) was used to determine the incident solar power density before
concentration in front of the lens (Ps). A thermocouple (High Temperature Flexible Ceramic
Fiber-Insulated Probe, Type K; IR-Pro Infrared Thermometer, 1371 °C maximum temperature
(Tmax), both ThermoWorks) was used to determine the furnace temperature before the
experiment.
Melting experiments with Si, Fe, and Cr metal powders under a He blanket atmosphere
determined Tmax in the focal point ~ 1600 °C at Ps ~ 0.85 ± 0.03 kW/m2. To decrease the
temperature the reactor was moved perpendicular to the lens slightly out-of-focus. The furnace
temperature, Tf in °C, as a function of the focal spot diameter, Dint in mm (the bright spot of
concentrated solar radiation intersecting the reactor), was empirically estimated as Tf = (4.8736 Dint)/0.0018, R2 = 0.997).
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3.3.2 Nitridation of chromium metal
To study the reaction kinetics of N2 gas at 1 bar with Cr metal, 1 g Cr powder was placed
into a quartz boat (Table 3.1) and exposed for times ranging from 5.6 to 360 ± 0.5 min to 0.4 ±
0.1 l(STP)/min N2 while being held at 983 ± 40 °C50-52 by concentrated solar radiation (Ps ~ 0.93 ±
0.09 kW/m2) (Fig. 3.2). After the reaction, the reactor was allowed to cool down to ambient
temperature within about 15 min under 1.6 ± 0.1 l(STP)/min N2. All solid samples were
subsequently stored under N2 at 4 °C.
Powder characterization

Cr

Cr2N/CrN

Cr2O3

Maximum particle size A (μm)
BET surface area A (m2/g)
Powder bed thickness B (mm)
Powder bed surface C (cm2)
Void fraction D (m3/m3)

45
0.69
1.3
2.4
0.57

150
0.40
0.30 (0.10 E)
2.4 (33 E)
0.55

45
1.5
4.7
2.4
0.83

Table 3.1 Characterization of solid powder beds: A, see Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.7; B, ± 14.03
%; C, ± 9.44 %; D, ± 5.98 % (all via error propagation); E, electric furnace experiments.

a

d

e

a
h

i

c

b

f

g
Corrosion of
Cr nitride
by solar radiation

c

b

j

Reduction of Cr oxide
and nitridation of Cr
metal by solar radiation

k

l

m

p

q

n

r

o

q

Figure 3.2 Experimental setups (a, solar meter; b, thermocouple; c, Fresnel-lens; d,
flashback arrestor; e, flow meter; f, tubular reactor; g, quartz boat; h, N2; i, 0.695 mol H2 /
mol CO, j, 0.698 mol H2 / mol CO, diluted in 55 mol% N2; k, H2O; l, tubular reactor or
electric furnace; m, quartz boat; n, 0.01 mol/l HCl solution chilled with ice-cold H2O; o,
NH3 gas detection tube; p, heating plate; q, liquid level control; r, magnetic stirrer).
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3.3.3 Corrosion of chromium nitride by steam to chromium oxide to liberate ammonia
To assess corrosion of Cr nitride in presence of steam using solar radiation the solar
furnace setup was equipped with a heating plate (540 °C Tmax, Cimarec, Barnstead-Thermolyne)
to evaporate H2O. Steam (average of 1.1 ± 0.1 ml(STP)/min) was conducted to a tubular flowthrough reactor (48.5 mm ID, 53.5 mm OD, 190 mm length, borosilicate glass). Cr nitride (0.219
g, Table 3.1) was exposed directly for 1 h to 500, 640, 1000 or 1600 ± 100 °C (Ps ~ 0.83 ± 0.03
kW/m2).
To assess the change in composition of the solid reactant during corrosion using heat only
and to further quantify yield and kinetics of NH3 liberation, an electric resistance furnace (60 mm
ID, 1 m length, quartz, model HTF55347C, temperature controller model CC58434C,
Lindberg/Blue) was equipped with a heating plate to evaporate H2O (Fig. 3.2). The steam was
conducted to the reactor and condensed and quantified at the furnace outlet in ice water. To
remove residual O2 the furnace was purged for 5 min with 1.9 ± 0.1 l(STP)/min N2 before each
experiment.
Cr nitride as purchased (1 g, Table 3.1) or mixed with ground CaO (1 g) was heated to
500, 640, or 1000 ± 1 °C43, 53, 54. To test whether the reaction yields were possibly limited by the
powder surface available for reaction, at 1000 °C a dispersion of 0.16 g Cr nitride or 0.21 g Cr
nitride mixed with 0.21 g CaO was supported by quartz wool (0.9 g or 1.5 g respectively) and
placed into a tubular quartz support. Samples were introduced into the furnace at 200-300 °C and
heated (~ 47-121 °C/min at 0-3 min, 2-9 °C/min during the last 3 min). Temperatures were held
for 60 min and steam was supplied at 0.9 ± 0.2 ml(STP)/min. The gas phase leaving the furnace
was routed through a liquid absorbent (25 ± 5 ml H2O). After 60 min the furnace was opened and
cooled (~ -210 to -520 °C/min at 0-1 min, -37 to -66 °C/min at 1-3 min).
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Reaction kinetics for corrosion of pure Cr nitride powder were determined at 500 and
1000 °C using 0.01 mol/l HCl solutions as liquid absorbent. Samples (5 ml) were taken at 0, 5,
10, and 30 ± 0.5 min after the reaction temperature was reached. All solid samples were stored in
air at 4 °C.

3.3.4 Reduction of chromium oxide
To study the reduction of Cr2O3 under solar radiation and a reducing gas at 1 bar, 1 g
Cr2O3 powder (Table 3.1) was exposed for 30 ± 0.5 min to an alternating gas flow of 5 min each
of 0.695 mol H2 / mol CO and H2/CO/N2 (0.698 mol H2 / mol CO, diluted in 55 mol% N2) and
heated directly to 800, 1000, 1200 or 1600 ± 100 °C by concentrated solar radiation (Ps ~ 0.96 ±
0.04 kW/m2) (Fig. 3.2). Gas compositions were chosen to simulate gasified biomass
compositions estimated using ΔrxnG for the reaction of cellulose with CO2 at 1 bar and 900 °C
(Aspen Plus V7.2).
The furnace was cooled down every 10 min to detect the weight change of the reactant.
Experiments at 1600 ± 100 °C were repeated using either H2/CO or N2 gas flows for 60 min. Gas
flows were turned off at the end of the experiments and the reactor was allowed to cool down to
ambient temperature. All solid samples were stored in N2 at 4 °C. All gas flows were 1.7 ± 0.1
l(STP)/min.

3.3.5 Solid state analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were taken with a Miniflex II diffractometer
(Cu-target X-ray tube, 30 kV / 15 mA output, diffracted beam monochromator, Rigaku) with a 580 °2θ range, °2θ/min scan speed, and 0.02 data points/°2θ, continuous mode for quantitative
solid phase identification (PDXL Software Version 1.6.0.0). The relative error of XRD analysis
was estimated as ± 7.5 wt%. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was employed using
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the S-3500N scanning electron microscope (20 keV, Hitachi), the Link Pentafet 7021 X-ray
detector, and the Inca Energy X-ray analysis software (both Oxford Instruments). All weights
were determined using an AE260 DeltaRange balance (± 0.1 mg, Mettler). The specific BET
surface area was analyzed by NanoScale Inc., Manhattan, KS.

3.3.6 Liquid phase and gas phase ammonia detection
NH3 absorbed by the liquid absorbent was quantified with an NH3 Ion Selective
Electrode (ISE) and a pH/ISE Controller (model 270) (both Denver Instrument), combined with
the liquid level change in the absorption vessel (error estimated at ± 5 ml). Liquid samples were
analyzed in triplicate to estimate the concentration of dissolved NH3 with zeroing for the signal
from pure water (for a representative calibration curve see Appendix B). The uncertainty of NH3
concentrations was estimated using one standard deviation. To estimate the amount of residual
NH3 contained in the exhaust gas after routing through the absorbent, the outlet of the absorption
vessel was equipped with a Dräger tube (range 0.25-3 ppm NH3, Dräger).

3.3.7 Chemicals
All gases (N2, He, and Ar) or gas mixtures (41 mol% H2 in CO, and 18.5 mol% H2 plus
26.5 mol% CO in N2) were UHP Zero grade (Linweld).
Solid chemicals were Fe metal (99.9 % pure, -325 mesh), Cr metal (99.86 % pure, -325
mesh), and Cr2O3 (99.7% pure, -325 mesh), all from Noah Technologies; Si metal (99.9% pure, 100 mesh) and Cr nitride (98% pure, -100 mesh; XRD analysis 84.6 ± 0.7 wt% Cr2N, 10.1 ± 0.9
wt% CrN, and 5 ± 1 wt% Cr), both purchased from Prochem; NaOH (99.6%, certified ACS
pellets, Fisher Scientific); NH4Cl (99.5%, extra pure, Acros Organics); and CaO (97.3 % pure,
XRD analysis 75 ± 1 wt% CaO and 25 ± 1 wt% Ca(OH)2, Mississippi Lime). Quartz wool (fine,
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Leco) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Glassware was cleaned with acetone (certified ACS,
Fisher Scientific).
H2O was deionized (Direct-Q 3 UV, Millipore) and degassed with He or Ar.
Hydrochloric acid (certified ACS Plus) was purchased from Fisher Scientific.

3.4 Results and Discussion
The discussion below follows the overall process scheme (Fig. 3.1). The results of the
processes described below are generally reported as a fractional yield Xrxn:

(3.7)

EI , PI
X rxn
,t 

EI , PI
t
EI
0

n
n

s EI


z

PI
t

all PI
EI
0
all EI

z

mtPI / MW PI

m0EI / MW EI

where n0EI is the number of moles of the element of interest (abbreviated EI) in the reactant(s),
ntEI,PI is the number of moles of the EI contained in the product(s) of interest (abbreviated PI) at a
given time, and sEI is a factor accounting for the number of EI stoichiometrically contained in PI.
The distinction between EI and PI is demonstrated in Figure 3.3.
Before the experiment

After the experiment

Inlet gas phase:
0 mol N2

Inlet gas phase:
0.5 mol N2

Solid phase:
19.3 mmol Cr

Solid phase:
7.5 mmol Cr2N
3.6 mmol CrN

n Cr,Cr2N 2  7.5 mol
Element of interest: Cr
Cr,Cr2N
X nit,
 t Cr,Cr 
 0.78
t
Product of interest: Cr2N
19.3 mol
n0

Figure 3.3 Analytical results are reported in this work as fractional yields Xrxn here
demonstrated for the nitridation of Cr metal powder.

Generally Xrxn of Cr metal nitridation (Xnit), Cr nitride hydrolysis (Xhyd), and Cr oxide reduction
(Xred) were calculated utilizing XRD to determine solid mass fractions (z), direct weight (m)
analysis or the product of liquid volume and concentration measurements using an ISE when
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determining the mass of NH3 liberated during hydrolysis, and the molar weight of the
compounds regarded (MW). Due to analytical errors (tracked via error propagation) Xrxn may be
reported within a range extending beyond unity.
Unreacted-core models have been applied successfully to describe gas-solid reactions
limited by the diffusion of a reactant through a spherical product shell covering a solid particle55.
Commonly used to describe gas-solid reactions limited by diffusion24, 55, Jander’s rate law:
(3.8) (1  (1  X rxn )1 / 3 ) 2  k J t
where t is the reaction time, can be derived from the unreacted-core model55 and is employed in
this study for kinetic analyses. The reaction constant kJ is proportional to the diffusion constant
of the diffusing reactant and the inverse square of the particle radius. A tangent constructed at the
first data point Xrxn is used to estimate the initial reaction rate (r0) given in Table 3.2.
Nitridation of Cr metal powder
experimental conditions

Chemical
product

time range (min)

kJ (1/min)

R2

r0 (mol N2 / mol Cr
/ min)

N2 flow, 1000 °C
’’
’’
’’

Cr2N
CrN
Cr2N
CrN

0 - 11.3
0 - 11.3
11.3 - 360
11.3 - 360

4.18 x 10-2
2.73 x 10-6
2.41 x 10-4
2.03 x 10-4

0.997
0.484
0.948
0.942

(4.1 ± 0.5)
(5 ± 4)
- (3.7 ± 0.9)
(7.4 ± 0.7)

R2

r0 (mol NH3 / mol
Cr / min)

x 10-2
x 10-4
x 10-3
x 10-3

Liberation of NH3 from CrN/Cr2N powder
experimental conditions

Chemical
product

time range (min)

kJ (1/min)

steam flow, 500 °C
steam flow, 1000 °C

NH3
NH3

0 - 30
0 - 30

1.52 x 10-10 0.832
2.33 x 10-8 0.999

x 10-6
(9 ± 2)
(1.1 ± 0.2) x 10-4

Reduction of Cr2O3 powder
experimental conditions

Chemical
product

time range (min)

kJ (1/min)

R2

CO/H2/N2 flow, 800 °C
CO/H2/N2 flow, 1000 °C
CO/H2/N2 flow, 1200 °C
CO/H2/N2 flow, 1600 °C
N2 flow,
1600 °C
CO/H2 flow,
1600 °C

Cr
Cr
Cr
Cr
Cr
Cr

0 - 10
0 - 10
0 - 30
0 - 30
0 - 60
0 - 50

3.34 x 10-9
7.01 x 10-8
5.49 x 10-7
2.82 x 10-6
1.39 x 10-7
3.82 x 10-6

0.964
0.844
0.948
0.982
0.885
0.930

r0 (mol Cr / mol
Cr2O3 / min)
(1 ± 1)
(7 ± 1)
(1.6 ± 0.2)
(2.8 ± 0.2)
(8 ± 1)
(2.7 ± 0.2)

x 10-4
x 10-4
x 10-3
x 10-3
x 10-4
x 10-3

Table 3.2 Reaction kinetics of the solar thermochemical NH3 production cycle. Errors
indicated were derived via error propagation.
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3.4.1 Nitrogen fixation: Nitridation of chromium metal with N2 gas
Cr metal powder was nitridated (Rxn. 3.3) at 1000 °C in a flow of N2 under concentrated
solar radiation. As expected47, 50-52, 56, 57 Cr converted quickly and essentially quantitatively to
hexagonal Cr2N (94 ± 2 mol% Xnit after 11.3 min) (Fig. 3.4A) which converted subsequently into

A (initially)

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

t (min)
Cr

Nitridation yield, X nit
(mol Cr in product / mol Cr in reactant)

Nitridation yield, X nit
(mol Cr in product / mol Cr in reactant)

cubic CrN (68 ± 2 mol% Xnit after 360 min) (Fig. 3.4B).

Cr2N

B (with progressing time)

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0

100

200
t (min)

300

CrN

Figure 3.4 N2 fixation using Cr metal and concentrated sunlight. Jander’s unreacted core
model is fitted to the data. Analytical uncertainty was ± 7.89 % (error propagation). The
uncertainty on the abscissa is estimated as 0.5 min.

EDS confirmed qualitatively the fixation of N (see Appendix B). Slow conversion to CrN is
expected58, 59 due to the required diffusion of N2 into the solid bed and diffusion of N through the
solid nitride shell formed initially around the remaining metal towards the center of the particle
(Fig. 3.3). Decreasing N-diffusivity with increasing N-concentration in Cr nitride has been
reported previously59. Accounting for diffusion-limited mass transfer in the solid state, results are
well described by an unreacted core model as shown in Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.2. O2 as a
contaminant in N2 gas has been reported to form a Cr2O3 layer on the surface of CrN at 600-1000
°C50. Only insignificant amounts of Cr2O3 were detected in the experiments described here (2.3
wt% after 11.3 min). Formation of CrN detected after consumption of Cr to below the detection
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limit of XRD (Fig. 3.4B) is evidence for indirect formation of CrN from an intermediate Cr2N
phase56, 58.
In summary, fixation of N from N2 gas using Cr powder in a solar furnace at atmospheric
pressure was confirmed quantitatively and modeled successfully. The relatively fast kinetics for
Cr2N formation are promising for practical application.

3.4.2 Ammonia formation: Corrosion of chromium nitride with steam
Significant formation of NH3 (Rxn. 3.4) is not expected during hydrolysis of Cr nitrides.
Steam hydrolysis of Cr nitride resulting in NH3 formation43,

60, 61

reported previously has not

been quantified before. Cr nitride is well known in applications for protective coatings of tools
and machine parts53,

54, 58, 62

due in part to its high corrosion resistance. The high Cr-N bond

energy of 64 or 123 kJ/mol Cr in Cr2N or CrN respectively41 inhibits desorption of N63. At
temperatures below 178 °C41 steam corrosion of Cr nitride favors formation of NH3 over the
formation of N2 if the N released is protonated. At this temperature slow reaction kinetics
unfortunately prohibit approaching the reaction equilibrium in a practical process.
3.4.2.1 Nitride corrosion kinetics limiting NH3 formation

Heating at 500 or 640 °C in the electrical furnace liberated 2-10 mol% of N from Cr2N
and CrN (Fig. 3.5A) and formed Cr2O3 (Fig. 3.6A). Only 0.01-0.03 mol% of the N liberated is
recovered as NH3 (Fig. 3.5B). At 1000 °C an increased loss of N from the solid is found with
increased concentration of Cr2O3 and CrN, and increased recovery of N in form of NH3 (Fig. 3.5,
Fig. 3.6A). Other than NH3, only N2 is assumed to be formed from the N liberated due to thermal
nitride decomposition64-66. As opposed to a shrinking core model fit24, data were represented well
with an unreacted core model (Table 3.2) accounting for mass transfer limitations due to
diffusion of reactive species through a layer of solid Cr2O3 formed on the surface of the nitride
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(Eq. 3.8). Thus, NH3 formation while favored thermodynamically at lower temperatures appears
to be increased at higher temperatures (Fig. 3.5B) due to accelerated solid state diffusion
(decreased mass transfer limitations) and thus accelerated apparent corrosion kinetics are found

Nitrogen in NH3 formed
X N, NH3 (102 mol N / mol N)

Nitrogen in the reactant
X N, solid (102 mol N /mol N)

at higher temperatures (Fig. 3.5A, Fig. 3.6A).

A

100
75
50
25
0

Cr nitride
(heat)

Cr nitride
(solar radiation)

Cr nitride
SiO2 wool
(heat)

0.5

B

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Cr nitride
(heat)

reaction
temperature (°C)

Cr nitride
(solar radiation)

500
1000

640
1600

Cr nitride
SiO2 wool
(heat)

Figure 3.5 Liberation of NH3 due to hydrolysis of Cr nitride: solid phase composition (A),
NH3 absorbed into a liquid absorbent (B). Error bars are via error propagation.

The poor NH3 recovery illustrates the necessity of complementing a reactant for reactive
NH3 synthesis with reactive sites of another element liberating sufficient quantities of NH3 in
situations far from thermodynamic equilibrium.

75

75
50
25
0
0

500

1000

solid phase composition (wt%)

solid phase composition (wt%)

A (electric resistance furnace)

100

B (solar radiation furnace)

100
75
50
25
0

1500

0

500

T (°C)
Cr2N

1000

1500

T (°C)
CrN

Cr

Cr2O3

CrO

Figure 3.6 Composition change of the solid reactant during Cr nitride corrosion. Lines are
added to guide the eye. Uncertainties of data shown on the ordinate are given by X-ray
diffraction. Uncertainties on the abscissa are estimated at ± 1 °C (A) and ± 100 °C (B).
3.4.2.2 Investigating CaO/Ca(OH)2-assisted protonation of nitrogen to ammonia

The presence of CaO/Ca(OH)2 during corrosion of Cr nitride19,

43

may increase the

concentration of Lewis acid centers (unsaturated Ca2+ cations) on the reactant surface thereby
assisting protonation of N67. Hydrolyzing Cr nitride mixed with equal masses of CaO confirmed
(see Appendix B) trends of N liberated from the nitride forming more NH3. NH3 yield increased
1.56 fold (0.24 ± 0.01 mol% NH3 relative to mol lattice nitrogen) when hydrolyzing Cr nitride
with steam at 1000 °C in the presence of CaO/Ca(OH)2 vs. no CaO/Ca(OH)2. This slight
improvement is evidence for surface limitations or low N3- concentrations in the nitride limiting
the formation of NH364. Excess electrons after formation of Cr2O3 may rather react with protons
originating from splitting H2O, such that N atoms are able to form N2 molecules. Substantial
formation of NH3 may be further promoted by the presence of a more ionic reactant than
Cr2N/CrN.
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3.4.2.3 Surface limitations

To test if reaction yields are limited by the powder surface available for reaction, Cr
nitride dispersed on high-surface quartz wool (SiO2) was heated in steam at 1000 °C. Although
this modification did not significantly change the yield of N liberated (Fig. 3.5A) recovery of N
in form of NH3 increased 2.61 fold (0.39 ± 0.03 mol% NH3 relative to mol N in the nitride)
relative to hydrolysis in absence of the SiO2 wool (Fig. 3.5B). Mass transfer resistance due to
diffusion of NH3 from a solid powder bed into the gas phase is reduced or eliminated in this
experiment. Results are evidence for an increased yield of NH3 due to an increased availability of
effective reactive surface sites forming NH3 that is removed quickly before N2 formation. Given
the reaction of surface nitrides forming NH3 via corrosion60, 61 an essentially constant yield of N
liberated (Fig. 3.5A) can be explained by conversion of the nitride below the particle surface into
Cr2O3 and N2 via outward diffusion of Cr ions through the oxide layer formed and formation of
N2 molecules from insufficiently charged N atoms53, 60.
3.4.2.4 Beneficial effects of concentrated solar radiation vs. high temperature only

Heating in a solar furnace that allows radiation to enter the reactor has benefits over a
setup where only high temperature is used, such as in a conventional oven or a “closed” solar
reactor. Formation of CrO and Cr2O3 during nitride hydrolysis via solar radiation (Fig. 3.6B) was
compared to the formation of Cr2O3 only in a conventional furnace (Fig. 3.6A). CrO is beneficial
for the recovery of Cr from its oxide due to the lower O to Cr ratio compared to Cr2O3. This will
result in proportionally less reducing agent needed per mol of Cr recovered.

3.4.3 Reactant recycling: Reduction of Cr2O3 to Cr with simulated syngas
Recovery of Cr metal from Cr oxide is necessary to close the thermochemical cycle (Fig.
3.1). Cr2O3 was reduced carbothermally at above 1000 °C using solid graphite powder43, 45, 68.
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Using a reducing gas instead of a solid avoids cumbersome handling and mixing of two solids.
This would be especially challenging on a technical scale. It will be demonstrated that the gassolid route (Rxn. 3.1 and 3.2) is promising as the final synthesis step if a high specific reactant
surface area is maintained.
3.4.3.1 Suggested reaction mechanism

Reduction starts quickly when exposing Cr2O3 to a reducing gas composition (H2/CO or
H2/CO/N2). Higher temperatures lead to accelerated conversion (Fig. 3.7A). A maximum
apparent reduction yield of 3.64 ± 0.06 mol% (1.15 ± 0.02 wt% weight loss) was obtained if
Cr2O3 powder was exposed for 40 min to a flow of 1.7 ± 0.1 l(STP) H2/CO (0.695 mol/mol) / min

A (in CO/H2 and CO/H2/N2 flow)

Reduction yield
X red (mol Cr / mol Cr as Cr2O3)

Reduction yield
X red (mol Cr / mol Cr as Cr2O3)

and solar radiation at 1600 °C (Fig. 3.7B).

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
-0.01
0

10

20

30

t (min)

at ~ 800 °C
at ~ 1000 °C

B (in CO/H2 or N2 flow)
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

t (min)

at ~ 1200 °C
at ~ 1600 °C

in N2
at ~ 1600 °C
in CO/H2 at ~ 1600 °C

Figure 3.7 Yield of Cr2O3 reduction (A, alternate gas flows of 5 min 0.695 mol H2 / mol CO
and 5 min 0.698 mol H2 / mol CO, diluted in 55 mol% N2; B, 0.695 mol H2 / mol CO or N2).
Jander’s unreacted core model (lines) is fit to the data. Analytical uncertainty was ± 10.32
% (error propagation). The uncertainty on the abscissa is estimated at 0.5 min.

Jander’s rate law yields a reasonable fit (Fig. 3.7, Table 3.2) except for a mass increase
when Cr2O3 powder was heated with a chemical reducing agent for > 10 min at 800 °C or 1000
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°C, or > 50 min at 1600 °C respectively. The underlying assumption that all weight loss is due to
oxygen-removal will be verified below. Simply heating Cr2O3 at 1600 °C in a flow of N2 resulted
in an apparent reduction yield of only 0.73 ± 0.06 mol% (Fig. 3.7B). This can be attributed to the
evaporation of minor components such as 0.73 mol% H2O, Al, and Ca (certificate of analysis,
Noah Technologies). Rationalizing the unexpected weight gain (Fig. 3.7) accompanied by visual
black discoloration through deposition of amorphous carbon on the solid offers the possibility of
carbothermal Cr2O3 reduction43, 45, 68. Although reduction of Cr2O3 by H243, 44 or CO42 in systems
open to mass exchange has been reported, oxidation of C is favored thermodynamically over
oxidation of CO or H241. This is proposed in this work as the initial step of Cr2O3 reduction:
carbon supplied from the gas phase (CO) is disproportionated via the Boudouard reaction (at
equilibrium < 710 °C41) and deposited in form of amorphous C on the solid reactant surface.
(A) Cr2O3 reduced by amorphous C
oxide/metal
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C (s)

CO (g)
+
Cr (s)
oxide

metal

≤ 710 °C

≥ 1090 °C
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(B) Cr2O3 reduced by chromium carbide
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Figure 3.8 Cr2O3 reduction scenarios: oxide reduction at the oxide-metal interface (A), or
oxide reduction at the oxide-carbide (CreOf) interface (B).

Accelerated by increased temperatures, varying in the solar furnace, C atoms diffuse after
deposition on the particles through a solid layer of Cr metal and reduce Cr2O3 (reaction
equilibrium at approximately 1240 °C41) at the oxide-metal interface (Fig. 3.8A). Alternatively,
reduction of Cr2O3 by carbon may proceed with formation of chromium carbides (such as Cr4C,
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Cr7C3, or Cr3C2)45, 46, commencing at lower temperatures (above 1090°C41). Cr would then be
formed at the carbide-oxide interface (above 1580 °C41) due to reaction of Cr oxide with Cr
carbide68 (Fig. 3.8B). The Cr carbide phase involved in this reduction mechanism may be
transient if it is consumed in the metal formation.
Experiments were performed to test the hypothesis that Cr2O3 particles are reduced by
carbon at the oxide-metal interface. As-purchased Cr2O3 powder or samples of the surface of
Cr2O3 samples after 60 min exposure to solar radiation at 1600 °C and a flow of N2 or H2/CO
respectively were analyzed using EDS and XRD (Fig. 3.9). The atomic ratio, Ra = mol O or C /
mol Cr, obtained shows a significantly decreased concentration of O in Cr2O3 in agreement with
the hypothesized oxide reduction. XRD indicated the appearance of the expected and desired
cubic Cr metal phase. EDS shows a significantly increased concentration of C in the surface of
Cr2O3 samples heated in a chemically reducing atmosphere (detection of C in unprocessed Cr2O3
samples and in samples heated in N2 flow arise likely from organic contamination). The presence
of a stable Cr carbide (or nitride) phase could however not be detected using XRD.
A

2.5

B

atomic ratios
Ra (mol/mol)

2.0

C
O/Cr expected
in pure Cr2O3

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Cr2O3
Cr2O3 heated Cr2O3 heated
purchased
in N2
in CO/H2

C/Cr (EDS)

O/Cr (EDS)

O/Cr (XRD)

Figure 3.9 Cr2O3 powder as purchased (A) or heated for 60 min at 1600 °C by concentrated
solar radiation in N2 (B) or 0.695 mol H2 / mol CO (C) was analyzed determining the atomic
ratio C or O / Cr (Ra) by EDS (at best semi-quantitative, see Section 1.4.4.1) and XRD.
Error bars are by error propagation.
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The experimental results support direct reduction of Cr2O3 particles by amorous carbon
(Fig. 3.8A) which accumulates on the particles when reduction of the near-surface oxide is
approaching completion (Fig. 3.7B). This can be avoided by terminating the reduction process
appropriately. Appendix B provides a supportive EDS analysis of the oxygen and content of the
solids versus the reaction temperature.
3.4.3.2 Mass transfer limitations of Cr2O3 reduction via the gas-solid route

Leveling and decreased apparent reduction yields (Fig. 3.7) arising from amorphous
carbon deposited on the particle surface (Fig. 3.9 and Section 3.4.3.1) imply that the mass
transport below the surface of the particle is the rate limiting reduction step. Low apparent
reduction yields of Cr2O3 can be rationalized when accounting for a large mass of bulk material
not available in the experimental setup for reduction on the surface or even at marginal distance
from the surface of Cr2O3 particles.
Using the slope of a linear regression (R2 = 0.969) of four kinetic constants (Eq. 3.8,
Table 3.2) plotted versus the inverse temperature yields the activation energy of Cr2O3 reduction
with ~ 128 ± 4 kJ/mol (0.012 1/min, constant factor of the Arrhenius equation utilized, see
Appendix B). Activation energies for carbothermal Cr2O3 reduction reported in the range of 72182 kJ/mol69 support the hypothesis of reduction of Cr2O3 by C. The magnitude of the activation
energy implies diffusion-controlled Cr2O3 reduction69. Thus, the delayed weight gain (i.e.,
carbon deposition on the metal surface) when heating at higher temperatures (Fig. 3.7) can be
rationalized with an increased diffusion constant at increased temperature enhancing the
consumption of C and formation of Cr. Heating Cr2O3 for 60 min at 1600 °C in a flow of H2 and
CO resulted in formation of an approximately 10 μm thick layer of sponge-like Cr43 with
visually metallic appearance, similar to “sponge iron” (Fig. 3.10). When heated in an inert
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atmosphere Cr2O3 particles crystallized43 (Fig. 3.10), without formation of the metal. Assuming
removal of oxygen in a 10 μm thick shell only (Fig. 3.10) of a spherical Cr2O3 particle (Table
3.1) correlates to a reduction yield of 82.85 mol% when exposing Cr2O3 for 40 min to a flow of
H2/CO and solar radiation at 1600 °C (Fig. 3.7B).

Figure 3.10 Scanning electron micrographs of Cr2O3: as-purchased (A), heated for 60 min
at 1600 °C by concentrated solar radiation in N2 (B) or in 0.695 mol H2 / mol CO (C).

In summary, a fast surface reaction (Fig. 3.7, Table 3.2) reduces Cr2O3 initially and
produces amorphous carbon due to temperatures varying locally on the reactant surface and due
to the use of a gas flow shifting the chemical equilibrium by product removal70. With longer
reaction times the reaction slows down due to the required diffusion of C and CO through the
solid Cr phase formed. This implies that diffusion below the particle surface is dominating the
mass transfer rather than diffusion of gaseous reactants and products between the gas phase and
the solid phase. Due to fast reaction kinetics and high yields of Cr2O3 reduction using a gaseous
reducing agent and relatively low temperatures Cr appears to be a promising reactant constituent
for solar thermochemical NH3 production.

3.5 Conclusions
A prospective material allowing sustainable NH3 synthesis from N2 and H2O through a
solar thermochemical reaction cycle may make use of more than one chemical element. This will
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facilitate a trade-off between the technical difficulties of N2 fixation and NH3 liberation on one
hand and oxide reduction on the other hand.
Cr was found to be a good material for N2 fixation. Cr readily breaks the N2 triple bond
forming Cr2N from its elements via solar heating at 1000 °C. The reaction equilibrium is
approached at approximately 5 min.
In the presence of solar radiation, hydrolysis of Cr nitride at 1 bar and at 1000 °C formed
both CrO and Cr2O3 as opposed to only Cr2O3 in a conventional furnace. Application of solar
radiation therefore decreases the need for a chemical reducing agent (i.e., operational costs).
Liberation of only traces of NH3 during hydrolysis of Cr nitride is evidence for corrosion
kinetically limiting NH3 liberation from Cr nitride. The presence of CaO particles in the solid
reactant was not sufficient to promote the formation of NH3 since N atoms bonded with Cr atoms
would need to diffuse to neighboring CaO particles. The presence of an alkaline earth metal
nitride or aluminum nitride on the surface of a prospective composite reactant may enable
adequate formation of NH3 from reactive nitrogen liberated.
Reactive Cr sites on the surface of such a reactant may decrease required reduction
temperatures during reactant recycling and may thus facilitate the challenging and costly
construction of solar furnaces. Solar thermochemical reduction of Cr2O3 using simulated gasified
biomass as gaseous reducing agent to avoid handling and mixing of two solids shows an initially
fast and presumably reaction-controlled surface reaction forming Cr metal between 1200 and
1600 °C and producing carbon due to CO disproportionation. The layer of Cr metal formed
decreases the apparent reduction kinetics due to required diffusion of C and CO through the
metal phase formed. The availability of reactive atoms of two types on the surface and in close
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proximity deserves utmost attention when designing a solid reactant for solar thermochemical
NH3 synthesis.
In summary, chromium shows some of the characteristics needed for a realistic solar
thermochemical ammonia synthesis process operating at atmospheric pressure and without
natural gas as hydrogen or energy source. The challenge of nitrogen fixation and subsequent
metal recovery should be addressed via composite reactants with a well-designed surface
distribution of two elements where one easily reduces nitrogen to N3- and liberates the reduced
nitrogen in form of NH3 via hydrolysis, while the other assists in metal oxide reduction.

3.6 Associated content in Appendix B
Supporting Information: Representative calibration curve of the NH3 analysis in the
liquid phase using an ISE, EDS data confirming qualitatively the N2 reducing with Cr and the
Cr2O3 reduction with CO/N2, NH3 formation via steam hydrolysis of chromium nitride mixed
with calcium oxide/hydroxide (completed Fig. 3.5), and the Arrhenius plot to estimate the
activation energy of the Cr2O3 reduction.
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Chapter 4 - Formation of magnesium chromite or magnesium
ferrite with solar radiation in reducing environments
4.1 Abstract
Based on a novel solid-state synthesis of high-temperature magnesium ceramics with
renewable energy, MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) spinels were produced from inexpensive oxide
feedstock with concentrated solar radiation. In reducing environments, 17 ± 2 mol% MgFe2O4 or
8.6 ± 0.9 mol% MgCr2O4 were produced rapidly after 30 min at 1200°C. The nanocrystalline
refractories were purified and structurally characterized by X-ray analysis and BET gas
adsorption (9.7-11.9 m2 g-1 specific surface, apparent macroporous structure). The promoting
effect of solar radiation in the synthesis of the ferrite (42 ± 5 μmol MgFe2O4 per mol Fe2O3 s-1
versus 26 ± 3 μmol mol-1 s-1 in the absence of solar radiation, atomic ratio of graphite/Fe3+ of
3.99 ± 0.01) is correlated with the difference in the free energy of the spinel formation. The
kinetic data are described with a model of spherical particles where the diffusion of O2- and
metal ions across the spinel lattice limits the reaction.

4.2 Introduction
Spinels are cubic double oxides with the general formula AB2O4 (A = divalent metal ion,
e.g., Mg2+, B = trivalent metal ion, e.g., Fe3+ or Cr3+). Their unique chemical properties (such as
high-temperature stability and flexible order1,

2

and exchange capacity for cations of various

sizes3) have been explored or employed for industrially important refractory4,

5

catalytic6-9 or

high-temperature reactive materials10-14.
Magnesium chromite (MgCr2O4, normal spinel ion ordering15, p-type semiconductor5, 16)
and magnesium ferrite (MgFe2O4, inverse spinel ion ordering1, 15, n-type semiconductor16, 17) are
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chemically stable ceramic refractories4,

5

resistant to slag attack18. MgCr2O4 has been used as

highly selective oxidation catalyst (e.g., as efficient complete combustion catalyst for the
oxidation of propane and propene)6, 7. The magnetic properties of MgFe2O4 have been utilized
for various electronic, catalytic9,

17

or medical applications (e.g., for achieving local

hyperthermia19, that is localized heating of tumors20, 21). The interest in these materials increases
permanently due their utility under extreme conditions22.
Conventionally, these oxides are produced by solid-state reaction of MgO and transition
metal oxide (TMO, i.e., Cr2O3 or Fe2O3 respectively) particles1, 2 near 1200°C6, 15, 23. To increase
the specific surface and catalytic activity6 a number of alternative synthesis techniques at lower
temperatures have been developed, including9 sol-gel methods9 with calcination in the range of
500-1100°C6,

8, 17, 24

, co-precipitation in reverse microemulsion9,

600°C6, mechanical activation9,

22

25

with calcination around

, or high-pressure hydrothermal methods9. However, these

techniques are energy-intensive9, consume complex chemicals such as solvents, surfactants, and
complexing or precipitating agents6, 9, and require occasionally catalysts9.
Given these technological and environmental/economical challenges simple and energyefficient production and processing routes of nanocrystalline high-temperature ceramics are
sought9,

22, 26

. Among the many types of production techniques the solid-state reaction-based

methods utilize inexpensive and available raw materials22 and may synthesize their products
rapidly and at large scale. Solar radiation has been used at industrial scale as environmentally
benign source of elevated temperatures and process heat27,

28

. Solar energy is essentially

unlimited and can be concentrated, theoretically, up to the surface temperature of the sun
(practically limited only by unavoidable energy losses from the solar furnace). Based on the
seminal solar thermochemical production of binary metal carbides and nitrides29-33, a novel
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method producing magnesium chromite or ferrite from inexpensive oxide feedstock via rapid
solid-state synthesis at 1200°C with concentrated solar radiation is presented here.
Section 4.4.1 assesses the chemical composition of the solids formed during the reaction
of MgO and TMO particles in presence of graphite and N2. The experimental data do not support
the previously proposed utility of MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) materials for the thermochemical
reduction of nitrogen (see Section 2.6). Given the strong relation between the properties of spinel
ceramics and their preparation conditions17, 22, Section 4.4.2 characterizes the morphology of the
synthesized nanocrystalline ceramics. Specific surface areas are comparable to those reported for
chromites and ferrites synthesized at lower temperatures or via sol-gel methods.
Understanding the effect of reducing environments in the formation of magnesiumcontaining chromite or ferrite is important when studying the natural formation of these minerals
in carbonaceous sediments or in presence of coal depositions/feedstock34. The resistance to
reducing environments becomes relevant in the industrial production of ferrochrome or stainless
steel35 or when fabricating refractories for applications in high-temperature and chemically
reducing processes such as, e.g., the carbothermal production of aluminum or silicon with
concentrated solar radiation36, 37. Here the formation of MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) in presence of
graphite (atomic ratio of graphite to transition metal of 1.99-5.00) with concentrated solar energy
is studied (see Section 4.4.3). Section 4.4.4 compares the yield of magnesium chromite or ferrite
employing either concentrated solar radiation or conventional electric resistance heat.

4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Solar radiation experiments
To study the formation of MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) under solar radiation and in reducing
environments powder mixtures were prepared from the starting materials characterized in Table
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4.1. The materials were mixed at molar ratios of MgO:M2O3:C of 1:1:4, 1:1:8, 2:1:5, or 2:1:10,
that is an equimolar ratio of MgO:M2O37, 22 or excess MgO as suggested previously1, 2 and a 1:1
or 2:1 ratio of graphite to lattice oxygen. The mixtures were placed into a quartz boat (0.37 ±
0.05 g) and were heated under a 30 ± 2 ml(STP) s-1 N2 flow at 1200 ± 100 °C6, 14, 15, 23 (Fig. 4.1) by
concentrated solar radiation (0.82 ± 0.02 kW m-2 normal insolation, SP1065, 300-1100 nm
wavelength detection range, EDTM Glass, Window & Film Test Equipment).
Characterization of solid reactants
reactant

MgO

Cr2O3

α-Fe2O3

graphite

space group
dp a (μm)
ABET b (m2 g-1)
Ф c (m3 m-3)

Fm3m
4±4
20.5 ± 0.2
0.882 ± 0.004

R3c
6±4
1.45 ± 0.02
0.81 ± 0.01

R3c
17 ± 11
8.0 ± 0.1
0.87 ± 0.01

P63/mmc
24 ± 15
12.4 ± 0.2
0.839 ± 0.006

Table 4.1 Solid reactants: a) average particle diameter, b) BET surface area, c) void space
fraction Ф = 1 – ρbulk/ρp, ρi is the density in kg m-3, powder bed surface: 2.4 ± 0.2 or 33 ± 2
cm2 for solar or electric experiments respectively, powder bed thickness < 1 mm.

a

b

b

d

b

c

Solar furnace

e

Electric furnace

e

Storage,
analysis

N2
MgO, Cr2O3,
Fe2O3, graphite
powders

f

g

f

f

h

i

Figure 4.1 MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) synthesis: a) N2 gas and barometer, b) thermometer, c)
Fresnel-lens and solar meter, d) flow meter, e) powder mixture (white, MgO particles;
gray, TMO particles; black, dashed area, particle contact and MgO/TMO diffusion zone,
see Section 4.3.4), f) solid state analysis (see Section 4.3.3), g) powder mixing, h) magnetic
separation and/or washing with H2O and acetone, i) drying.
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The radiation was concentrated with a Fresnel lens-based solar furnace (tubular flowthrough reactor, fused quartz, Technical Glass Products) that has been described previously38
(see Sections 1.4.3 and 3.3.1). A thermocouple (High Temperature Flexible Ceramic FiberInsulated Probe, Type K; IR-Pro Infrared Thermometer, 1371°C maximum temperature, both
ThermoWorks) was used to determine the furnace temperature before the experiment. After the
reaction the furnace was moved out-of-focus to cool the reactor down to ambient temperature
within about 15 min. All solid samples were stored subsequently under air at 4°C.

4.3.2 Electric resistance heat experiments
To study the spinel formation in absence of solar radiation 0.36 ± 0.01 g MgO:M2O3:C
mixtures (1:1:8 molar ratio) or 0.16 ± 0.03 g 1:8 mol/mol MgO:C as reference respectively were
placed into a quartz boat and were heated for 30, 60, or 120 min respectively under a 31 ± 2
ml(STP) s-1 N2 gas flow at 1200 ± 1 °C (Fig. 4.1) using an electric resistance furnace (flowthrough quartz reactor, model HTF55347C, temperature controller model CC58434C,
Lindberg/Blue). Samples were introduced into the furnace at about 305 ± 45 °C, heated at a rate
of 0.79 ± 0.03 °C s-1 to 1200°C, and cooled at -4 ± 1 °C s-1 (initial cooling rate) to below 210°C
after 10 min. All solids were removed from the furnace at ambient temperature and were stored
under air at 4°C.

4.3.3 Solid state analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were taken with a Miniflex II diffractometer
(Cu-target X-ray tube, 30 kV / 15 mA output, diffracted beam monochromator, Rigaku) with a 580 °2θ range, °2θ/min scan speed, and 0.02 data points/°2θ, continuous mode for quantitative
solid phase identification (PDXL Software Version 1.6.0.0). All powder mixtures were analyzed
gravimetrically before and after the experiment (AE260 DeltaRange balance, ± 0.1 mg, Mettler).
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The average particle diameter (Table 4.1) was determined using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, S-3500N Scanning Electron Microscope, Hitachi, 20 kV). The specific BET surface area
(6-multi point analysis) was analyzed by NanoScale Inc., Manhattan, KS (Table 4.1). To
characterize the spinel morphology selected powders (Section 4.4.2) were mixed consecutively
with 5-10 ml water and acetone, separated from the liquid phase via sedimentation (MgCr2O4) or
by a magnetic field (MgFe2O4, using a neodymium disc magnet, 13,200 Gauss residual
induction, 42 MegaGauss-Oersteds maximum energy product, K&J Magnetics, Inc.) and dried
for 24 hrs at 60°C. The washed samples were analyzed via energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS, Nova NanoSEM 430, FEI Company, 5-15 kV, beam deceleration, high stability Schottky
field emission gun, and Oxford X-Max Large Area Analytical silicon drift detector).

4.3.4 Chemicals
All metal oxide powers (99.95% pure MgO, 99% pure Cr2O3, and 99.2% pure Fe2O3)
were -325 mesh and purchased from Noah Technologies. Graphite powder (crystalline, 99%
pure, -300 mesh) was from Alfa Aesar. BET surface and SEM analysis indicate relative
comparable morphological powder characteristics (Table 4.1). Acetone and water were HPLC
grade (Fisher Scientific). N2 gas was UHP Zero grade (Linweld).

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Chemical composition
Heating the MgO/TMO/graphite powder mixtures under N2 flow for 30 min with
concentrated solar radiation at 1200°C yielded MgM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe) in all eight experiments.
Figure 4.2 shows a representative XRD spectrum of an MgO/Cr2O3/C powder mixture after
heating. The incomplete conversion7,
reaction time (see Section 4.4.4)1,

39, 40

2, 15

of the metal oxides is expected due to the short

. The remaining peaks in the diffraction patter can be
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identified with Cr3C2, Cr7C318, 41, and Cr2N. Besides the MgO, Fe2O3, and graphite reactants Fe,
FeO, Fe3O4 (i.e., FeO*Fe2O3) and MgFe2O4 were identified in the MgO/Fe2O3/C system (see
Appendix C). This confirms the expected reduction of the transition metal.

Intensity (counts s-1)

600
500
400

a

Reactants
Cr2O3
MgO
Cgraphite

a

300
200

a
a

100
0

Products
MgCr2O4
Cr2N
Cr3C2
and/or
Cr7C3

a
20

30

40
2θ (°)

50

a

60

a

70

Figure 4.2 Representative XRD spectrum of a MgO:Cr2O3:C powder mixture (molar ratio
1:1:4) after heating in a N2 flow for 30 min at 1200°C with concentrated solar radiation.
Marked with a) MgCN2 is the only compound of Mg and N that is matching the spectrum.

The diffraction pattern of magnesium cyanamide (MgCN2) matches the XRD data of
some powder samples (Fig. 4.2). However, the compound is not identified due to a figure of
merit computation by the XRD software inferior to that of the identified phases (e.g., Cr2O3 and
MgCr2O3 in Figure 4.2). EDS analysis (see 4.4.2) did not confirm unambiguously the presence of
lattice nitrogen. The reduction of nitrogen by magnesium14 cannot be concluded unerringly.
However, a mass balance of Mg atoms contained in the solid before or after the
experiment indicates a recovery of only 57 ± 34 at% Mg (the average of eight experiments with
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an atomic ratio of carbon to O2- in the range of 0.99-2.00). As a reference, 99.5 ± 1.6 at% Mg
were recovered when heating an MgO/graphite powder mixture (atomic ratio of C/O2- = 2.03) in
N2 gas flow for 240 min at 1200°C. Thus, the presence of the transition metal appears to aid the
reduction10, 13, 14

42

of Mg2+ and leads likely to formation of Mg metal vapor exiting the reactor

with the N2 gas flow. Ascertaining whether Cr is actually affecting the interfacial bonding state
of Mg2+ 43 requires certainly further studies.

4.4.2 Morphological characterization
To characterize the materials produced with concentrated solar radiation two samples
(2:1:5 molar ratio of MgO:TMO:C reactants) were washed and separated gravimetrically or
magnetically respectively and analyzed by BET adsorption, EDS and SEM.
The specific surface area (ABET) of the powder after the reaction and washing is
approximately 47-58% of the ABET determined for the MgO starting material and by a factor of
1.2-8.2 higher than that of the TMO reactant (Table 4.2).
Characterization of reaction products
spinel

MgCr2O4 a

MgFe2O4 a

MgCr2O4 b

MgFe2O4 b

space group
dc c (nm)
ABET d (m2 g-1)
dBET e (nm)

Fd3m
11-53
8.07 ± 0.06
171 ± 3

Fd3m
7-53
7.67 ± 0.07
174 ± 3

11.9 ± 0.2
116 ± 3

9.7 ± 0.3
137 ± 8

Table 4.2 Solid products: a) before washing, b) after washing, c) crystallite size, d) BET
surface area, e) particle size assuming spherical particles, error propagation within a
95% confidence interval.

If the magnetic separation of the Fe-containing sample removed the major traces of
unconverted MgO and graphite than 9.7 m2 g-1 ABET can be assumed to not relate to the nonmagnetic reactants. That is the MgFe2O4 formed appears to have a specific surface area slightly
higher than the Fe2O3 staring material leading to an ABET of the iron oxide/spinel mixture about
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21% above the ABET of the pure Fe2O3. Comparing MgCr2O4 produced with various alternative
methods, the ABET of the materials prepared with solar radiation is higher than 1.8 m2 g-1 (via
reaction of MgO and Cr2O3 at 1200°C for 24 hrs), lower than 83.8 m2 g-1 (co-precipitation in
reverse microemulsion) and comparable to 9.0 m2 g-1 (sol-gel-based synthesis)6.
The crystallite size of the formed spinel was determined using Scherrer’s equation (dc =
0.89λ/(βcosθ), where λ in nm is the X-ray radiation wavelength, β in radians is the line
broadening at half the maximum intensity, and θ in degree is the diffraction angle)9, 17, 22. Table
4.2 shows that the spinel produced with solar radiation is nanocrystalline22, comparable to, e.g.,
15-24 nm for MgFe2O4 prepared from metal nitrate solution and calcined at 500-800°C44, or
MgCr2O4 with 52.4 nm using a sol-gel synthesis and calcination at 850°C (versus 77.8 nm via
reaction of the oxides at 1200°C)6.
The particle size determined from the BET measurement6, 24 (dBET = 6/(ABET ρ), based on
a spherical particle model where ρ is the spinel density, i.e., 4.348 g cm-3 for MgCr2O44-6 or
4.502 g cm-3 for MgFe2O424) is in average about 11.7 times that corresponding to the crystallite
size (Table 4.2). This indicates the presence of porous structure6. To confirm this hypothesis the
spinel was identified via EDS (Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.3 EDS analysis of MgO:M2O3:C (molar ratio 2:1:5) after heating for 30 min in N2
at 1200°C. A) M = Cr, B) M = Fe, m) larger areas with Mg and M specific X-ray emission.
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The analysis confirms the formation of both spinels evidenced by XRD (Fig. 4.2) and
allows visualizing the spinel surface (Fig. 4.4). Figure 4.4 shows particles or particle
agglomerates with diameters ranging from approximately 3-20 or 6-38 μm for Cr- or Fecontaining powders respectively (panel A and C). The surface of both samples appears
macroporous (panel B and D)6.

Figure 4.4 SEM analysis of MgO:M2O3:C powder mixtures (molar ratio 2:1:5) after
heating for 30 min in N2 with concentrated solar radiation at 1200°C. A and B) M = Cr, C
and D) M = Fe. Arrows see Section 4.4.2.

4.4.3 Effect of reducing environments
Studies of the magnesium chromite or ferrite formation in reducing environments are
scarce18, 35, 45. The resistance of these refractories to reducing environments, however, plays an
important role in various industrial situations, such as, for example in conventional smelting
processes35 or prospective solar thermochemical high-temperature reaction cycles14, 36-38, 46. The
following assess the reaction yield of the spinels when heating powder mixtures of MgO and
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Cr2O3 or Fe2O3 respectively in the presence of graphite and solar radiation. The yield of
MgCr2O4 or MgFe2O4, Xspinel, is here defined as the molar ratio (n in mol) of the spinel to the
limiting reactant (LR), i.e., MgO, Cr2O3 or Fe2O3 respectively:
(4.1)

X spinel 

nspinel
nLR



mt xspinel M LR
m0 xLR M spinel

where m in g is the weight of the solid before the reaction (subscript 0) or at a time t, xi in g g-1 is
the weight fraction of a chemical species i, and Mi in g mol-1 is the molar mass.
A plot of the spinel yield vs. the atomic ratio of graphite to the transition metal ion (Fig.

Xspinel
(mol MgM2O4 / mol limiting reactant)

4.5) yields a semi-quantitative linear correlation.
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Figure 4.5 Yield of magnesium chromite (empty circles) or ferrite (filled circles)
respectively using concentrated solar radiation (after 30 min at 1200°C) vs. the atomic ratio
of graphite to Cr or Fe (fC/M). Liner fits are to guide the eye. Error bars are via error
propagation within a 95% confidence interval in average about ± 10.5%.

Doubling the ratio of graphite to Cr3+ or Fe3+ from about 2.00 to 3.99 decreases the spinel
yield by about 40 ± 6 % (MgCr2O4) or 56 ± 8 % (MgFe2O4) respectively. Even a highly reducing
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environment did not suppress the spinel formation entirely (e.g., 1.4 ± 0.1 mol% MgCr2O4 or 7.8
± 0.8 mol% MgFe2O4 after 30 min at 1200°C and fC/M = 4.99 ± 0.01). From a chemical
perspective, this makes the studied materials promising refractories for applications dealing with
high temperatures, solar radiation and reducing reaction chemistry14, 36-38, 46.

4.4.4 Effect of solar radiation
To assess the effect of concentrated solar radiation on the formation of magnesium
chromite or ferrite Figure 4.6 shows the spinel yield versus the heating time for powder mixtures
(MgO:TMO:C = 1:1:8, i.e., fC/M = 4, compare Figure 4.5) heated in an electric resistance
furnace. After 30 min, the yield of MgCr2O4 reaches 10.3 ± 1.1 mol% (about 2.8 times the value
in presence of solar radiation), the yield of MgFe2O4 is 4.7 ± 0.5 mol% (about 62% of the value

Xspinel
(mol MgM2O4 / mol limiting reactant)

in presence of solar radiation).
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Figure 4.6 Yield of magnesium chromite (empty circles) or ferrite (filled circles) using
electric resistance heat vs. the reaction time (molar ratio MgO:TMO:C = 1:1:8, i.e., fC/M =
4, see Fig. 4.5). Lines are solid-state diffusion-limited shrinking core models47 and error
bars are via error propagation within a 95% confidence interval in average about ± 10.5%.
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The data is well described (Fig. 4.6) with a kinetic model of spherical particles where the
diffusion of O2- and metal ions across a growing layer of solid product limits the reaction40:
(4.2) 1 

8Dcation c0t
2
X spinel  (1  X spinel ) 2 / 3 
2
3
cspinel d p

where Dcation in m s-1 is the apparent diffusion coefficient of the participating metal cations39, 40,
c0 in mol m-3 is the concentration of the diffusing species at the outer shell of the reacting

particle, and cspinel in mol m-3 is the concentration of the diffusing species in the spinel product.
Taking the spinel yield at the intercept of Figure 4.5 (i.e., fC/M = 0) and describing it with
a diffusion-limited formation mechanism (Eq. 4.2)7,

40

allows to estimate a spinel yield > 95

mol% (heating with solar radiation in absence of graphite) after approximately 72 hrs for
MgCr2O4 or 18 hrs for MgFe2O4 respectively. This demonstrates slow formation of MgCr2O4
and fast formation of MgFe2O4 in presence of solar radiation, relative to, e.g., the reported
preparation of either spinel by heating MgO and the TMO for 24 hrs at 1200°C6, 15 or formation
of MgFe2O4 by heating for 120-240 hrs at 900-1000°C1, 2.
Comparing Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 shows that the magnesium chromite is favorably
formed in the electric resistance furnace opposing the increased formation of magnesium ferrite
in the solar furnace. Given the temperature fluctuations in the solar furnace (meteorological
conditions, incrementally adjusted alignment of the focal point and the reactor, etc.)
thermodynamic or kinetic explanations are conceivable. The reaction of 1 mol MgO and 1 mol
M2O3 forming 1 mol MgM2O4 is thermodynamically favorable at high temperatures if M = Cr (a

free energy of about -59.6 kJ/mol MgCr2O4 at 1200°C, decreasing with increasing temperatures).
On the other hand, the formation of MgFe2O4 is favored thermodynamically only at temperatures
below approximately 900°C (a slightly positive free energy of 12.4 kJ/mol MgFe2O4 at 1200°C,
increasing with increasing temperatures). If the average temperature in the solar furnace is below
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1200°C (adjusted before to the experiment with a thermocouple, see Section 4.3.1) than the
different reaction equilibria in both furnaces may explain the decreased yield of chromite and
increased yield of ferrite in the solar furnace.
Alternatively, the apparent diffusion coefficients, Dcation, can be estimated (Eq. 4.2)
assuming counter current diffusion of Mg2+ and Cr3+ or Fe3+ respectively is limiting the spinel
formation7, 23, 40. The computation yields Dcation in the range of 2.5-7.3 x 10-15 or 1.1-3.4 x 10-14
cm2 s-1 (the lower end of the stated range represents diffusion of Mg2+) for the formation of
chromite or ferrite respectively using the electric resistance furnace. This is assuming MgO as
the host lattice dissoluting Cr3+ and forming MgCr2O4 and Fe2O3 as host lattice for the formation
of MgFe2O439,

40

. In the solar system Dcation decreases to 0.40-1.2 x 10-15 cm2 s-1 during the

formation of MgCr2O4 and increases to 2.9-8.8 x 10-14 cm2 s-1 during the formation of MgFe2O4.
Assuming an increasing diffusion coefficient with increasing temperature, this may hint
towards increased temperatures (the maximum temperature in the employed solar furnace was
estimated previously with about 1600°C38) accelerating the ferrite formation. However, increased
temperatures do not explain the decreased formation kinetics of MgCr2O4. This reinforces the
above hypothesized decreased temperatures causing the change in the yield of the chromite and
ferrite on thermodynamic ground.
In summary, the proposed solar thermochemical synthesis yields significant amounts of
magnesium chromite or ferrite respectively. The relative fast synthesis of MgFe2O4 may
facilitate a rapid large-scale production of the high-temperature ceramic if unconverted reactants
are separated from the ferrite product.
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4.5 Conclusions
Synthesis of magnesium chromite or ferrite from inexpensive oxide feedstock via solidstate synthesis at 1200°C with concentrated solar radiation was presented.
In a reducing environment, the presence of Cr or Fe appears to aid the reduction of Mg2+
leading to the removal of in average 43 ± 26 at% Mg likely in form of a metal vapor. Nitrogen
(and carbon) was reduced only by Cr. Unambiguous evidence for formation of Mg-N bonds was
not found.
Even in presence of 62.40 ± 0.04 mol% graphite in the reactant powder mixture, 9 ± 7
mol% MgCr2O4 or 14 ± 7 mol% MgFe2O4 with a specific surface area of 11.9 ± 0.2 or 9.7 ± 0.3
m2 g-1 were formed respectively after heating with solar radiation for 30 min. The spinels are
nanocrystalline with an apparent macroporous surface structure. The yield of the reaction
product decreases with increasing graphite concentration (1.4 ± 0.1 mol% MgCr2O4 or 7.8 ± 0.8
mol% MgFe2O4 respectively at 76.91 ± 0.01 mol% graphite). These are promising features of a
refractory material for applications dealing with high temperatures, solar radiation and reducing
reaction chemistry.
The accelerated formation of the ferrite in presence of solar radiation (42 ± 5 μmol
MgFe2O4 per mol Fe2O3 s-1 versus 26 ± 3 μmol mol-1 s-1 in the absence of solar radiation, both at
an atomic ratio of graphite/Fe3+ of 3.99 ± 0.01) may be useful for a rapid large scale production
of the ceramic from an inexpensive oxide feedstock and a sustainable energy source if the spinel
product is separated from unconverted reactants.

4.6 Associated content in Appendix C
Supporting Information: To complement the formation of carbide and nitride in the
MgO/Cr2O3/C system (Fig. 4.2), XRD data showing Fe3+ reduction in the MgO/Fe2O3/C system.
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Chapter 5 - Solar

fuel

production

via

decoupled

dinitrogen

reduction and protonation of mobile nitrogen ions to ammonia
5.1 Abstract
Currently produced from fossil resources and near 30 MPa and 500°C, ammonia is an
important fertilizer and a convenient hydrogen carrier. This work studies a solar thermochemical
reaction cycle that separates the reductive N2 cleavage from the hydrogenation of nitrogen to
yield N3- and finally NH3 without using electricity or fossil fuel. The hydrolysis of binary metal
nitrides of magnesium, aluminum, calcium, chromium, manganese, zinc, or molybdenum at 0.1
MPa and 200-1000°C yielded 0-100 mol% of the lattice nitrogen with 0-69.9 mol% as NH3
liberated at rates ranging at 500°C from 1.45 x 10-7 (interstitial and covalent nitrides at the lower
end) to 1.45 x 10-3 (ionic nitrides) mol NH3 mol-1 metal s-1. To assess the rate-limiting step the
data is described by shrinking-core models and an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the
rate constants. Based on the theoretical partial nitrogen charge, the nitride ionicity (9.96-68.83%
relative to an ideal ionic solid) was found to correlate with the diffusion constants (6.56 x 10-14 to
4.05 x 10-7 cm2 s-1) suggesting that the corrosion kinetics of AlN, Cr2N/CrN, Mn4N/Mn2N,
Zn3N2, or Mo2N are governed by the volumetric concentration of active lattice nitrogen or ion
vacancies respectively. The ionicity appears useful when developing an atomic-scale
understanding of the solid-state reaction mechanism and for controlling the bonding nature of a
prospective optimized ternary nitride reactant.

5.2 Introduction
Energy, water, and food have been cited by Nobel laureate R. Smalley in order of priority
as the top three problems that mankind will face in the next decades1. Solar energy is essentially
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inexhaustible and environmentally benign. Employing solar energy for solutions to society’s
most demanding challenges, however, requires harvesting of a relatively dilute, intermittent, and
geographically non-homogeneous energy source2.
Man-made ammonia has been recognized as to some extent responsible for the “green
revolution” of the first half of the 20th century. In other words, it provides the basis of survival of
a large portion of the human population on earth. Global production of ammonia (NH3) is
currently about 130 million metric tons (t) annually3. Ammonia is produced industrially via
heterogeneous catalysis that cleaves N2 and hydrogenates nitrogen to NH3 in a single step
conducted at up to 30 MPa and 500°C4. The compression work required for the technically
sophisticated synthesis accounts for about 16% of the 28-37 GJ t-1 NH3 consumed by the
process5. Approximately 45% of the global H2 production is absorbed as feedstock in the
synthesis of NH36. The H2 feedstock is generated on-site from fossil resources (mainly natural
gas), leading to significant fossil-based CO2 emissions4 and production of NH3 in a few hundred
large-scale centralized facilities world-wide7. Given the increasing global population8 and
recognizing the potential of NH3 as a “perfect hydrogen carrier”9,

10

and as a convenient

alternative fuel in diesel combustion engines11, 12, direct synthesis of NH3 from N2, H2O and
sunlight may contribute to a sustainable solution to two of our most demanding challenges,
energy and food.
Substantial research efforts have pursued the synthesis of NH3 at ambient pressure7. NH3
has been synthesized electrochemically or electrocatalytically13-19, e.g., at the cathode of an ion
conducting electrolyte cell that is cleaving N215 and H2O to generate O2- which is oxidized at the
anode to O214. Alternatively, homogeneous catalysis via N2 reduction with transition metal
complexes that give substantial yields of NH3 when reacted with acid or with H2 has attempted to
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mimic the enzymatic catalysis of N2 fixation in the liquid phase20-24. Albeit promising, both
approaches have not yet reached maturity. Electrochemical synthesis relies on electricity and
requires novel electrolyte and electrode materials to increase NH3 formation rates14. A major
obstacle of the biomimetic approach23 is the external reducing equivalent (mostly a sacrificial
alkali metal or pH adjustment) that is required for generating the dinitrogen complex from a high
oxidation state halide complex21-23.
This work pursues an alternative strategy that separates the N2 cleavage from the nitrogen

25°C
stored Δgform
(kJ mol-1 Mo), all at 0.1 MPa

protonation (Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Two-step reactive NH3 synthesis from N2, H2O and solar heat. The (1)
endothermic reduction of an oxidized material (e.g., Mo4+) and the (2) exothermic
reduction of N2 may be conducted in one step. This generates reduced N3- in the solid state
that can be (3) protonated with H2O.
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Conceptually (with generalized stoichiometry), an oxidized inorganic material (McOd)
can be reduced with a suitable reducing agent (R) at elevated temperatures:
(5.1)

a
ad
a
ad
M c Od 
R M 
RO
bc
bc
b
bc

with M being a metal and lower case letters indicating stoichiometric coefficients. The reaction
accomplishes storage of the O 2p electrons in the metal. This can be achieved with concentrated
solar radiation2, that is, harvesting photons from the entire insolation spectrum as reducing
equivalents25-28. Dependent on the free energy of formation of the metal, the remaining reducing
equivalents required for the thermochemical charge transfer are supplied by a relative week
reducing agent23, 29. This may be H2 or perhaps biomass allowing for a syngas byproduct30-33.
The generated reactant can thereafter be utilized to provide the reducing power for the
six-electron reductive cleavage of N2 (forming N3- ions in the solid state) and splitting of H2O
(yielding the metal oxide, the desired NH3, and possibly H2) without electricity or a fossil fuel:
(5.2)
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(5.3)
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This separation of N2 cleavage34 and protonation allows optimizing the equilibrium positions and
kinetics of each reaction conducted at favorable temperatures near 0.1 MPa.
Previous studies have outlined the economic competiveness of this concept31, 33, 35 (see
Chapter 2 and 7). Realization of the reaction cycle, however, requires research for a reactive
material that balances conflicting thermochemical properties and technical requirements33 (see
Chapter 2). These are in particular: (i) acceptable yields and kinetics of the N2 reduction and
protonation of the lattice nitrogen near 0.1 MPa, (ii) reduction of the oxidized reactant
(recycling) at temperatures that can be contained physically in an industrial-scale solar furnace,
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(iii) use of moderate quantities of a sustainable reducing agent, and (iv) significant energy
conversion efficiencies. The “degree of freedom” to control the reduction temperature and the
quantities of reducing agent and byproducts by adjusting the reactant composition is illustrated
with supporting material in Appendix D. Here the hydrolysis yield and kinetics and the impact of
this step on the overall process efficiency are the main subjects.

5.3 Thermochemical theory and reaction mechanism
5.3.1 Materials composition determining energy conversion efficiencies
Figure 5.2A maps the ratios of heat released during the N2 reduction or NH3 formation
relative to the energy absorbed in the oxide reduction for various binary nitride/oxide pairs33,36,37.
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Figure 5.2 Rationale for the choice of metals: (A) Enthalpy mapping of the exothermic heat
liberated during the N3- oxidation (ΔhN3- ox., Eq. 5.3) versus N2 reduction (ΔhN2 red., Eq. 5.2),
both relative to the energy supplied during the solar-thermal metal oxide reduction (red.)
step (Eq. 5.1). Empty circles mark materials that do not fix 0.1 MPa N2, do not liberate NH3
effectively, or are radioactive (see Appendix D). (B) Correlation of ΔhN3- ox. with Gibbs free
energy of the reaction (ΔgN3- ox.). All computations are at 25°C and 0.1 MPa.
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The calculation indicates high theoretical ratios of the heating value of the generated
solar fuel38 (NH3 and syngas) to the supplied solar and chemical energy of about 52 to 85%. This
is assuming no in-process heat recovery (worst case), separate metal reduction and nitridation,
and use of (non-radioactive) nitrides that are expected to conform to criterion (i) above, good
yields and kinetics. As well, the favorably high ratio of energy supplied in form of solar radiation
to chemical energy supplied with the reducing agent ranges from 0.29 to 1.33 and can be
controlled by the choice of the reactive material.
Predominantly ionic nitrides (e.g., Mg3N2 or Ca3N2) liberate large quantities of heat
during their hydrolysis at lower temperatures (Fig.5.1A). This limits their attractiveness for the
proposed concept since this energy can not be integrated at the higher temperatures required for
the endothermic oxide reduction step. On the other hand, binary transition metal nitrides with
relatively high NH3 equilibrium yields (e.g., Mn4N or Nb2N, Fig.5.1B) will require large
quantities of chemical reducing agent due to unfavorable stoichiometric compositions (e.g., 4
mol C per mol NH3 for a Mn4N/MnO reactive material relative to 3/2 mol C per mol NH3 for a
Mg3N2/MgO reactant). Furthermore, although well-studied for their wear resistance and
refractory properties39,
reported32,

41-44

40

hydrolysis of binary nitrides and NH3 formation kinetics are rarely

. Similarly, bonding (and thereby reactivity) of metal nitrides appears not well

understood45, 46.
Determining an optimum reactant composition is a complex task of balancing
contradictory requirements. Finding trends in the chemical reactivity and reaction kinetics is an
essential first step in understanding material properties and in rational materials design47. With
regard to the electronic structure of metal nitrides the electronegativity of the metallic constituent
correlates only qualitatively with the free energy of the NH3 formation (see Appendix D). On the
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other hand, Figure 5.3 shows that higher number of d electrons correlates with reduced stability
of the metal nitride. This has been attributed to the higher number of electrons in nonbonding
orbitals or weakening of the metal-nitrogen bond47, 48. Recognizing that this bond has to be stable
enough to reduce 0.1 MPa N2 but weak enough33 to avoid excessive liberation of heat during
hydrolysis illustrates the importance of understanding the electronic structure7, 48, 49 of the metalnitrogen bond. This will be inevitable for the design of a novel, perhaps ternary50, 51, optimized
reactant for the solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis.
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Figure 5.3 Correlation between the bulk heat of formation for transition metal nitrides, gf,
in kJ mol-1 lattice nitrogen versus the number of d electrons, Nd. A nearly quantitative
linear correlation (solid line) is obtained when excluding elements with nominally only one
d electron or with a completely occupied 3d10 orbital (empty circles, dashed line).

5.3.2 Possible reaction mechanism
In lieu of a complete quantitative description of the overall NH3 formation mechanism
and the derivation of a rate law from the electronic structure of the metal-nitrogen bond, which
exceed the scope of this work, a schematic of the hypothetical reaction mechanism is given in
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Figure 5.4. With regard on an ideal ionic solid the overall process converting N3- ions and H2O to
O2- ions and NH3 is envisioned as succession of serial steps involving the diffusion of lattice
nitrogen through the condensed phase. The present study provides evidence for the presence of
this diffusion step and attempts to characterize its effect on the NH3 formation kinetics.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic protonation of reduced nitrogen. Mn+ is a metal in a low (e.g., n = 1,
nitride) or high oxidation state (e.g., n = 2, oxide). a, dependent on reaction stoichiometry
and the oxidation state of the metal. b, N3- may diffuse via vacancy diffusion through the
oxide or via grain boundary diffusion respectively.

Following an initially interface-controlled reaction, H2O is adsorbed by a vacant surface
site on the metal oxide. This is followed by metal vacancies diffusion through the oxidized phase
to accomplish the cleavage of H2O to H+, OH- and oxidized metal cations. The formed hydroxide
may be transient and decompose to the oxide at elevated temperatures. Thereafter the lattice
nitrogen diffuses through the oxide layer and is protonated to NH3. The succession of these two
steps may be reversed leading to possible (boundary or interstitial) diffusion of NH3 species to
the surface. Finally, the formed NH3 is desorbed from the oxide surface indicating the
importance of the Brønsted acidity of some metal cations leading to possible formation of
ammonium43, catalytic properties of the reactant, and the material geometry and surface
morphology47 determining the resistance to the mass transfer of NH3 away from the reactant.
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As a starting point, the kinetics of the H2O cleavage and NH3 formation employing
binary metal nitrides at ambient pressure are assessed here. After describing the metal nitrides
chosen for their mix of bonding properties in Section 5.5.1, experimental data for the hydrolysis
of seven binary nitrides at various temperatures are summarized in Section 5.5.2 to 5.5.6. To
determine the nature of kinetic limitations, characteristic kinetic parameters were determined by
applying three shrinking core models discussed in Section 5.5.3. Sections 5.5.5 and 5.5.6
introduce the concept of nitride ionicity as a parameter to predict trends in the NH3 liberation
kinetics. Correlating the average electric charge of the lattice nitrogen to the reaction
characteristics of the bulk material will be shown to help developing an atomic-scale
understanding of the reaction mechanisms and activation barriers in the future.

5.4 Experimental
5.4.1 Metal nitridation
The nitrides of Ca, Mn and Mo were prepared (Fig. 5.5) from ca. 2 g of metal powder
heated from 400°C to 700°C (Mn52) or 750°C (Ca53, Mo54) in a quartz boat inside of a tube
furnace (60 mm ID, 1 m length, quartz, model HTF55347C, temperature controller model
CC58434C, Lindberg/Blue). Mn and Mo were pre-treated at 60°C for 10 min to remove water.
The heating rate rH was not constant and can be represented as rH = At + B, where t is the heating
time in min, A = -9.29°C min-2, and B = 82.1°C min-1 (R2 > 0.90).
N2 was always supplied at 0.1 MPa, i.e., 1.83 ± 0.02 l(STP)N2 min-1 (Ca, Mn), or diluted
with H2, i.e., 1.09 ± 0.01 l(STP)N2 min-1 mixed with 0.364 ± 0.003 l(STP)H2 min-1 (Mo). The
nitridation temperature was held for 120 (Mn), 180 (Mo) or 240 min (Ca) respectively and
cooling was at about -4.87°C s-1 at ≤ 1 min, -50.6°C min-1 at ≤ 10 min, and -3.63°C min-1 at > 10
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min. The α-Ca3N2/Ca2N product was milled with pestle and mortar. All Ca-containing chemicals
were handled and stored under Ar. All solids were stored under Ar or N2 at 4°C.
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Figure 5.5 Experimental setups (a, N2 gas; b, H2 gas, c, flow meter; d, gas mixing; e, tubular
flow-through furnace; f, metal powder in quartz boat; g, heating plate; h, liquid level
control; i, liquid H2O; j, metal nitride powder in quartz boat; k, magnetic stirrer; l, 10 mM
HCl chilled with ice-cold H2O; m, NH3 gas detection tube).

5.4.2 Metal nitride hydrolysis
To describe the reaction kinetics of the lattice nitrogen seven metal nitrides (Table 5.1)
with varying bonding character were reacted at different temperatures with steam (Fig. 5.5).
nitride

Mg3N2

space group a
solid phase concentration a
(wt%)
average particle diameter (μm)
BET surface area (m2 kg-1)
powder bed surface b (cm2)
void space fraction c (m3 m-3)
partial nitrogen charge d

w-AlN

α-Ca3N2
(Ca2N)

Ia3
(R3m)
100 ± 1
100 ± 1
86 ± 5
(14 ± 5)
27 ± 11
16 ± 6
105 ± 25
8800 ± 300 4900 ± 100 672 ± 3
42
42
42
0.68
0.69
0.55
-2.06 ± 0.19 -0.36 ± 0.05 -1.91 ± 0.29
Ia3

P63mc

Cr2N
(CrN)

Mn4N
(Mn6N2.58)

P31m
(Fm3m)
85 ± 1
(10.1 ± 0.3)
43 ± 14
402 ± 5
33
0.55
-0.30 ± 0.03

Pm3m
(P6322)
70 ± 5
(28 ± 3)
46 ± 19
270 ± 3
33
0.65
-0.47 ± 0.18

Zn3N2

β-Mo2N

Ia3

I41/amd

100 ± 1

24.9 ± 0.4

21 ± 7
3750 ± 30
42
0.73
-0.64 ± 0.00

13 ± 6
426 ± 3
33
0.73
-0.53 ± 0.10

Table 5.1 Characterization of the metal nitride powder beds. a, X-ray diffraction data; b,
± 5.24 %, powder bed thickness generally < 1 mm; c, ± 5.15 % (both via error
propagation); d, based on the literature (see Section 5.5.1).

To remove residual O2 the furnace was purged for ca. 10 min with 0.5-0.9 l(STP)N2 min-1
before each experiment. Nitride powder was placed into a quartz boat (0.5 g, except 1 g Cr2N,
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i.e., 5.82 x 10-1 to 1.23 x 101 mmol total lattice nitrogen), introduced at 100°C into the furnace,
and heated to 200-1000°C. Heating rates can be estimated (R2 = 0.75-0.83) with A = -6.85°C
min-2, and B = 50.2°C min-1 (at 200-300°C), A = -4.23°C min-2, and B = 61.4°C min-1 (500600°C), or A = -3.59°C min-2, and B = 82.8°C min-1 (1000°C) respectively. Final temperatures
were held for 60 min and steam was supplied at 0.8 ± 0.1 ml(STP)H2O min-1.
The gas leaving the furnace was routed through a liquid absorbent (25 ± 5 ml(STP) aqueous
HCl, 10 mM HCl, chilled with ice-cold H2O). To estimate the yield of absorbed NH4+ in the
liquid phase, 5 ml samples were taken at 0, 1, 5, 10 and 60 ± 0.5 min (Mg3N2, AlN, Ca3N2, and
Zn3N2) or 0 (this includes the heating phase), 5, 10, 30 and 60 ± 0.5 min (Cr2N, Mn4N, and
Mo2N) after the reaction temperature was reached. After 60 min the furnace was opened and
cooled (at -0.90 to -8.7 °C s-1 within the first minute, -8.8 to -82 °C min-1 at < 10 min, and -1.1
to -18°C min-1 at > 10 min) to below 100°C. All solids were stored under Ar (Mg3N2, Ca3N2) or
air at 4°C. All liquids were stored at room temperature.

5.4.3 Solid state analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were taken with a Miniflex II diffractometer
(Cu-target X-ray tube, 30 kV / 15 mA output, diffracted beam monochromator, Rigaku) with a 580 °2θ range, 1 or 10 °2θ/min scan speed, and 0.02 data points/°2θ, continuous mode for
quantitative solid phase identification (PDXL Software Version 1.6.0.0). To confirm metal
nitridation energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was employed using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (20 keV, S-3500N, Hitachi; Link Pentafet 7021 X-ray detector and Inca
Energy X-ray analysis software, both Oxford Instruments). Nitride particles were imaged by
SEM. All weights were determined using an AE260 DeltaRange balance (± 0.1 mg, Mettler).
The specific BET surface area was analyzed by NanoScale Inc., Manhattan, KS.
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5.4.4 Liquid and gas phase analysis
NH3 absorbed by the liquid absorbent was quantified with an NH3 Ion Selective
Electrode and a pH/ISE Controller (model 270) (both Denver Instrument), combined with the
liquid level in the absorption vessel (error ca. ± 5 ml). Liquid samples were analyzed in triplicate
to estimate the concentration of dissolved NH3 with zeroing for the signal from pure water. The
uncertainty of NH3 concentrations was estimated as the average of one standard deviation of
about 65 liquid samples analyzed in triplicate. The outlet of the absorption vessel was equipped
with an NH3 gas detection tube (0.25-3 or 5-70 ppm NH3 detection range, Dräger).

5.4.5 Chemicals
Solid chemicals were AlN (99.8% pure, -325 mesh), Mn metal (99.9% pure, -325 mesh),
Zn3N2 (99.9% pure, -200 mesh), and Mo metal (99.95% pure, -325 mesh) all from Noah
Technologies; Ca metal (99% pure, granular) and NH4Cl (99.5%, extra pure) both from Acros
Organics; Mg3N2 (99.6% pure, -325 mesh, AlfaAesar); Cr2N (98% pure, -100 mesh, Prochem);
and NaOH (99.6%, certified ACS pellets, Fisher Scientific). Glassware was cleaned with acetone
(certified ACS, Fisher Scientific). All gases (H2, N2, and Ar) were UHP Zero grade (Linweld).
H2O was deionized (Direct-Q 3 UV, Millipore) and degassed with Ar. HCl (12.1 N, certified
ACS Plus) was from Fisher Scientific.

5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Characterization of the binary metal nitrides
Only a few elements of the Periodic System show significant ionic bonding with nitrogen
(i.e., charge transfer and formation of the N3- ion). Nitrogen is reluctant to accept electrons due to
the negative electron affinity caused by the N 2p3 configuration34, 46, 55. The contribution of the
ionic character to the metal-nitrogen bond is relatively large (salt-like nitrides) if the metal
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constituent is strongly electropositive and has a low ionization potential (e.g., alkali or alkaline
earth metals), or if the metal has a highly occupied d-band (e.g., Zn). Alternatively, covalent
metal-nitrogen bonds (with most p-block elements, incl. Al) are formed if electrons are not
transferred entirely to the N atom. This increases the corrosion resistance of the nitride55.
Interstitial crystal structures are found if the N atom neither accepts nor shares electrons. In this
case a relative large fraction of the nitrogen occupies the interstices in the metal lattice as N
atoms. This leads to chemically stable (e.g., with metals from the Ti, V, and Cr group) or
unstable compounds (intermediate nitrides, e.g., with Mn or Fe).
Table 5.1 characterizes the metal nitrides tested in this work. Values of the partial
electronic charge of the lattice nitrogen, qN (in units of the absolute elementary charge e), are
given as arithmetic average within one standard deviation based on the estimates of 4-12 (if not
stated otherwise) first principle computations. The estimation of qN is generally based on density
functional theory (DFT) and Mulliken population analysis56-63.
The partial nitrogen charge for AlN is given as the average of two computations59, 60.
Given the available data, the contribution of the Ca2N sub-nitride46 to the partial nitrogen charge
of the α-Ca3N2/Ca2N mixture was neglected. The value provided for the Cr2N/CrN mixture was
based on literature employing DFT61, a complete-active-space self-consistent-field approach64
and the modified neglect of diatomic overlap method65. One value for qN of CrN65 that is
significantly higher than the remaining values61, 64, 65 was neglected. The partial nitrogen charge
for manganese nitride was based on two estimates for Mn4N and MnN using electron
diffraction66 and DFT61. The qN value for the relatively unstudied Zn3N267 was taken as estimated
near ambient pressure58. The partial nitrogen charge of Mo2N was based on 12 computational
values62, 63 with a deviation of less than 50% from their arithmetic average. If possible the data
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range was narrowed to large clusters (Mo2nNn clusters with n ≥ 4)62. The partial charge of
nitrogen in NH3 has been reported as -0.24668 which is below all solid-state nitrogen values
selected and estimated here (Table 1). This confirms qualitatively that the solid state data is at
least not in gross error.
X-ray diffraction identified the nitridated Ca as a mixture of α-Ca3N2 and a minor
fraction Ca2N46. The synthesized manganese nitride consists of a cubic ε-Mn4N and a hexagonal
Mn6N2.58 phase. Given the broad non-stoichiometry range for transition metal nitrides46,
Mn6N2.58 may be identified as ζ-phase Mn2N (or Mn5N2 respectively)52. The calculations below
(see Section 5.5.2), however, are based on a Mn6N2.58 composition as-identified. Nitridation of
Mo yielded a tetragonal β-phase Mo2N69 which was assumed for Section 5.5.2. Possible reasons
for the relative low yield of Mo2N (confirmed with EDS)54 include convective cooling of the
metal surface by the gas flow and diffusion of N through Mo2N54.
The BET specific surface area (Table 5.1) of the materials is consistent with nitrides
studied for catalytic or reactive NH3 formation42, 54. The surface area of the nitrides that have
been prepared from their elements is of the same order of magnitude as for purchased Cr2N and
about one order of magnitude below the specific surface area of Mg3N2, AlN and Zn3N2.
Whether this may affect NH3 yields is addressed in Section 5.5.3.

5.5.2 Data and data processing
To determine the reaction kinetics for the hydrolysis of seven binary metal nitrides
varying in their partial nitrogen charge, Mg3N2, AlN, Ca3N2, Cr2N, Mn4N, Zn3N2, and Mo2N
powders were exposed to steam at about 0.1 MPa and at temperatures ranging from 200-1000°C.
The yield of NH3 from these reactions, XNH3, is reported as molar ratio of NH3 captured by the
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acidic absorbent (n in mol) at a given time, t, relative to the lattice nitrogen of the reactant before
the reaction:

(5.4)

X NH 3 

nabsorbed NH 3 ,t
nN



 c

t  0  60 min

mr

NH 3 ,t



 c *NH 3 Vt

b x M

i i
i  all nitrides

1
i

where cNH3 in mol L-1 is the concentration of NH3 detected in the absorbent, the asterisk marks
pure water used as a reference, V in L is the sample volume, mr in g is the mass of metal nitride
powder reacted, b is a stoichiometric coefficient (see Eq. 5.3), x in g g-1 is the nitride weight
fraction (Table 5.1), and M in g mol-1 is the molar mass. The initial reaction rate, r0, is calculated
analogously from a tangent to the data point collected at Δt = 5 min.
The rate-determining step of a heterogeneous reaction will depend on either diffusion or
the making and breaking of chemical bonds, kr, where k marks a specific rate constant and
diffusion of the reaction participants occurs in the gas phase, kg, or in the condensed phase, ks. To
determine the rate-limiting step three shrinking-core models for spherical particles of unchanging
size70 were applied:
(5.5)

k g t  X NH 3

(5.6)

k s t  1  3  (1  X NH 3 ) 2 / 3  2  (1  X NH 3 )

(5.7)

k r t  1  (1  X NH 3 )1 / 3

The kinetic data and the specific rate constants fitted28, 41 in the time interval Δtfit with a
maximum R2 are summarized in Table 5.2. Representative graphs of the NH3 yield versus the
reaction time (at the temperature that resulted in the maximum XNH3) are given in Figure 5.6. As
an aside, the yield of NH3 after 60 min is below the value that would be predicted by the applied
models and is in most cases even below the yield determined after 10 or 30 min respectively
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presumably due to unwanted stripping of the absorbent by the steam routed through the liquid.
An atomic nitrogen balance is attempted below.
ionic nitrides
metal Thyd
as nitride (°C)

r0 (molNH3
molmetal-1 s-1)

model

k
(s-1)

R2
>

Δtfit
(min)

Mg

200
300
500

1.0 ± 0.2 x 10-4
2.3 ± 0.4 x 10-5
1.1 ± 0.2 x 10-3

g
g
gb

6.2 x 10-4
9.7 x 10-5
1.2 x 10-3

0.80 10
0.99 60
0.90 10

Ca

200
300
500

1.4 ± 0.2 x 10-5
4.3 ± 0.6 x 10-6
1.6 ± 0.2 x 10-5

gb
gb
gb

7.7 x 10-5
4.4 x 10-5
2.9 x 10-4

0.99 60
0.90 60
0.75 60

Zn c

300
500
1000

8 ± 1 x 10-7
3.3 ± 0.6 x 10-4
2.9 ± 0.4 x 10-4

s
g
s

3.3 x 10-10
8.9 x 10-4
2.8 x 10-5

0.87 10
0.91 10
0.72 5

6.3 x 10-13
6.9 x 10-9
1.4 x 10-7

0.96 10
0.92 60
0.88 60

covalent nitrides
300
500
1000

Al

9 ± 2 x 10-8
8 ± 1 x 10-6
4.9 ± 0.8 x 10-5

s
s
s

interstitial and intermediate nitrides
Cr

500
600
1000

1.5 ± 0.3 x 10-7
1.0 ± 0.2 x 10-7
1.8 ± 0.3 x 10-6

s
s
s

7.6 x 10-12
3.3 x 10-12
1.2 x 10-9

0.80 30
0.95 10
0.99 30

Mn

300
500
1000

8 ± 1 x 10-8
9.7 ± 0.9 x 10-6
5.3 ± 0.7 x 10-6

rb
s
s

8.2 x 10-8
6.9 x 10-8
3.6 x 10-8

0.98 30
0.93 60
0.96 30

500
600
1000

3.2 ± 0.3 x 10-5
4.9 ± 0.7 x 10-6
7 ± 1 x 10-6

s
s
s

6.4 x 10-6
1.5 x 10-7
4.0 x 10-7

0.82 30
0.88 30
0.85 30

Mo

c

Table 5.2 Kinetic data and modeling. Applying shrinking core models (controlled by: s,
diffusion through the solid reaction product; r, reaction; g, diffusion through the
gas film) in the time range Δtfit. b, r or g respectively show an only slightly (< 0.05) lower R2
value. c, gray rectangles mark data that deviate somewhat from the data obtained for
other nitrides in the same chemical category (ionic, etc.).

The solid reaction products were mixtures of the reacted metals and nitrides and their
oxides or hydroxides, i.e., Mg(OH)2/MgO, Al(OH)3/Al2O3, Ca(OH)2/CaO, Cr2O3, MnO/Mn3O4,
ZnO, and MoO3/MoO2. For a given metal the presence of the second compound in the solid
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listed above increased with increasing temperature. Significant removal of metal atoms from the
solid phase and condensation of a solid product at the furnace outlet is unlikely and was only
observed (about 43.6 mol%) for the hydrolysis of Mo2N at 1000°C yielding MoO3 vapor.
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Figure 5.6 Representative results (for a complete version see Appendix D) for steam
hydrolysis of various metal nitride powders illustrating the kinetic fitting with maximized
R2 (see Table 5.2): (A) solid-state diffusion-governed NH3 formation from Al (circle), Cr
(diamond), Mn (triangle), and Mo (square) nitrides and (B) the supply of H2O from the gas
phase controlling NH3 formation from Mg (circle), Ca (diamond) and Zn (triangle)
nitrides. Error bars indicated are via error propagation.

5.5.3 Kinetics of the NH3 liberation
The hydrolysis of AlN and all tested transition metal nitrides except Mo2N shows
increasing initial reaction rates r0 with increasing temperature with AlN and Zn3N2 most
responsive to temperature. Based on minimizing the residual sum of squares between the
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experimental data and the employed shrinking core models Eq. 5.5-5.7 a solid-state diffusion
limitation (Eq. 5.6, Fig. 5.4) describes the formation of NH3 from the tested p- and d-block
nitrides (with few exceptions, see Table 5.2) best.
Solid-state diffusion limited NH3 formation is in agreement with the low yield of NH3 via
corrosion of chromium nitrides or stainless steel with dissolved nitrogen32, 40. The NH3 formation
from Mn4N, Zn3N2 and Mo2N appears to follow a diffusion limited mechanism over a relative
broad range of the tested reaction temperatures and times. Some factors that may contribute to
this mixed behavior are addressed below (this section and Section 5.5.4). The hydrolysis of the
refractory AlN71 has been shown previously to depend significantly on the steam temperature
and pressure, and the AlN particle size39, 41, 44. Hot pressed AlN particles have been found to
yield only 0.3% Al2O3 after steam hydrolysis for 30 hrs at 1000°C39. Also, a 2 mol% oxidation
of fine AlN powder has been reported when hydrolyzing the nitride for 60 min at 900°C41. On
the other hand, NH3 from AlN and H2O at below 100°C has been reported44. Up to 70 mol%
conversion via hydrolysis for 60 min at 1000°C has been reported as well41. The relative
comparisons of nitrides shown here are still meaningful while the literature and our experiments
may not be amenable to a consistent rationale at this point.
The hydrolysis of Mg3N2 or Ca3N2 respectively appears to follow a mechanism that is
limited by the diffusion in the gas phase (Eq. 5.5). Analogously, the minimum initial reaction
rates for these nitrides at 300°C may originate from the opposing effects of high reactant
concentrations at low temperatures (i.e., about 25, 21, or 16 mol H2O m-3 at 200, 300, or 500°C
respectively, assuming an ideal gas) and short residence times of the meta-stable NH3 product at
high temperatures (about 13, 11, or 8 s at 200, 300, or 500°C respectively, assuming NH3 in the
gas phase). Furthermore, accounting for the difference in the average particle diameter, dp, (kg ~
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dp-1 70) between Mg3N2 and Ca3N2 particles (Table 5.1) yields a “corrected” specific rate constant
kg for Ca3N2 in the range of 0.47-1.72 times kg for Mg3N2. Thus, the delayed NH3 formation

observed during the hydrolysis of Ca3N2 can be explained to a large part with the difference in
specific surface area available for the reaction. Previous studies of the Mg3N2 decomposition
described the formation of Mg(OH)2 as a diffusion limited process with specific rate constants on
the same order as those reported here. In agreement with the data reported here, the formation of
the chemisorbed NH4+ could not be fitted to a solid-state diffusion controlled model43 and
appears limited either by gas-phase diffusion or reaction kinetics.
NH3 formation without solid-state diffusion control for Mg3N2 or Ca3N2 respectively is
supported by a correlation between the specific rate constant and the specific volumes of nitrides,
oxides and hydroxides (Fig. 5.7) leading to crevice formation during the hydrolysis of Mg3N2,
Ca3N2 (Fig. 5.7) or Zn3N2 (see Appendix D) respectively.
30
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Figure 5.7 The specific rate constant k (maximum R2) vs. the specific volume change (Δνhyd)
when oxidizing the nitrides at 300°C (ρi is the density in mol m-3 of substance i). Error bars
are three standard deviations; R2 for the fit (line) is > 0.91. SEM images are representative
nitrides of (a) or (b) Mn, and (c) or (d) Ca before or after the hydrolysis respectively.
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Analogously, by 88.9 or 56.7 % decreased Mg3N2 or Ca3N2 particle sizes respectively
after hydrolysis can be explained with physical disintegration of the particles due to specific
volumes differences.

5.5.4 Nitrogen mass balance
The nitrogen mass balance (Fig. 5.6) neglects the relatively small amount of NH3
detected in the vented gas phase (about 3.4-4.6 μmol NH3 after 60 min via hydrolysis of Mg3N2
or Ca3N2 respectively). No formation of chemical compounds containing nitrogen other than
NH3 and N2 is assumed. Figure 5.6 shows that all ionic nitrides are nearly completely oxidized
after 60 min under steam. At 500°C 27-70 mol% of the removed N3- is recovered as NH3. All
other nitrides except Mn4N liberated less than 50 mol% of the lattice nitrogen with 0-17 mol%
recovered as NH3, except 41 ± 3 mol% NH3 from 0.80 ± 0.01 mol% nitrogen liberated by AlN at
300°C or 60 ± 5 mol% NH3 from 23 ± 2 mol% nitrogen liberated by Mo2N at 500°C.
Regarding Mn4N, significant nitrogen conversion to N2H4 was suspected22,
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but back

titration of the liquid absorbent did not confirm this. Therefore the large amount of lattice
nitrogen liberated from Mn4N either does not form NH3 effectively or NH3 is formed but not
removed quickly enough from the material surface, e.g., due to Lewis or Brønsted acid-base
interactions between Mn2+, Mn3+, NH4+ and NH3.
Projecting the nitride unit cells on the BET surface area of the bulk material estimates the
lattice yield of a pure surface reaction (independent on the orientation of the crystal facets) with
0.07-0.80 mol% N from Mn4N, CrN, Cr2N, Mn6N2.58, Mo2N, AlN or 2.34 mol% N from Zn3N2
respectively. This evidences the continuous formation of NH3 from these materials (Fig. 5.6)
involves the transport of lattice nitrogen from the bulk material (approximately 13-490 nm below
the particle surface) to the solid/gas interface (compare Figure 5.4).
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5.5.5 Nitride ionicity controlling the solid-state diffusion
The metal nitride hydrolysis yielding NH3 is in a thermodynamic sense an essentially
spontaneous process (Fig. 5.2B), impaired at elevated temperatures only by thermal
decomposition of the solid forming N2 or the decomposition of NH3 to N2 and H2. The reaction
characteristics reported here are presumably of kinetic nature. Ionic materials such as Mg3N2
yield NH3 quickly, opposed, e.g., to the interstitial Cr2N liberating NH3 only at elevated
temperatures.
Ionicity73, iN, here defined as the partial nitrogen charge (see Section 5.5.1) relative to a
theoretical -3 oxidation state of the lattice nitrogen, iN = qN /(-3), can be correlated with the
specific rate constant ks (Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.8 The specific rate constant ks at 300°C (circles, solid line fit with R2 > 0.99) or
500°C (diamonds, fit excluding Zn2+ with R2 > 0.76) versus nitride ionicity (arrow see
Section 5.5.5). Metal cations indicated mark the oxides/hydroxides detected after
hydrolysis. Error propagation using three standard deviations yields in average ca. ±
2.22% (300°C) or ± 3.23% (500°C).
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Assuming that the solid state diffusion is controlling the NH3 formation kinetics Figure
5.8 indicates a promotion of the reaction kinetics by the partial electric charge of the lattice
nitrogen, leveling off at about 35% ionicity (arrow, Fig. 5.8). As reported for the diffusion of
nitrogen or carbon in other solid state processes74, 75, the effective diffusion coefficient appears
dependent on the lattice nitrogen activity.
Limiting the focus on the p- and d-block nitrides, the effective chemical diffusion
coefficient, D in m2 s-1, is given with70:
D

(5.8)

2
ad  nitride k s d p
 8.54  10 23 exp 1.24  10 2  i N
24c  steam





where a, c, and d are stoichiometric coefficients (see Eq. 5.3) and ρnitride and ρsteam are the molar
densities of the solid and gaseous reactants at 500°C in mol m-3 respectively. Figure 5.9 shows a
plot of the diffusion coefficient versus the nominal radius of a single metal ion6, 76 (Fig. 5.9A) or
the nitride ionicity respectively (Fig. 5.9B).
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Figure 5.9 The diffusion coefficient D at 500°C plotted against (A) the nominal radius of a
single metal ion with R2 > 0.28 or (B) the nitride ionicity with R2 > 0.97. The inlet shows the
characteristic time for the diffusion process with R2 > 0.96. R2 computations are based on
the data set without Mg2+ and Ca2+. Error bars on the ordinate are via error propagation.
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Apparently, D as estimated for the bulk material does not correlate with the nominal
radius of a single metal ion but yields a nearly quantitative correlation (R2 > 0.97) with the
nitride ionicity. This supports the inferred link between solid-state diffusion-controlled NH3
formation and the partial charge of the nitrogen atom.
For comparison, assuming a diffusion length equal to half the particle diameter yields the
characteristic time for a diffusion-limited process, tD, with approximately77 dp2/(16D). The
characteristic diffusion times (Fig. 5.9B) for Cr2N, AlN, or Mn4N are about 206 days, 7.9 hrs, or
33.7 min respectively. This is by orders of magnitude larger than, e.g., the 0.1-2 ms range
estimated for a solar thermochemical H2 production cycle that had been assessed as not limited
by oxygen vacancies diffusion in a ceria lattice77. The characteristic times for the NH3 liberation
from Mo2N or Zn3N2, 19.7 or 2.16 s respectively, fall in between these two time ranges. This
again confirms the deviation of Zn3N2 from the ionic nitrides of the s-block and of Mo2N from
the interstitial d-block nitrides evidenced above (Table 5.2, Fig. 5.7). Nevertheless, the formation
of NH3 from Mo2N ceases before the reactive lattice nitrogen is consumed (Fig. 5.6) probably
due to the formation of a thick oxide layer (confirmed via SEM, see Appendix D). Formation of
NH3 from Zn3N2 nears completion presumably due to the observed crevice formation (see
Section 5.5.3).
The diffusion coefficient is increasing with increasing ionicity (and thereby theoretically
increasing size of the nitrogen ion vacancy) suggesting that the size of hypothetical N0, N1-, N2-,
and N3- ions66, 71 is not the determining factor for the NH3 liberation kinetics. The nitride ionicity
and its relation to the diffusion coefficient may be rather understood in terms of ambipolar
diffusion that is the coupled migration of nitrogen ion vacancies and electrons under a nitrogen
chemical potential gradient77. Increasing the nitride ionicity increases the volumetric
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concentration of reactive lattice nitrogen or ion vacancies respectively. This increases the
ambipolar diffusion coefficient assuming generally a higher mobility of electrons in the
conduction band45, 46 compared to the mobility of the nitrogen ion vacancies.

5.5.6 Ionicity guiding the design of an optimized nitride reactant
Determination of the actual diffusing nitrogen species resulting of formation of NH3 from
the studied transition metal nitrides requires further studies. With regard to the hypothesizes
ammonia formation mechanism (Fig. 5.4) the nitride ionicity appears useful when developing an
atomic-scale understanding of the solid-state reaction mechanism and for controlling the bonding
nature of a prospective optimized ternary nitride reactant.
The experimental data presented here are evidence for a rate limiting solid-state diffusion
step that correlates to the nitride ionicity. The activation energies for the nitride hydrolysis
determined from Arrhenius plots of the specific rate constants28 given in Table 5.2 are
approximately 92, 106, or 63 kJ mol-1 for Cr2N, AlN, or Mn4N respectively (with ±50.3%
relative standard deviation). The literature reports activation energies of about 60 kJ mol-1 for
the diffusion of Mn2+, Mn3+, or Mn4+ vacancies during the oxidation of Mn3O478 and about 135
kJ mol-1 (about 1.4 eV in average for a particle grain size ≥ 1 μm) for conduction in α-Al2O379.
From the ionic nitrides, Zn3N2 shows high activation energy of approximately 96 kJ mol-1. That
is, the hydrolysis of only the most ionic nitrides, i.e., Mg3N2 and Ca3N2 or with activation energy
in the range of 9-14 kJ mol-1, is likely not limited by diffusion in the solid state.
However, whether it is the lattice nitrogen or nitrogen ion vacancies respectively or a
molecular species80 that is diffusing to the surface cannot be inferred unerringly. Whether the
oxides conduct the basic N3- ion requires validation.
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5.6 Conclusions
This study was motivated by the desire to find new pathways to produce ammonia from
air and water without the use of natural gas. Metal nitrides were investigated experimentally. The
reaction yields and kinetics of the NH3 formation via protonation of the lattice nitrogen of seven
binary metal nitrides were determined. The data are evidence for a rate limiting solid-state
diffusion step during the hydrolysis of AlN, Cr2N/CrN, Mn4N/Mn2N, Zn3N2, or Mo2N powders
respectively. A correlation between the nitride ionicity and the effective diffusion coefficient
suggests a reaction mechanism governed by the volumetric concentration of active nitrogen ions
or their vacancies respectively. Whether the oxides formed on the nitride particles conduct N3ions requires, however, validation.
It can be anticipated that the nitride ionicity may prove useful as a modeling parameter
controlling the bonding nature and reaction kinetics of a prospective ternary nitride reactant.
Based on NH3 liberation kinetics, the nitrogen mass balance and the minimum quantity of heat
liberated during the hydrolysis step Mo2N may be a promising major constituent of reactant for
the solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis.

5.7 Associated content in Appendix D
Supporting Information: An Ellingham diagram for the reduction of MgO, Al2O3, CaO,
Cr2O3, Mn2O3, MnO, ZnO, MoO2 and the oxidation of various reducing agents vs. temperature,
the dependence of the free energy stored in the reaction cycle products (NH3, H2, or CO) on the
stoichimetric composition of the nitride/oxide reactant, a detailed version of Fig. 5.2A, a plot of
the free energy of the N3- oxidation reaction vs. the electronegativity of the metal constituent of
the nitride, a complete version of Fig. 5.6 providing kinetic NH3 formation data and the nitrogen
mass balance, SEM micrographs of the Zn3N2 and Mo2N hydrolysis, and plots correlating the
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maximum NH3 yield via hydrolysis of the tested nitrides at 300 and 500 °C to the average charge
of the nitrogen ion in the solid state.
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Chapter 6 - Dinitrogen reduction near ambient pressure using solar
energy and molybdenum or manganese nitride-based redox
reactions
6.1 Abstract
Facing an increased demand for agricultural production for food and biofuels in the
future is expected to increase the demand for ammonia, an essential nitrogen fertilizer,
combustion fuel and a promising hydrogen carrier. As an alternative to the fossil fuel-intensive
high-pressure Haber-Bosch process, NH3 may be synthesized directly from air, water, and
concentrated solar radiation at 500-1200°C near 0.1 MPa using transition metal nitride reactants.
This may optimize the NH3 formation by controlling separately the temperature of the N2
cleavage and the nitrogen hydrogenation step. Focusing on the N2 fixation, lattice nitrogen
diffusion (3 ± 2 x 10-11 cm2 s-1 apparent diffusion constant at 750°C) appears to limit
approaching the reaction equilibrium (21 ± 3 mol%, i.e., about 49% of the equilibrium yield) in
Mo2N. In contrast, the formation of Mn4N (75-85 mol% after 10-30 min) is quick and likely not
limited by solid-state diffusion controlling the relative quick subsequent conversion to Mn6N2.58
(8 ± 4 x 10-9 cm2 s-1). The diffusion constants determined for nitrides of chromium, manganese
and molybdenum correlate nearly quantitatively with the interstitial volume of the nitride lattice,
i.e., the atomic or ionic radii respectively. Doping the reactants with a weak nitride former (Fe,
i.e., -34.0 kJ mol-1 Fe2N free energy of formation) appears to catalyze the nitride decomposition.
Whether doping with a strong nitride former (Cr, -136.2 kJ mol-1 Cr2N) shifts the equilibrium
towards nitrogen fixation requires further studies.
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6.2 Introduction
Hydrogen generated from essentially inexhaustible resources such as solar radiation and
water is one of the most promising non-fossil transportation fuels and an environmentally benign
feedstock of the chemical industry. However, due to its low volumetric energy-density H2
storage and transport is energy-intensive (e.g., liquefaction requires about 30% of the fuel’s
energy)1, 2. One approach to store H2 economically2, 3, ammonia (or ammine salts such as
Mg(NH3)6Cl2) has been assessed previously as perfect hydrogen carrier (17.6 wt% hydrogen
capacity, energy-efficient production, existing infrastructure for distribution, etc.)1, 4. NH3 can be
combusted directly, e.g., when blended into a diesel fuel (up to 95% energy replacement in only
slightly modified diesel engines)5, 6. In addition, availability of NH3 fertilizer will play a key role
in a future society facing an increased demand for agricultural production for food7,

8

and

biofuels9-11.
Currently, NH3 is produced industrially in a few hundred centralized plants world-wide
via heterogeneous catalysis12, 13 that is cleaving and hydrogenating N2 to NH3 in a single step at
up to 30 MPa and 500°C14. The compression work required for the technically sophisticated
synthesis accounts alone for about 16% of the 28-37 GJ/t NH3 consumed totally by the process15.
The required H2 feedstock is generated on-site from fossil resources such as natural gas or coal
with significant fossil-based CO2 emissions14.
Employing the Haber-Bosch process with a solar-derived H2 feedstock represents one
route16-22 to sustainable NH3. Wavelength-specific photons may be harvested and stored in H2 via
photocatalytic16,

17

or photovoltaic/electrolytic18 H2O cleavage. The seminal research in these

areas has led to conversion efficiencies of incident solar energy to chemical energy stored in H2
as high as 7-16%17, 18. Major obstacles include the corrosion of the expensive semiconductor,
lack of efficient light absorption, and the difficulty of matching the semiconductor band-edge
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energies with the H2 and O2 evolution reactions17. Alternatively, concentrated solar energy may
be utilized in form of high-temperature heat to cleave H2O thermochemically19-22. This concept
has high theoretical energy conversion efficiencies since photons from the entire insolation
spectrum are harvested23, 24. However, overall this would lead inherently to a multi-step NH3
production process requiring capital-intensive and technically sophisticated high pressure (the
Haber-Bosch process) and high temperature equipment (both, H2 generation and the HaberBosch process).
CO

N2

CO2
Mo4+
O2-

N3Mo0
1

Mo0

NH3

2+
Mo+ Mo

H2O

0.1 MPa
700-1200°C

3 0.1 MPa
700-1200°C
O2Mo4+

2

concentrated
solar radiation

0.1 MPa, 500°C

Figure 6.1 Reactive ammonia synthesis from atmospheric nitrogen, water and solar
radiation. In practice, the N2 fixation may be realized concurrently with the oxide
reduction (see Figure 6.2)34, 35. Dashed lines mark lattice vacancies.

Alternatively25-33, NH3 may be synthesized directly in a two-step solar thermochemical
redox reaction cycle at ambient pressure (Fig. 6.1)34, 35. Conceptually, N2 is cleaved and reduced
thermochemically at elevated temperature by a metallic reactant. Due to the relative small free
energy of formation of metal nitrides36 the nitridated material can be further oxidized with H2O
at decreased temperatures. This second reaction step forms NH3 at an optimized equilibrium
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position at 0.1 MPa (Fig. 6.2). To close the reaction cycle the metallic constituent of the reactant
can be reduced with concentrated solar radiation19, 20, 22, 37 and a relative week reducing agent33, 37
such as CO or H2 respectively (i.e., gasified biomass)35, 38, 39. The related charge transfer provides
the reducing-equivalents for repetitive N2 reduction.
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Figure 6.2 Heterogeneous catalysis at the Fe(111) surface versus reactive NH3 synthesis
with a transition metal oxide (TMO) / transition metal nitride (TMN) reactant. M marks a
metal. The dotted circles mark lattice vacancies. Free energy of the major reactions (above
half-stoichiometric conversion if Δgrxn ≤ 0) involved in (A) the current industrial NH3
synthesis, or (B) the proposed solar thermochemical NH3 production cycle at 0.1 MPa. a,
efficient reduction of MoO2 to Mo via oxidation of 2CO (e.g., gasified biomass) to 2CO2
requires the continuous removal of CO2. Alternatively, reduction of MnO with CH4 near
1000°C yields H2. CH4 can be recycled from H2 and CO (methanation). The equilibrium
yield of the oxide reductions is given in Appendix E.

The concept has been demonstrated successfully with an Al-based reactant35, 40 and the
thermochemical demands on the reactive material35, 41 and the economic feasibility of Al- or Mo144

based reactants34,

39

have been outlined. Opposing the technically rather difficult reduction of

Al2O3 with solid carbon at above 1700°C35, 40, 42, the nitrides of Mo and Mn can be formed from
their oxides with less solar energy and gaseous reducing agents at below 1200°C38, 41. Transition
metal-based reactive synthesis of NH335, 41 is, however, not well studied. Thus, the present work
focuses on the N2 reduction kinetics with Mo- or Mn-based reactants and address reactant doping
with Fe or Cr respectively.
The reported formation kinetics of non-stoichiometric nitrides such as those formed by
Mn do mostly not distinguish between the various phases formed43, 44 and the nitrogen diffusion
coefficients for transition metal nitrides vary greatly (e.g., about 10-9 to 10-14 cm2 s-1 for Mo2N
near 750°C45,

46

). Given the economic importance of the nitride formation kinetics and

stoichiometry (e.g., up to 50% more reducing agent required to recycle MnO formed when
hydrolyzing Mn4N compared to Mn2N), Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.3 characterize the formation of
the nitrides of Mo, Mn, and Cr (see below). Furthermore, the interstitial nitrogen diffusion (Fig.
6.3) in the nitrides of less electropositive metals is relative high45, 47, e.g., up to 5 x 10-7 cm2 s-1
near 750°C for Mn43, 44. That is relative to the N3- vacancy diffusion (Fig. 6.3), e.g., near 2 x 10-11
cm2 s-1 at 700°C in good anion conductors such as nitrogen-doped yttria-stabilised zirconia
(YSZ)48-50. A correlation between the interstitial crystal space and the beneficially high diffusion
coefficients in some transition metal nitrides is discussed in Section 6.4.4.
To address the thermodynamic aspect of the N2 reduction, Mo2N contains at equilibrium
at 750°C (see Section 6.4.1) only about 17.9 at% N, relative to 50.0 at% N in AlN51. Doping
nitrides with other metals affects reportedly the charge transfer between the metal and the
nitrogen52 and may, thus, shift the equilibrium position of the nitride and increase the nitrogen
capacity53, 54. Doping with Cr or Fe respectively is assessed in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.3 Schematic of the nitrogen reduction with transition metals: (1) diffusion of N2
through the gas film, (2) chemisorption and cleavage of N2 on two surface sites, (3)
interstitial N0 diffusion, and (4) saturation of the lattice and nucleation of nitride phases.
Alternatively, (3’) diffusion of N3- vacancies enabling (4’) the partial reduction of N0 to N3-.

6.3 Experimental
6.3.1 Nitrogen reduction
A characterization of the studied materials is given in Table 6.1. To determine the
temperature that results in a minimum formation of surface oxides during the nitridation of Mo
with N2 was studied at various temperatures. Mo metal powder (998 ± 3 mg in a quartz boat was
pretreated for 10 min at 60°C to remove water. The reactant was thereafter introduced into an
electric resistance furnace (60 mm ID, 1 m length, quartz, model HTF55347C, temperature
controller model CC58434C, Lindberg/Blue, purged for 10 min with 0.5-0.9 l(STP)N2 min-1 before
each experiment) at 400°C and heated to Tred = 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 1000 or
1200°C respectively (Fig. 6.4). The heating rate, rH, was about rH = At + B, where t is the
heating time in min, A ranges from -9.36 to -2.82 °C min-2 (1200-450°C Tred), and B ranges from
65.9 to 67.9 °C min-1 (450-1200°C Tred). H2 was supplied at 0.47 ± 0.05 l(STP)H2 min-1. When Tred
was reached the gas was switched to 1.86 ± 0.05 l(STP)N2 min-1. After holding Tred for 2 hrs the
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furnace was cooled (at -13.5 to -2.73 °C s-1 within the first 60 s, -3.85 to 0.767 °C s-1 at 60 to 180
s and > -0.767 °C s-1 at > 180 s) to below 75°C. Solids were removed and stored under air at 4°C.
metal

Mo

Cr

Fe

Mn

nitride β-Mo2N

space group a

Im3m

Im3m

Im3m

I43m

I41/amd

dp b (μm)
ABET c (m2 kg-1)
Ф d (m3 m-3)

6±4
429 ± 3
0.75

18 ± 13
692 ± 8
0.57

29 ± 21
281 ± 5
0.66

43 ± 22
269 ± 2
0.62

7±4
426 ± 3
-

Cr2N
(CrN)

ε-Mn4N
(ζ-Mn6N2.58)

P31m
(Fm3m)
17 ± 11
654 ± 9
-

Pm3m
(P6322)
46 ± 19
270 ± 3
-

Table 6.1 Characterization of the metal and binary metal nitride powder beds: a, via X-ray
diffraction; b, average particle diameter; c, BET surface area; d, void space fraction Ф = 1
– ρbulk/ρparticle, where ρi is the density in kg m-3, relative error via error propagation ±
5.98 %; generally, powder bed surface = 33 ± 2 cm2, powder bed thickness < 1 mm.

f
c
e

a

b

d

Cr, Mn, Fe, Mo
metal powder

Solid-state
analysis

Figure 6.4 Experimental setup: a, N2 gas; b, H2 gas; c, flow meter; d, gas mixing; e, metal
powder mixing; f, tubular flow-through furnace.

The effect of doping a Mo- or Mn-based reactant with Cr or Fe was studied by reacting
N2 gas with about 0.75-2.00 g Cr, Mn, Fe, Mo, or equimolar mixtures of Mo and Cr or Fe, or Mn
and Fe respectively (Fig. 6.4). Using the procedure described above the metal powder was heated
for 0.5, 5, 10, 30, or 120 min (all samples) and 60, 90 or 240 min (Mn reactants) at 750°C (with
A = -6.91 °C min-2 and B = 77.4 °C min-1, see above).
To assess the presence of surface oxides impacting the nitrogen reduction kinetics all
experiments with Cr, Fe, Mo, or their mixtures were repeated using a gas flow of 1.86 ± 0.05
l(STP)N2 min-1 diluted with 0.47 ± 0.05 l(STP)H2 min-1. To eliminate the possibility of rapid
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quenching affecting the yield of Mo2N the nitridation of Mo with N2 for 120 min at 450 or 750
°C respectively was repeated with a cooling rate of about -6.05 to -1.80 °C min-1.

6.3.2 Solid state analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were taken with a Miniflex II diffractometer
(Cu-target X-ray tube, 30 kV / 15 mA output, diffracted beam monochromator, Rigaku) with a 580 °2θ range, °2θ/min scan speed, and 0.02 data points/°2θ, continuous mode for quantitative
solid phase identification (PDXL Software Version 1.6.0.0). Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was employed (S-3500N Scanning Electron Microscope, Hitachi, 20 kV) to visualize the
reactant surface and to determine the average particle diameter of the tested materials. To locate
the distribution of metal dopant and nitrogen on the materials surface samples were analyzed via
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Nova NanoSEM 430, FEI Company, 5-15 kV,
beam deceleration, high stability Schottky field emission gun, and Oxford X-Max Large Area
Analytical silicon drift detector). The reactants were analyzed gravimetrically before and after
the experiment (AE260 DeltaRange balance, ± 0.1 mg, Mettler). The specific BET surface area
was analyzed by NanoScale Inc., Manhattan, KS.

6.3.3 Chemicals
All metal powders (99.8% pure Cr, 99.9% Mn, 99.9% Fe, and 99.95% Mo) were -325
mesh and from Noah Technologies. BET surface and SEM analysis indicate comparable specific
surface areas (Table 6.1). All glassware was cleaned with acetone (certified ACS, Fisher
Scientific). The N2 or H2 gas respectively was UHP Zero grade (Linweld).

6.4 Results and Discussion
To reduce N2 near 100 kPa the formation of binary transition metal nitrides at elevated
temperature and the effect of nitride doping is assessed. The yield, Xi, of product i (a nitride or
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oxide respectively) is reported as molar ratio of the detected product (ni in mol) relative to the
theoretical amount of this compound formed at stoichiometric conversion (ni* in mol):
(6.1)

Xi 

ni
mt xi M metal

*
m0 x metal M i ai
ni

where Δm in g is the weight difference between the solid reactant and the quartz boat at timepoint t or before the reaction (subscript 0), x in g g-1 is the nitride or metal weight fraction, M in g
mol-1 is the molar mass, and a is a coefficient accounting for the stoichiometric amount of metal
atoms contained in the reaction product.
To assess the contribution of the solid-state diffusion to the resistance to fix N2 (Fig. 6.3)
a diffusion-limited shrinking-core model for particles with constant size55 (equating the rate of
N2 consumption at steady-state with Fick’s law of diffusion56) was applied22, 40, 41:
(6.2)

k s t  1  3(1  X i ) 2 / 3  2(1  X i )

where ks is a specific rate constant.

6.4.1 Formation of Mo2N, Cr2N, and CrN from their elements
To assess the formation of MoO2 that had been reported previously during nitridation
experiments of Mo at 400°C56 Mo metal powder and N2 gas were heated at temperatures, Tred,
ranging from 400-1200°C (Fig. 6.5). As expected, 1.5-1.6 mol% MoO2 (monoclinic P21/c, not
the volatile MoO3 phase56) is formed at 400-450°C (likely due to minor traces O2 in the reacting
gas and/or H2O on the metal surface). At this temperature the yield of Mo2N remains below 1.3
mol%. This supports the understanding of MoO2 acting a barrier to the nitrogen diffusion56.
Increasing Tred decreases the formation of MoO2 and increases the formation of Mo2N yielding at
750°C (7 ± 2) x 10-3 mol% MoO2 and 3.3 ± 0.3 mol% Mo2N. In agreement with the expected
decomposition of Mo2N at elevated temperatures51, 57 Mo2N was not detected at 1000 or 1200°C.
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A mass balance of Mo shows recovery of the metal within ± 1.6% (see Appendix E). Formation
of volatile Mo compounds can not be inferred. To minimize the formation of MoO2 and to
ensure comparability of the experimental data in this study all kinetic experiments were

Xi (mol i formed / mol i at
stoichiometric conversion)

conducted at 750°C (arrow, Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.5 Yield of Mo2N (circles) or MoO2 (triangles, arrow see Section 6.4.1) from the
metal at 100 kPa N2 vs. temperature. Lines fitting filled symbols are a guide only. Error
bars are via error propagation within a 95% confidence interval in average ± 22.86%.

The nitridation of Mo at 750°C reaches a 1.2 mol% yield after 30 s increasing thereafter
with diminished kinetics to a maximum of 3.3 mol% after 120 min (Fig. 6.6A). XRD identified
the nitride as a tetragonal β-Mo2N with a homogeneity range of 28.7 to 34.5 mol% N57.
Quantitative calculations in this work assume a stoichiometric Mo2N as-indicated. Computing
the equilibrium yield of the reaction 2 Mo + ½ N2 → Mo2N at 750°C (disregarding temperature
fluctuations due to the liberated -62.9 kJ mol-1 N heat of reaction or due to cooling with the
synthesis gas flow, see also Section 6.4.3, and extrapolating data for Mo2N at > 527°C, R2 >
0.999)51,

58

indicates that the yield of Mo2N is far below the equilibrium yield of about 43.5

mol%. Reducing the cooling rate after the reaction did not affect the Mo2N yield.
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Figure 6.6 Kinetics of the dinitrogen reduction at 750°C with (A) Mo forming Mo2N
(circles), or (B) Cr forming Cr2N (circles) and CrN (triangles). Solid and dashed lines
represent shrinking-core models controlled by diffusion in the solid state. Filled symbols
and solid lines are at 100 kPa N2, empty symbols and dashed lines are at 80.1 kPa N2 and
19.9 kPa H2. Error propagation within a 95% confidence (error bars) yields in average ±
8.84%. Computations of the equilibrium yield (dotted lines) are based on51, 60.

Figure 6.6B shows in comparison Cr converts quickly and nearly completely to Cr2N (66
± 3 mol% after 10 min). A solid-state diffusion limited formation mechanism can not be fitted to
the data conclusively (see Section 6.4.4). The reaction equilibrium is not reached due to the
concurrent conversion of Cr2N to CrN (15.8 ± 0.5 mol% after 120 min). The formation of CrN is
slow and fits a diffusion-limited mechanism well (R2 > 0.94).
Based on the hypothesis of a MoO2 surface layer (likely below the XRD detection limit)
that can be reduced with H251, 59 all experiments were reproduced using a 4 mol mol-1 N2:H2 gas
mixture (Fig. 6.6). The reducing atmosphere affected the yield of Cr2N and CrN only slightly but
increased the yield of Mo2N more than six-fold to 21.1 ± 0.7 mol% after 120 min (Fig. 6.6A).
MoO2 was not detected and the formation of the trigonal Cr2O3 phase was in average 34 ± 10 %
below the yield of Cr2O3 when reacting the metal with N2 only (in the range of 0 to 2.7 mol%).
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To support the presence of a hypothesized oxide layer, Figure 6.7 images the
tetrahexahedral Mo crystals (Table 6.1) showing a terrace-like pattern on their surface (A) before
the exposure to (B) N2 or (C) N2/H2 gas. Upon heating in N2 the terrace pattern is replaced by a
rather even structure without affecting the Oh symmetry of the metal phase. Based on the particle
size and XRD analysis at 700 and 750°C this can be rationalized with an approximately 0.2-31.1
nm thick oxide layer (about 3 to 444 times the size of the lattice nitrogen) covering and
passivating the metal. Removing the oxide with a reducing gas enables the nitrogen diffusion
through the solid (Fig. 6.6A, R2 > 0.94) converting the cubic Mo (Fig. 6.7C) slowly into the
tetragonal Mo2N phase (Table 6.1, Fig. 6.6A).

Figure 6.7 Representative scanning electron micrographs of Mo samples (A) as-purchased,
(B) after heating for 2 hrs at 750°C in N2, or (C) in N2 diluted with H2 (arrows see text).

6.4.2 Effect of doping Mo with Cr or Fe
To study the effect of doping on the tendency of Mo to fix N2, Mo was doped with Cr or
Fe which form nitrides with a lower or higher free energy of formation (-136.2 kJ mol-1 Cr2N or
-34.0 kJ mol-1 Fe2N) than Mo respectively (-95.7 kJ mol-1 Mo2N, all at 25°C)51, 60.
Figure 6.8 shows the yield of Mo2N reacting the metal powder mixtures with N2 or N2/H2
gas. The Mo2N yield differs only slightly from the results obtained with Mo and the N2/H2 gas
mixture except when reacting Mo/Fe with N2 (Mo2N was not detected at any time point tested).
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After 120 min 18 ± 2 (Mo/Cr/N2), 23 ± 5 (Mo/Cr/N2/H2), or 25 ± 2 (Mo/Fe/N2/H2) mol% are
reached. A ternary CrMoNx (1 < x < 2, P63/mmc)61 could not be identified in the collected XRD

XMo 2 N (mol Mo2N formed / mol
Mo2N at stoichiometric conversion)

spectra and is more likely formed via ammonolysis reactions62, 63.
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Figure 6.8 Reduction of N2 by Mo doped with Cr (circles) or Fe (triangles) in presence
(empty symbols) or absence (filled symbols) of H2 (compare Fig. 6.6). Error propagation
within a 95% confidence (error bars) yields in average ± 24.34%.

The encouraging formation of Mo2N in the Mo/Cr/N2 system suggests that H2 may be
replaced with a metallic reducing agent. In practice, this would alleviate the synthesis gas
conditioning that is separation of H2O from hot N2/H2 mixtures. Given the probable diffusionlimited formation of Mo2N (Fig. 6.6A, Fig. 6.8) it can not be concluded whether the Cr-dopant
increases the yield of Mo2N.
However, Figure 6.9 shows that the addition of Cr to Mo decreases the formation of
Cr2N. Similar to Cr2O3 the relative yield of CrN increases initially to > 1 at 5 min and decreases
after 10 min to < 1 at 120 min. The formation of Cr2O3 is transient only in the presence of H2 and
may thus be explained with reduction by H2 in a system open to mass exchange51, 64. To shed
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light on the interaction between the Cr-doped Mo-reactant with the N2 gas the material was
analyzed via EDS (Fig. 6.10).
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Figure 6.9 The yield of Cr2N, CrN or Cr2O3 when nitridating Mo/Cr powder relative to the
yield obtained with pure Cr (both using N2/H2 gas, see Section 6.3.1). Dotted lines are to
guide the eye. Due to the amount of data used for the computation error propagation
within a 95% confidence (error bars omitted for clarity) yields in average ± 45.33%.

Figure 6.10 EDS of Mo doped with Cr after nitridation for 2 hrs at 750°C in N2: (A)
electron image, (B-E) X-ray emission map for Mo, Cr, N and C (as reference).
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A comparison of panel B and C shows weaker X-ray emission (brightness) from Cr
atoms located in regions of the electron image (panel A) identified as Mo but not visa versa (Fig.
6.10). This attenuates the possibility that the metals mixed randomly at the nano-scale when
handling the materials. Furthermore, panel D confirms significant fixation of nitrogen with Mo
and Cr relative to the carbon-specific emission originating potentially from organic
contaminations (essentially none on the nitride surface, panel E). One supposable interpretation
of these results (Fig. 6.8-6.10) is the migration of Cr atoms given a local gradient of their
chemical potential in the macroscopic metal mixture. This results in formation of CrN on the
Mo2N surface without nitrogen diffusion through a CrN layer covering the Cr particle. The
relative effect ceases if the Cr particles convert slowly into CrN as well.
The yield of Mo2N when doping with Fe is ambiguous: Mo2N formation is below the
detection limit in the Mo/Fe/N2 system and up to 25 ± 2 mol% in the Mo/Fe/N2/H2 system (Fig.
6.8). Oxides or iron nitrides were not found. Whether a weak nitride former such as Fe decreases
the formation of lattice nitrogen such as reported for metals that do not form nitrides at
atmospheric pressure, e.g., for Pd or Au65 can not be concluded unerringly at this point.
In summary, doping with Cr has the potential of avoiding the need for separating H2O
traces from the synthesis gas when reducing N2 with Mo and N2/H2 gas mixtures. Assessing the
potential of the Cr-dopant to increase the yield of Mo-N bonds will require elimination of the
nitrogen diffusion limitation when forming Mo2N in the future. Whether Fe-doping contributes
to the destabilization of the metal-nitrogen bond is addressed in the following.

6.4.3 Reduction of N2 with Fe-doped Mn
To assess the effect of doping with Fe (see Section 6.4.2, the free energies of formation
of Mn4N or Fe4N are -172.4 or -57.5 kJ mol-1 respectively60), Mo was substituted with Mn that is
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forming nitrides with increased thermochemical stability at 750°C60, 66. Despite the relative small
specific surface area of the Mn-starting material (Table 6.1), Mn converts quickly to 85 ± 4
mol% ε-Mn4N after 30 min (Fig. 6.11A). The Mn4N phase decreases after approaching the
equilibrium yield and is evidently consumed in the formation of 85 ± 8 mol% ζ-Mn6N2.58 after
240 min. In the presence of Fe (Fig. 6.11B) Mn4N is formed quickly, however, without
approaching the equilibrium yield (64 ± 8 mol% after 30 min). This appears to results in a
decreased yield of Mn6N2.58 (29 ± 4 mol% after 240 min). Opposing the formation of Mn4N,
diffusion-limited nitridation fits the formation of Mn6N2.58 relatively well (R2 > 0.80 without Fe
or > 0.85 with Fe).
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Figure 6.11 Kinetics of the dinitrogen reduction at 750°C with (A) Mn, or (B) Fe-doped Mn
forming Mn4N (filled symbols) and Mn6N2.58 (empty symbols). Error propagation within a
95% confidence (error bars) yields in average ± 17.81%. Equilibrium yield computations
were restricted to Mn4N due to the available data.

In conclusion, Fe appears to catalyses the decomposition of Mn4N and Mn6N2.58. This
may be understood as transient formation of unstable and non-stoichiometric iron nitrides. In
fact, the XRD analysis showed (see Appendix E) continuous formation of a FeN0.0324 phase (Fm156

3m) that qualitatively (21 ± 8 or 54 ± 7 mol% after 30 or 240 min respectively) resembled the
formation of Mn6N2.58 (Fig. 6.11B). Ternary nitrides containing Fe63, 67 were not found.

6.4.4 N2 reduction kinetics dependent on nitrogen diffusion
To better understand the evidenced diffusion limitations Figure 6.3 illustrates two
possible nitrogen fixation mechanisms (others, such as grain-boundary diffusion, are
conceivable). After adsorption and cleavage of N2, atomic N may diffuse within the nitride
lattice interstices, along the nitrogen activity gradient, towards the metal core56, 68, 69. This results
in nucleation of a nitride when the crystal lattice is saturated with nitrogen. Alternatively,
nitrogen atoms may be reduced near the surface forming N3- ions (with a nominal radius about
twice as large as the radius of atomic nitrogen). The related conduction of the N3- anions will
then depend on crystal lattice defects and the diffusion of nitrogen vacancies48-50.
From the experimental data an apparent diffusion constant, D, can be estimated with 55.

 p d p2 k s
(6.3) D 
24bc g
where ρp in mol m-3 is the density of the solid reactant, dp in m is the average particle diameter
(Table 6.1), b is the molar ratio of reacted solid per reacted N2, and cg in mol m-3 is the molar
concentration of N2 gas. The computation was limited to data fitting Eq. 6.2 well (R2 = 0.90-0.98
for CrN or Mo2N respectively, 0.80-0.85 for Mn6N2.58).
Figure 6.12 plots D versus the nitride volume-fraction, fv, occupied by atoms or ions
respectively:
(6.4)

fv 

4N A  n
3



3
j j
j  all constituents

r

where NA is Avogadro’s constant, ρn in mol m-3 is the molar density of the formed nitride, γj is
the atomic fraction of metal or nitrogen per nitride, and rj in m is the radius of the nitrogen or the
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metallic constituent of the nitride. Based on the relative low electronegativity of Mn N3- ions
were assumed for Mn6N2.58 (Mn in 2+ oxidation state). CrN and Mo2N70, 71 were computed as
metallic compounds (atomic N in tetrahedral covalent bond and 12-coordinated metal ions). The
MoO2 layer inferred in Section 6.4.1 was included as ideal ionic compound.

apparent diffusion coefficient,
D (cm2 s-1)

10-8
Mn6N2.58
10-9

CrN
Mo2N

10-10

MoO2

10-11
R2 > 0.90

10-12
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
non-interstitial volume fraction,
fv (m3 m-3)

Figure 6.12 Diffusion coefficient for diffusion through the marked solid product at 750°C
vs. the volume occupied by metal and nitrogen or oxygen (for assumed bonding and radii
see Section 6.4.4). The density of Mn6N2.58 was estimated with 6,131 ± 292 kg m-3. The solid
line is to guide the eye. Error propagation within a 95% confidence (error bars) yields in
average ± 17.81%.

D correlates nearly quantitatively with fv (R2 > 0.90, Fig. 6.12). This suggests relative45, 46,
56 43, 44, 68, 69

750°C45,

46

slow diffusion of the lattice nitrogen (in agreement with 10-9-10-14 cm2 s-1 near

) in Mo2N likely due to the dense physical structure of the nitride. In contrast,

formation of Mn4N does not appear to be diffusion-limited (Fig. 6.11) and further conversion
into Mn6N2.58 proceeds relatively fast (within or close to 10-7-10-9 cm2 s-1 near 750°C45, 46) likely
via interstitial diffusion of a major fraction of atomic nitrogen72. Some charge transfer yielding
N3- (and ion vacancies) may occur at the Mn/Mn4N or Mn4N/Mn6N2.58 interface respectively.
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6.5 Conclusions
NH3 may be synthesized sustainably without fossil fuels from water and air near 100 kPa
via a solar thermochemical reaction cycle. This work showed successful (manganese or
chromium-doped molybdenum reactants) and fast (with manganese) reductive cleavage of N2 at
below 1200°C with transition metals. Experiments aimed for a relative comparison of the tested
materials. The kinetic performance of a prospective reactant may be improved significantly by
addressing the physical presentation of the material. Major conclusions are:


The rapid nitrogen fixation at 750°C forming Mn4N or Cr2N respectively is presumably
not limited by the diffusion of the lattice nitrogen. Further nitridation yielding Mn6N2.58
(D = 8 ± 4 x 10-9 cm2 s-1) or CrN (D = 3 ± 2 x 10-10 cm2 s-1) and formation of Mo2N (D =
3 ± 2 x 10-11 cm2 s-1) correlates well with interstitial diffusion of atomic nitrogen species.
This may allow altering the diffusion kinetics by controlling the atomic or ionic radii73, 74,
that is, the oxidation state of the reactant52.



There is evidence that doping with a weak nitride former (Fe in this work) catalyzes the
decomposition of the nitride formed by the reactant. Doping with a strong nitride former
(Cr in this work) may shift the equilibrium towards nitrogen fixation. This, however,
needs further studies off-setting the diffusion limitations.



A nano-scale MoO2 surface layer may be removed without formation of H2O traces via
Cr-doping increasing the apparent diffusion coefficient during Mo2N formation by an
order of magnitude. This may alleviate the conditioning of the synthesis gas in practice.
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6.6 Associated content in Appendix E
Supporting Information: Equilibrium yield computations for the thermochemical
reduction of MoO2 or MnO, the mass balance of Mo vs. nitridation temperature and the
formation of FeN0.0324 nitride when reducing N2 with Mn/Fe metal powder mixtures.
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Chapter 7 - Solar thermochemical production of ammonia from
water, air and sunlight: thermodynamic and economic analyses
7.1 Abstract
Ammonia is an important input into agriculture and is used widely as base chemical for
the chemical industry. It has recently been proposed as a sustainable transportation fuel and
convenient one-way hydrogen carrier. Employing typical meteorological data for Palmdale, CA,
solar energy is considered here as an inexpensive and renewable energy alternative in the
synthesis of NH3 at ambient pressure and without natural gas. Thermodynamic process analysis
shows that a molybdenum-based solar thermochemical NH3 production cycle, conducted at or
below 1500 K, combined with solar thermochemical H2 production from water may operate at a
net-efficiency ranging from 23-30% (lower heating value of NH3 relative to the total energy
input). Net-present value optimization indicates ecologically and economically sustainable NH3
synthesis at above about 160 tons NH3 per day, dependent primarily on heliostat costs (varied
between 90 and 164 dollars/m2), NH3 yields (ranging from 13.9 mol% to stoichiometric
conversion of fixed and reduced nitrogen to NH3), and the NH3 sales price. Economically
feasible production at an optimum plant capacity near 900 tons NH3 per day is shown at relative
conservative technical assumptions and at a reasonable NH3 sales price of about 534 ± 28 dollars
per ton NH3.

7.2 Preface
The present analysis is the product of an IGERT collaboration between the Department of
Chemical Engineering and the Department of Agricultural Economics at Kansas State
University. This material is based upon work supported by National Science Foundation Grant #
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0903701: “Integrating the Socioeconomic, Technical, and Agricultural Aspects of Renewable
and Sustainable Biorefining Program, awarded to Kansas State University.”
This Chapter focuses on the thermochemical and technical aspects of the presented
process analysis and provides the major conclusions of the related publication. Appendix F
shows the major results of the net-present value analysis that is available elsewhere1.

7.3 Introduction
The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that between 1900 and 2000, the world’s population
grew from 1.6 billion to 6.0 billion, and is projected to reach 9.0 billion by 20502. Global human
population growth is projected to increase the strain on current natural resources, such as land,
fossil hydrocarbons, and fresh water, if technological advances are not made in the production of
products and services using these resources.
While technological advances in agriculture in the 20th century - chemical fertilizers,
mechanization, breeding, genetic improvement, chemical pest control, processing and storage
systems - have contributed to vastly increase the productivity of land globally, the interface
between energy and fertilizer production, especially ammonia, promises to challenge the
agricultural productivity in the future. At present, over 100 million metric tons of NH33 are
produced annually, driven by increasing food demand and the need for higher crop yields4. NH3
is the single-most important synthetic fertilizer, accounting for 58 wt% of all fertilizer consumed
for example in the USA in 20075. Its role in the production of bio-energy feedstock and its
potential use in solar-derived H2 storage6-8 or as a liquid fuel9,

10

augment its criticality and

importance in the global economy.
NH3 easily reaches the U.S. Department of Energy 2015 hydrogen storage target for H2based transportation fuels9, 11 or it can be blended into diesel for direct combustion in modified
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diesel engines releasing mainly H2O and N2 as combustion-products12. If these competitive uses
and the duty of the agricultural industry to feed a growing global population at reasonable prices
are to be realized, new and innovative NH3 synthesis technology will likely be required.
Industrially, the Haber-Bosch process synthesizes NH3 by shifting the reaction
equilibrium of a N2/H2 gas mixture at high pressure (about 30 MPa) towards formation of ideally
22.7 mol% NH3 (relative to stoichiometric conversion) at 673-873 K and in presence of a
catalyst13. The energy-intensive process14, including natural gas/steam reforming for H2
production (accounting for approximately 84% of the total energy required), consumes 28-40
GJ/t NH3 in form of natural gas13, 15 (about 1-2% of the world’s annual energy production16).
Approximately 2.3 t of fossil-derived CO2 are generated per t NH3 synthesized15. Employing
steam-reforming of coal increases the energy required for NH3 production even further (about
47.6-165.9 GJ/t NH3) and increases the associated generation of fossil CO2 (16.7 t CO2 / t NH3)7,
15

. Economies of scale have dictated current Haber-Bosch facilities producing above about 1,500

t NH3 per day, consuming significant quantities of natural gas and influencing that commodity’s
price trend. This in turn has a direct impact on NH3 prices and their volatility.
Various alternatives proposed for nitrogen fixation from the atmosphere via synthesis of
NH3 including catalytic formation of NH3 near ambient temperature and pressure in the liquid
phase17 and electrochemical NH3 synthesis18 have not yet reached maturity. Solar
thermochemical NH3 synthesis at ambient pressure is a proposed remedy to some of the
difficulties associated with the Haber-Bosch process6, 19-22. Reactive NH3 synthesis via a two-step
solar thermochemical cycle of metal oxide nitridation and metal nitride hydrolysis20, 23 has been
demonstrated to form significant quantities of NH3 from air and water at near 0.1 MPa20. The
process neither requires a catalyst nor a fossil hydrogen source. The energy required for the
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generation of H2 via H2O splitting and for the reductive cleavage of N2 is supplied in form of
solar energy19,

21

. Concentrated solar radiation, absorbed at elevated temperature in an

endothermic metal oxide reduction, creates a metal nitride in the presence of N2. The fixed
nitrogen is, thereafter, released from the solid metal nitride as NH3 in an exothermic steam
hydrolysis reaction. Given the abundance of solar radiation in many areas of the world, this
approach has the potential of producing NH3 sustainably and facilitates simultaneously storage of
intermittently available solar energy24, 25.
Solid carbon (biomass or charcoal) has been suggested as reducing agent of the metal
oxide in the process discussed above19, 21. However, carbon may not be available in the right
quantities and proximity to the manufacturing plant, requiring transportation or production, using
up arable land, and requiring expensive and energy-intensive processing26, 27. On the other hand,
reactants forming metal oxides which can be reduced with H2 unfortunately tend to not fix 0.1
MPa N2 in form of metal nitrides and show low NH3 yields when reacting their nitrides with
steam22. Molybdenum considered here represents a trade-off22: The oxide (MoO2) that is formed
during nitride (Mo2N) hydrolysis at above 800 K can be reduced28 and nitridated with moderate
yields in H2/N2 gas mixtures in the range of 800 to 1500 K29, 30. Given the relative high ionicity
of the nitride31, 32, significant quantities of NH3 are liberated during the hydrolysis of Mo2N at
atmospheric pressure.
The work presented here conceptually assesses the technical and economic attractiveness
of Mo-based solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis in the absence of any carbonaceous material or
natural gas as feedstock or for energy (Fig. 7.1). Experimentation towards the technical
feasibility of the reaction cycle is described elsewhere21.
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Reactant recycling
• Heating MoO2 to 1500 K
• Oxide reduction at 1500 K
• Cooling solids and gases to 800 K
• Nitridation at 800 K
H2/N2│1500K
NH3/H2
│800K
N2/H2O

4 H2 + 1/2 N2 + 2 MoO2  Mo2N + 4 H2O
solid
phase

NH3 + 5/2 H2 + 2 MoO2  Mo2N + 4 H2O
gas phase

concentrated
solar energy
H2O/H2/N2│1500K
4 H2O│800K
process heat

NH3 formation
• exothermic hydrolysis at 800 K

Figure 7.1 Concept for solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis near atmospheric pressure
using a molybdenum reactant.

A thermodynamic analysis for synthesizing NH3 in a two-step solar thermochemical
reaction cycle from H2 and N2 with a Mo-based reactant at 0.1 MPa (Fig. 7.1) is presented in
Section 7.4.1. Section 7.4.2 determines plant capacity and energy efficiency and CO2 emissions
of the Haber-Bosch process implemented with natural gas as a benchmark for a process analysis
of the proposed reaction cycle (Fig. 7.2) in Section 7.4.3. The analysis simulates an
implementation of the reaction cycle with H2 generated via a well-studied solar thermochemical
H2O splitting cycle using zinc25,

33, 34

. In practice, the proposed NH3 synthesis may be

implemented with other solar-to-hydrogen technologies34.
Section 7.5 summarizes the generated data input to the economic analysis of the proposed
process. An estimation of investment costs for unit operations and chemical commodities and the
development of an economical optimization model for scalable solar thermochemical NH3
synthesis is available elsewhere1. The discussion of this net-present value analysis is summarized
in Section 7.6 showing that the proposed concept is economically attractive under fairly
conservative assumptions.
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H2
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air
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desalinated
water
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H2
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Figure 7.2 Conceptual implementation of solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis coupled with
solar thermochemical H2 synthesis.

7.4 Molybdenum-based thermochemical NH3 synthesis
The Gibbs free energy of formation for a metal nitride is relatively small compared to the
corresponding oxide. Thus, only a few metals such as Mo allow simultaneously for oxide
reduction with H2 and reductive cleavage of dinitrogen at 0.1 MPa22, 29, 30. Mo is shown here to
be a promising reactant for solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis.
To estimate the equilibrium reaction yield achievable in a system closed to mass transfer,
the free energy of reaction, Δrxng, was computed based on the literature28. The absolute error of
energy of formation data was estimated previously with ± 3 kJ35 and was taken as 2% of the
value in kJ/mol. The computed formation of Mo2N was extrapolated at > 800 K using a linear fit
(R2 > 0.999). With the free energy computations in hand, the equilibrium constants, KT, were
determined at atmospheric pressure taking the total number of chemical species in the system for
simplicity as the arithmetic mean of the number of reactants and the number of products at
complete conversion36. This allows solving the elemental mol balances of the given reaction
system symbolically (“live” Symbolics, Mathcad 13) as a function of KT, that is yielding the
equilibrium composition of the reaction system as a function of temperature, T, at 0.1 MPa.
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7.4.1 Thermodynamic analysis
Conversion of solar energy is accomplished by thermochemical reduction of Mo(IV)
oxide with H2 to Mo metal (Eq. 7.1):
(7.1)

2 MoO2 (s)  4 H 2  2 Mo (s)  4 H 2O
 rxn h1500 K  130  25 kJ/mol N

Δrxng of Eq. 7.1 indicates that the reaction equilibrium is favored thermodynamically at above ca.

A

4

H2 (g)

H2O (g)

3
2

Equilibrium composition (mol)

Equilibrium composition (mol)

1428 K (Fig. 7.3A).

MoO2 (s)

Mo (s)

1
0
500

1000
1500
Temperature (K)

2000

B

2

Mo (s)

1

Mo2N (s)
N2 (g)

0
500

1000
1500
Temperature (K)

2000

Figure 7.3 To assess the temperatures that are required for thermodynamic feasibility of
the reaction cycle proposed: equilibrium composition of (A) MoO2 reduction (Eq. 7.1) and
(B) N2 fixation via Mo nitridation (Eq. 7.2) as a function of temperature at 0.1 MPa.

The chemical energy stored in the endothermic metal formation (the enthalpy of reaction,
Δrxnh)28 allows subsequently for slightly exothermic N2 fixation in form of metal nitridation (Eq.
7.2) favorably at lower temperatures (Fig. 7.3B):
(7.2)

2Mo (s)  1/ 2 N 2  Mo2 N (s)
 rxn h800K  63.2  0.8 kJ/mol N

The yield (Y = mol solid reaction product formed / mol solid product at stoichiometric
conversion) for reaction 7.1 or 7.2 is below stoichiometric conversion at thermodynamic
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equilibrium (Eq. 7.1 at ca. 1428 K, Eq. 7.2 at ca. 1115 K, assuming 0.1 MPa) (Fig. 7.3).
However, given the non-equilibrium situation (mass exchange) in an actual flow-through reactor,
and assuming a high effective reactant surface, stoichiometric conversion for both reactions is
assumed below. The over-stoichiometric supply of H2 (see Section 7.4.3), may account for
excess MoO2 formed during nitride hydrolysis from Mo that may not have converted to Mo2N
during the nitridation.
The fraction of reactive nitrogen ions yielded in the solid state due to the electron transfer
between bonding Mo 4d, Mo 5s and N 2p orbitals allows for exothermic formation of NH3 when
the nitrogen in the solid phase is substituted with more electronegative oxygen (Eq. 7.3):
(7.3)

Mo2 N (s)  4H 2O  2MoO2 (s)  NH 35 / 2H 2
rxnh800K  168 29 kJ/mol N

Uncharged N0 in the interstitial space of the metal or metal nitride crystal may form N2 upon
nitride corrosion (Eq. 7.4):
(7.4)

Mo2 N (s)  4 H 2 O  2 MoO2 (s)  1 / 2 N 24 H 2
 rxn h800 K  114  29 kJ/mol N

The assumptions below (see Section 7.4.3) are based on experimental results (see Chapter
5 and Appendix D) for hydrolysis of 25.5 ± 0.5 wt% Mo2N powder (balance Mo, 17 ± 8 μm
average particle diameter, 429 ± 3 m2/kg BET surface area) at 773 K with steam supplied for 1 h
at a rate of 0.91 ± 0.02 ml(STP)/min. The simulation assumes either Y3 = 100 mol%, Y4 = 0
(stoichiometric conversion), or Y3 = 13.9 mol%, Y4 = 9.1 mol%. Decreasing the hydrolysis
temperature (Fig. 7.4) or increasing the availability of effective reactive surface sites may allow
increasing the yield of NH3 in practice. Endothermic decomposition of Mo2N (Eq. 7.2, when
favoring the species on the left side) was neglected at this point due to a positive Δrxng at 800 K.
Oxidation of MoO2 to MoO329 is not favored at equilibrium (105.2 kJ/mol oxide Δrxng at 800
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K28) but driven when the equilibrium is not established due to MoO3 vapor formation (MoO3
boils at about 1428 K). This can be reduced or avoided by low hydrolysis temperatures, low

Equilibrium composition (mol)

steam flow rates and short reaction times.
3.50
2.50

H2

MoO2 (s)

NH3

Mo2N (s)

1.50
1.00

0.75

Mo (s)

0.50
0.25

N2

0.00
300

H2O
400

500

600

700

800

Temperature (K)

Figure 7.4 To assess the temperatures that are required for thermodynamic feasibility of
the reaction cycle proposed: equilibrium composition of Mo2N hydrolysis forming MoO2,
NH3 and H2 (Eq. 7.3), Mo2N oxidation forming MoO2, N2, and H2 (Eq. 7.4) and thermal
dissociation of Mo2N forming Mo and N2 as a function of temperature at 0.1 MPa.

The overall reaction represents an alternative for realizing the Haber-Bosch reaction
(1/2N2 + 3/2H2 ↔ NH3) near 0.1 MPa. The enthalpy required for breaking the N2 triple bond is
supplied indirectly in form of concentrated solar radiation providing the heat (at 1500 K) for the
endothermic reduction of Mo(IV) oxide to Mo metal (Eq. 7.1). The metal is utilized to cleave
and thermochemically reduce dinitrogen (Eq. 7.2) increasing the metallic oxidation state
formally to Mo+3/2 in Mo2N31, 32. Mo2N is further oxidized to Mo(IV) when reacted with H2O to
liberate NH3 (Eq. 7.3). The heat released from Eq. 7.2-7.4 is partly integrated37 (see Section
7.4.3). The significant amount of energy required to form H2 from H2O (Fig. 7.2) is supplied as
solar radiation at 2000 K employing a two-step solar thermochemical cycle of endothermic ZnO
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dissociation (about 679.2 kJ per 3/2 mol H2 Δrxnh at 2000 K), quenching of the Zn/O2 vapor
leaving the reactor, and exothermic oxidation of the condensed Zn with H2O at 400 K (about 156.6 kJ per 3/2 mol H2 Δrxnh at 400 K) recycling ZnO and producing H2 (both computed at 0.1
MPa and assumed with stoichiometric conversion). This well-studied cycle has been discussed
elsewhere25, 33.

7.4.2 The scale of industrial NH3 synthesis
As a benchmark, the Aspen Plus (V7.0) Ammonia Model38 was used to simulate the
industrial NH3 production using natural gas as a feedstock. The model comprises a reforming
unit converting a desulfurized hydrocarbon feed with steam (primary reformer, 3.1-3.3 MPa,
775-1064 K) and air (secondary reformer, 2.9-3.1 MPa, 1251-1530 K) into H2 and carbon
oxides. Subsequently, CO is converted catalytically (2.7-2.9 MPa, 483-721 K) to CO2 that is
removed with NH3 forming an ammonium hydrogen carbonate byproduct. The synthesis gas
obtained is freed from traces of CO and CO2 employing a nickel catalyst to form CH4
(methanizer). Thereafter, NH3 is synthesized at 28.4-29.2 MPa and 686-799 K over a promoted
iron catalyst. The major fraction of the 23.9 mol% NH3 in the synthesis loop (about 33.9 mol%
nitrogen-to-NH3 conversion) is liquefied via refrigeration (27.5 MPa, 288-304 K) and stored at 3
MPa. The model estimates the thermodynamic properties of gases at high temperature and
pressure using a modified Redlich-Kwong equation of state (RKS-BM). Liquid and vapor
properties in the CO2 scrubbing unit are modeled with an electrolyte NRTL or a Redlich-Kwong
equation of state model respectively. A detailed description of the Haber-Bosch modeling is
provided elsewhere38.
Overall, the process converts approximately 35.9 t/h natural gas (80.0 mol% CH4, 17.7
mol% C2H6, balance hydrocarbons and air, at 3.8 MPa and 303 K) with 308.5 t/h air at 302 K
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and 69.0 t/h water at 293 K (both at 0.1 MPa) to 27.5 t/h liquid anhydrous ammonia (99.6 mol%
NH3, 2 MPa, 306 K), 126.9 t/h ammonium bicarbonate salt (98.7 mol% NH4HCO3, 0.1 MPa, 293
K), and 259.0 t/h flue gas (7.0 mol% CO2, 16.1 mol% H2O, balance N2, O2, and Ar, 0.1 MPa,
333 K). To compare this to the discontinuous operation of the solar thermochemical NH3
synthesis in Section 7.4.3, this equates production of about 1,324 t NH3 per day (as anhydrous
ammonia or ammonium salt, assuming 24 h/d operation).
The enthalpy balance of the process indicates a net heat duty of about 289 MW, mainly
due to the heat required in the reforming unit and the CO2 stripper and the electricity consumed
for synthesis gas compression. Taking the lower heating value (LHV) of natural gas at 31.89
GJ/t39 results in further consumption of about 32.6 t/h natural gas and 549.7 t/h air generating
582.3 t/h flue gas (9.9 mol% CO2, 18.3 mol% H2O, balance N2 and Ar). This yields total CO2
emissions of the process - flue gas - at about 2.17 t CO2 per t NH3. The energy efficiency can be
estimated with 46.9% (the LHV of 1,324 t/d NH3 relative to the LHV of 1,644 t/d natural gas).

7.4.3 Numerical process analysis
Given its conceptual state a conceivable solar thermochemical process that is converting
air, desalinated water, and sunlight into liquid ammonia and compressed oxygen (Fig. 7.5) was
analyzed similar to other thermochemical processes reported in the literature24, 37, 40. To estimate
the plant layout mass and energy balances were solved iteratively (Generalized Reduced
Gradient nonlinear optimization code, 102 iteration steps, 10-4 minimum sensitivity, Excel 2003)
at steady-state and as a function of a variable NH3 capacity. Two scenarios were computed: First,
assuming Y3 = 100 mol%, Y4 = 0 (see Section 7.3.1), and the ratio of gaseous reactant required at
minimum to the amount of gaseous reactant supplied to any reaction, rgas, of 90 mol%, “ideal
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operation”. The second, rather “conservative operation”, assumes Y3 = 13.9 mol%, Y4 = 9.1
mol%, and rgas = 67 mol%.
Gas separation loop
N2 ***

O2/N2

H2O *

H2/H2O

H2/N2 **
H2 O

•
•
•

O2/N2/H2O
Solar H2
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atmosphere

fresh H2O
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H2O *
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•
•
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NH3/H2/N2/H2O
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H2 O
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NH3 (lq.)

H2 O
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Figure 7.5 Process schematic of solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis and on-site H2
production (dry cooling system not shown).

To analyze the performance of the envisioned plant located in a suitable geographic
region typical meteorological data from the updated National Solar Radiation Data Base
(NSRDB)41,

42

was used. The hourly direct normal irradiance values provided by the database

were averaged over a typical meteorological year to identify several regions in the southwestern
U.S. with an averaged normal irradiance in the range of 7.01-7.81 kWh/m2/d. The analysis
presented here assumes a yearly-averaged direct normal irradiance of 7.48 kWh/m2/d (that is 1
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kW/m2 for annualized 7.48 h/d), based on data for 1997-2005, Palmdale Airport, CA, USA

(approximately 80 km linear distance to the Pacific).
Solar energy (MW)
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Conservative operation

(63) (59)

f) Electricity for cooling fan

i) heat integrated at 293-2000 K

d

d

(669)

e) Electricity for all operations
except cooling

h) Δsensh for heating ZnO at
400-2000 K, solar energy

a

(864)

c

d) Δrxnh of ZnO reduction at
2000 K
Electricity & process heat (MW)

(248)

(107)

b) Δrxnh of MoO2 reduction at
1500 K
c) Radiation rejected at all H2
towers at 400-2000 K

Conservative operation

(2,221)

e
i

h

(451)

(3,895)

Figure 7.6 Total power requirements at industrial production scale (producing 1,324 t NH3
per day, within 7.48 h/d operation on average, see Sections 7.4.1-7.4.3). All power values
given in brackets are in MW/plant.

Solar radiation is concentrated via heliostats and absorbed at 1500 or 2000 K respectively
(Fig. 7.5) with an efficiency of solar radiation converted to chemical reaction heat
(dimensionless mean flux concentration ratio at 104, for a detailed description see25) assumed at
0.78 (Fig. 7.6). The radiation is received by a series of reactors at 100 m above ground (similar in
appearance to the Solar Two power tower, Mojave Desert, CA, USA, or the PS10 and PS20
plants near Seville, Spain) splitting H2O into H2 and O2 (2.5 x 2.5 x 5.0 m reactor volume, VR,
Mo-alloy), or converting H2 and N2 to NH3 (15 x 15 x 25 m VR, ceramic lining). VR was
estimated assuming 1 min residence time of the gaseous species at a given temperature in the
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reactor (using a molar ratio of N2 sweep gas to ZnO of 0.1)33. In practice VR will be determined
empirically by reaction kinetics for a reactant with optimized composition and by the heliostat
area required per reactor for providing heat at a desired temperature.
Sensible, Δsenh, and latent, Δlath, heat and the Δrxnh of exothermic reactions28 are
recovered and integrated at a ratio of 0.6 (that is heat losses at about 40%)37 estimating heat
exchange areas of 1.44 x 104 m2 for temperatures up to 2000 K (lined with molybdenum
disilicide) or 8.47 x 104 m2 < 1500 K (Fig. 7.6). This is assuming replication of the production
described in Section 7.4.2. The remaining heat is removed via dry (air) cooling (5.71 x 105 m2
heat exchange area, 40 K effective ΔTair, 2 kPa pressure losses43, efficiency of fans and
compressors assumed with 0.86)44. Although shown to be by a factor of 4-6 more energyintensive and by a factor of 4-12 more capital-intensive than wet cooling, dry cooling was
employed due to the crucial role of water availability45.
The N2 is required only at industrial-grade purity (as sweep gas and feedstock) and is
produced via membrane permeation (based on literature values for gas permeability and
diffusivity for polysulfone fibers46) yielding at 0.2 MPa trans-membrane pressure an effective
membrane area of ca. 8.48 x 105 m2. By-product O2 (Table 7.1) is compressed isentropically and
stored. NH3 is separated from its synthesis vapor and liquefied via cooling and compression to
306 K and 2 MPa (see Section 7.4.2) and stored in steel tanks. H2 and N2 gas mixtures recovered
from the NH3 synthesis cycle are enriched with H2 generated in the H2 synthesis cycle and
desiccated with a silica gel bed (0.4 g H2O/g SiO2 adsorption capacity47, 200 K maximum ΔTgas
between H2O ad- and desorption, 10 kPa pressure drop assumed for all solid beds). Traces of Ar,
CO2, and Zn or MoO3 vapor have been neglected for simplicity.
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Given the net energy content of NH3 and neglecting the energy stored in the separation of
O2 from air, conversion of solar energy to NH3 was estimated with an efficiency of about 2330% at maximum (LHV of NH3 relative to the total energy requirement, including net electricity
as solar heat-equivalent, for conservative or ideal operation respectively) (Table 7.1). This
energy is released in form of heat when NH3 is combusted (e.g., as transportation fuel)12 or in
form of H2 when NH3 is used as a single-use hydrogen carrier7, 8, 10. The maximum efficiency as
estimated is below 46.9% estimated for the NH3 synthesis with natural gas at this scale (see
Section 7.4.2) but within the range estimated for the industrial NH3 synthesis via steam
reforming with natural gas or coal respectively, i.e., 11-66% (Table 7.1).
Overall process mass balance
Raw materials

m (t/d)

T (K)

p (MPa)

1,970
2,418

300
293

0.1
0.1

m (t/d)

T (K)

p (MPa)

1,344
555
2,489

306
300
413

2
15
0.1

air
water
Products
NH3 (99 wt% NH3 in H2O)
O2 (82 wt% O2 in N2)
air (75 wt% O2, 12 wt% H2O)

Comparison of total energy requirements (GJ/t NH3)
Solar thermochemical NH3 a
Natural gas/steam reforming & Haber-Bosch b
Coal gasification & Haber-Bosch c
Lower heating value (LHV) of NH3 d
Gibbs free energy of mixing for O2 separation

56.4 - 70.6
28 - 40.1
47.6 - 165.9
18.6
0.2

Table 7.1 Total heat and electricity input; a, ideal operation (Y3 = 100 mol%, Y4 = 0 mol%,
rgas = 90 mol%, see Section 7.4.1) to conservative operation (Y3 = 13.9 mol%, Y4 = 9.1
mol%, rgas = 66.7 mol%, see Section 7.4.1); b, taken from15 and see Section 7.3; c,7, 15; d,50.

The total electricity required for the proposed process (assuming as a worst-case scenario
all grid-electricity is generated from coal-fired power plants emitting 0.91 t CO2/MWh48) results
in CO2 emissions in the range of 0.62-1.08 t CO2 / t NH3. That is a net reduction of fossil CO2
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emissions by 50-71% relative to the current NH3 synthesis with natural gas (see Section 7.4.2) or
up to 96% relative to the industrial NH3 synthesis with coal (see Section 7.3).

7.5 Data input to an economic feasibility analysis
The mass and energy balances (see Section 7.4, Fig. 7.6 and Table 7.1) for the described
“ideal” or “conservative” operation respectively (see Section 7.4.3) were utilized to estimate
operational costs and to generate a generic list of components and equipment required for
realizing the proposed process.
For example, if the production described in Section 7.4.2 is to be replicated by this
process at “ideal operation”, it will require 33.2 t Mo, 17.0 t Zn, 0.48 km2 lens area for
concentration of sunlight, Alens, utilized by the NH3 synthesis cycle, and 2.95 km2 Alens utilized by
the H2 synthesis cycle (Fig. 7.5). On the other hand, “conservative operation” would lead to
239.1 t Mo, 17.0 t Zn, 1.11 km2 Alens to synthesize NH3, and 3.10 km2 Alens to produce H2. The
increased amount of Mo does not significantly affect capital costs1. However, the increased land
requirements (increased totally by 22.7% for provision of sensible and latent heat and Δrxnh of
Eq. 7.1) under the “conservative operation” lead to a significantly increased amount of capital
that needs to be raised for reactors and solar concentrators.
The economic feasibility of the plant was determined by its ability to generate a positive
net present value with NH3 output as the only choice variable in the optimization model.
Appendix F shows the major results of this analysis that is available in the literature1.

7.6 Conclusions
The solar thermochemical synthesis of ammonia using a molybdenum-based reactant was
presented and analyzed from a technical and an economic perspective.
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7.6.1 Technical perspective
Major conclusions of the analysis presented above are:


It appears technically feasible to form NH3 with a reaction cycle conducted at near 0.1
MPa and at ≤ 1500 K and without natural gas or solid reducing agents. This may allow
synthesis of artificial nitrogen fertilizer without sophisticated machinery and less
depended on the volatility of the natural gas price. As outlined for the U.S., geographical
regions with high annual insolation and a relative close supply of coastal or fresh water
appear suited for this technology.



Maximum energy efficiencies of converting solar radiation to the lower heating value of
NH3 were estimated (23-30%) between the efficiency of the industrial NH3 synthesis
employing coal (about 11%) or natural gas (up to 66%). As an aside, this approaches the
DOE performance target for solar thermochemical H2 (i.e., 30% by 2017 or > 35% by
2020 respectively)34 and includes convenient storage of H2 in form of NH3. In the future,
research addressing yield and kinetics of the NH3 formation via materials design22, heat
integration49, and solar-to-hydrogen technology34 will be critical for approaching
efficiencies realized with the Haber-Bosch process.



Indirect fossil CO2 emissions (from coal-derived grid-electricity) are in the range of 450% of the CO2 emitted by the current industrial NH3 synthesis employing a coal or
natural gas feedstock. Yet, no special monetary benefits for technologies utilizing
renewable resources via regulations, e.g., for CO2 emissions are regarded.

7.6.2 Economic perspective
The conducted net-present value analysis computed four scenarios: (1) “ideal operation”
(see Section 7.4.3) and conservative cost estimates1, (2) “ideal operation” and optimistic cost
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estimates, (3) “conservative operation” and conservative costs, and (4) “conservative operation”
and optimistic costs. Compare Appendix F. Major conclusions1 of the analysis are:


The cost of heliostats is a major factor determining the economic feasibility of the
proposed technology. About 74-86% of the heliostat capital investment is absorbed for
H2 production. Thus, low-cost heliostats (i.e., 90 dollars/m2) or reduced H2 reactor costs
(< 16 million dollars, as estimated here), or replacing H2 with another gaseous reducing
agent, may result in a positive net-present value (Scenario 4) or augment the return of
investment (Scenario 1 or 2 at > 450 t NH3 per day).



The sales price increase of NH3 required for Scenario 4 to break even (2.19%) is below
the standard deviation of the Monte Carlo price simulation (5.19%) indicating that an
only slightly increased NH3 market price will further the development of the proposed
technology. The present simulation suggests economic feasibility even under
conservative assumptions at 534 ± 28 dollars per ton NH3. If natural gas prices rise break
even will be possible at production levels below 900 t NH3 per day.



Production at small scale (144-178 t NH3 per day when employing only a single H2
tower) would reduce initial capital requirements (e.g., 770 million dollars at 902 t NH3
per day, Scenario 1) and facilitate market entry. Fertilizer production in regions with
relatively undeveloped infrastructure, e.g., in developing countries with significant
population growth might then be conceivable.

7.7 Associated content in Appendix F
Supporting Information taken from the literature1: Net-present value and total initial plant
costs as a function of NH3 output for two selected scenarios and a sensitivity analysis of these
two scenarios with respect to variations in the NH3 sales price.
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Chapter 8 - Ammonia formation at ambient pressure via solar
thermochemical reaction cycles of metal nitrides and hydrides
8.1 Abstract
For achieving food security, ammonia is an irreplaceable fertilizer supplying a growing
global demand for food and biofuel. It has attracted current attention due to alternative uses for
hydrogen storage and combustion fuel blends. Motivated by a prospective solar thermochemical
synthesis of NH3 at ambient pressure and without biomass or a fossil fuel, this study
characterizes the heterogeneous reactions of manganese, calcium, or strontium nitrides with H2.
Mn6N2.58 and Mn4N reacted at 700°C for 60 min with 0.5 L(STP) H2 min-1 yielded about 9 ± 8
mol% of the lattice nitrogen with 85 mol% liberated as NH3 at a rate of 9 ± 1 μmol NH3 mol-1
Mn s-1 (98 ± 7 kJ mol-1 activation energy). Regardless of the metallic constituent of the reactant,
slow formation of NH3 is likely not a surface reaction (e.g., progressing approximately 40-507
nm below the Mn6N2.58 particle surface) and is presumably limited by the diffusion of H2 in the
gas phase boundary layer or the adsorptive cleavage of H2. Based on Gibbs free energy of
mixing, aiming for NH3 gas phase concentrations near 2.8-6.8 mol% in the future will require the
development of a novel high-specific surface area perhaps Mn-based reactive material.

8.2 Introduction
The impacts of the global capacity for ammonia synthesis, currently (2001/2) at
approximately 162 million metric tons (t)1, on the world’s energy economy have been described
previously. In a nutshell, NH3-based fertilizer is an irreplaceable fertilizer2 supplying a growing
global demand for food (projected to increase by 70% by 20503) and bio-energy. In the U.S., for
instance, the expanded renewable fuel standard, RFS2, requires to increase use of corn- and
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cellulose-based biofuel approximately 4-fold in volume between 2008 and 20224. Additionally,
NH3 (or ammonia-based compounds5-7) is a promising one-way hydrogen carrier7-11 and NH3
blended into diesel is currently studied as transportation fuel substitute12, 13. On the other hand,
the primary feedstock of the global NH3 synthesis are finite fossil resources, i.e., natural gas
(e.g., Europe and North America), coal (mainly China), or Naphtha (e.g., India)14.
The industrial synthesis of NH3 via heterogeneous catalysis15-17 converts a highly inert N2
feedstock with H2 (generated by steam reforming with a fossil fuel such as natural gas) near 30
MPa and 400-600°C into NH3. Currently, the process consumes between 28-166 GJ t-1 NH3 in
form of natural gas or coal1,

18

(about 1-2% of the world’s annual energy production19). The

production of H2 from fossil fuel alone accounts for about 84% of the total energy requirement of
the industrial NH3 synthesis. Per ton NH3 synthesized about 2.3-16.7 t of fossil-derived CO2 are
generated, dependent on the utilized fossil resource1.
The reliance of this process on natural gas makes the production of food and biofuels
vulnerable to natural gas price fluctuations20,

21

. The required high-pressure and temperature

operations are technologically sophisticated and dictate the need for large facilities producing
between 1,000-3,000 t NH3 per day1 complicating the production of NH3 in regions with
relatively undeveloped infrastructure such as developing countries19.
At present several alternatives utilizing renewable resources for the production of H2 are
being developed, including, e.g., photovoltaic/electrolytic and photocatalytic22-24 or hightemperature solar thermochemical25-28 H2O cleavage. Employing a renewable H2 feedstock for
the NH3 production via heterogeneous catalysis would alleviate the fossil-fuel decency of the
industrial NH3 synthesis. However, the technical requirements for a production near 30 MPa and
400-600°C would remain.
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The synthesis of NH3 from non-fossil resources and at ambient pressure is a long
standing goal of chemistry15, 29. Promising alternatives include electrochemical/electrocatalytic3035

, solar thermochemical36-39, or bio-mimetic29,

40-43

approaches. Focusing on the solar

thermochemical synthesis of NH3, substantial formation of NH3 from the lattice nitrogen of a
metal nitride37, 39 when reacted at 0.1 MPa with steam yields a metal oxide that can be recycled
to the nitride to allow for continued NH3 synthesis. The endothermic reduction44-46 and
nitridation of the oxide is usually accomplished at 1200-2000°C with concentrated solar
radiation and a chemical reducing agent (e.g., coal, biomass, syngas, or methane)37,

38, 47, 48

.

However, temperatures above 1500°C may be difficult to contain physically in an industrialscale solar furnace. Handling a solid reducing agent may be technically cumbersome and reliance
on a carbonaceous reducing agent leads inherently to the production of a byproduct (such as
methanol) with different economics cycles and markets.
Preceding the development of the catalytic NH3 formation at high pressure Fritz Haber
and collaborators had studied the formation of NH3 by the action of H2 on calcium or manganese
nitride49. The work incentivized the development of the high-pressure NH3 synthesis due to the
unfavorable equilibrium of NH3, N2 and H2 at 0.1 MPa and above 530°C (manganese nitride) to
600°C (calcium nitride) required to liberate NH3 from these nitrides.
Building on this work, NH3 may be produced alternatively without establishing the
equilibrium. Illustrated in Figure 8.1, this study attempts assessing the utility of a reaction cycle
based on the formation of NH3 from lattice nitrogen and H2 gas near ambient pressure (e.g.,
strontium nitride, see Section 8.3.650, compare Mars and Van Krevelen catalysis51):
(8.1)

1 / 2 Sr3 N 2 ( s )  3H 2  3 / 2 SrH 2 ( s )  NH 3
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Dependent on the kinetics, the exothermic NH3 formation (reaction enthalpy, Δhr, at 300°C of
about -134 ± 5 kJ mol-1 NH352, 53) at above about 313°C might be driven by the continuous
removal of NH3. Opposed to highly stable metal oxides (see above), metal hydrides may be
reformed with concentrated solar radiation (e.g., 92 ± 4 kJ mol-1 NH3 Δhr for Sr3N2 at 700°C52,
53

) and N2 to the nitride at relative low temperatures and without a chemical reducing agent:
(8.2)

3 / 2 SrH 2 ( s )  1 / 2 N 2  1 / 2 Sr3 N 2 ( s )  3 / 2 H 2

Free energy of reaction (kJ mol-1 NH3)
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Figure 8.1 Reactive ammonia synthesis at 0.1 MPa via separate cleavage and
hydrogenation of N2. Reactions are thermodynamically favorable (shaded regions) if their
free energy is negative (i.e., higher temperatures for the endothermic N2 cleavage and lower
temperatures for the exothermic NH3 formation). The equilibrium of 2NH3 with 3H2 and
N2 favoring NH3 at below about 180°C is shown as reference at 0.1 MPa (dashed line).

To assess the feasibility of a metal nitride/hydride-based solar thermochemical synthesis
of NH3 near ambient pressure the reaction of the lattice nitrogen of manganese nitride with H249
is discussed in Sections 8.4.2-8.4.4. The discussion attempts to characterize the reaction
mechanism and assesses the possibility of destabilizing the nitride by doping with Fe54-56.
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Sections 8.4.5-8.4.7 focus on the reaction of calcium or strontium nitride with H2 respectively49,
50

. The presented experimentation is intended as a relative comparison of the NH3 formation

from metal nitrides with different bonding character. To guide future materials design, Section
8.4.8 provides a simplified estimation of the separation work that is required for the NH3
formation with continuous removal of the gaseous product, e.g., using ceramic membranes57.

8.3 Experimental
8.3.1 Reacting manganese nitride with 0.1 MPa H2
To describe the reaction kinetics of manganese nitride with H2, 651 ± 2 mg Mn4N powder
containing about 3.01 ± 0.01 mmol total lattice nitrogen (see Section 8.3.6) in a quartz boat was
heated inside a tube furnace (60 mm ID, 1 m length, quartz, model HTF55347C, temperature
controller model CC58434C, Lindberg/Blue, before each experiment purged for about 10 min
with 0.5-0.9 L(STP) N2 min-1 to remove residual O2 and H2O) from 100 or 400°C to 300 or 550,
700, or 1000°C respectively (Fig. 8.2). The heating rate, rH, was approximately (R2 = 0.69-0.99)
rH = At + B, where t is the heating time in min and A or B range, dependent on the final
temperature, from -41.5 to -5.09 °C min-2 or 76.2 to 126 °C min-1 respectively. H2 was supplied
at 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1 and final temperatures were held for 60 min.
c

h

c

a

b

e

d

f

Ca, Mn, Fe, Sr
metal powder

Solid state
analysis

g

Figure 8.2 Experimental setup (a, N2 gas; b, H2 gas; c, flow meter; d, gas mixing; e, metal
powder mixing; f, tubular flow-through furnace; g, 10 mM HCl absorbent chilled with icecold H2O, magnetic stirrer and liquid level control; h, NH3 gas detection tube).
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The gas leaving the furnace was routed through a liquid absorbent (50 ± 5 mL(STP)
hydrochloric acid, 10 mM HCl, chilled with ice-cold H2O). To estimate the yield of absorbed
ammonium in the liquid phase, 5 mL samples were taken at 0 (this includes the heating phase), 5,
10, 30 and 60 ± 0.5 min after the reaction temperature was reached. After 60 min the furnace was
opened and cooled (at about -520 to -49.5 °C min-1 within the first minute, -88.3 to -8.81 °C min1

at below 10 min, and -15.5 to -1.17 °C min-1 at above 10 min) to below 100°C. Solids were

stored under air at 4°C. All liquids were stored at room temperature.

8.3.2 Reacting Fe-doped manganese nitride with 0.1 MPa H2
To possibly catalyze the decomposition of manganese nitride54 1.69 g of an Fe/Mn4N
powder mixture with about 3.8 mmol lattice nitrogen (see Section 8.3.6) was heated
consecutively in H2 (to liberated NH3) or N2 (to regenerated the nitride). Using the setup
described in Section 8.3.1, reactants were heated in 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1 at in average 40 ±
11 °C min-1 from 100 to 700°C. Temperatures were held for 10 min. To estimate the kinetics of
the NH3 formation, 5 mL samples from the absorbent were taken at 0, 5, and 10 min after the
reaction temperature was reached and after cooling the furnace. After analyzing the solid the
powder was reintroduced into the furnace and heated at in average 42 ± 4 °C min-1 from 100 to
750°C in 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1. At 750 ± 5 °C the gas flow was switched to 1.9 ± 0.1 L(STP) N2
min-1. The furnace was held for 10 min at 750°C and thereafter cooled (see Section 8.3.1) to
below 100°C. The experiment was repeated in triplicate.

8.3.3 Reacting calcium or strontium nitride with 0.1 MPa H2
The optimum temperature for reacting Ca3N2 with 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1 was
determined using the experimental setup described in Section 8.3.1, without the absorption
vessel. The powder (476 ± 170 mg, i.e., 6 ± 2 mmol lattice nitrogen) was hold for 60 min at 300,
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500, 700, or 1000°C and analyzed thereafter for the loss of lattice nitrogen. All Ca-containing
solids were stored under Ar at 4°C.
Similarly, the effect of the H2 gas flow rate on the yield of NH3 was analyzed by heating
491 ± 42 mg Ca3N2 (6.6 ± 0.5 mmol lattice nitrogen) for 120 min at 700°C (40 ± 2 °C min-1
average heating rate) in 0.19, 0.47, 0.93, or 1.86 ± 0.09 L(STP) H2 min-1. At 0, 1, 5, 10, 30, 60, and
120 min after reaching 700 ± 5 °C 5 mL samples were taken from the liquid absorbent.
To compare the NH3 formation from transition metal or alkaline earth metal nitrides 519
± 18 mg Mn6N2.58, Ca3N2, or Sr2N (2.8-7.0 mmol lattice nitrogen, see Section 8.3.6) or 1.2 ± 0.3
g Mn6N2.58 mixed with Ca3N2 or Sr2N (8.0-9.4 mmol total lattice nitrogen, atomic ratios of about
1.11 Ca/Mn or 1.17 Sr/Mn) were heated in 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1 from 250 to 850 ± 5 °C (A =
-5.21 °C min-2, B = 85.4 °C min-1, R2 > 0.80). After holding temperatures for 2 min the furnace
was cooled (see Section 8.3.1) to 250 °C. Without removing the solids the cycle was repeated in
triplicate. Samples from the absorbent were taken at near 250, 550, or 850°C for each cycle.
After analyzing the solids the samples were reintroduced into the furnace and heated for 120 min
at 750°C in 1.9 ± 0.1 L(STP) N2 min-1 (see Section 8.3.1).

8.3.4 Solid state analysis
Solids were analyzed gravimetrically (AE260 DeltaRange balance, ± 0.1 mg, Mettler).
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were taken with a Miniflex II diffractometer (Cu-target
X-ray tube, 30 kV / 15 mA output, diffracted beam monochromator, Rigaku) with a 5-80 °2θ
range, 1 or 10 °2θ/min scan speed, and 0.02 data points/°2θ, continuous mode for quantitative
solid phase identification (PDXL Software Version 1.6.0.0). To confirm N2 reduction energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was employed using the S-3500N scanning electron
microscope (SEM, 20 keV, Hitachi; Link Pentafet 7021 X-ray detector and Inca Energy X-ray
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analysis software, both Oxford Instruments). The specific BET surface area was analyzed by
NanoScale Inc., Manhattan, KS.

8.3.5 Liquid and gas phase analysis
NH3 was quantified with an NH3 Ion Selective Electrode and a pH/ISE Controller (model
270) (both Denver Instrument), combined with the liquid level in the absorption vessel (error ± 5
mL). The concentration of dissolved NH3 was estimated with zeroing for the signal from pure
water (the uncertainty of NH3 concentrations was taken as the average of one standard deviation
of about 65 liquid samples analyzed in triplicate). The outlet of the absorption vessel was
equipped with an NH3 gas detection tube (0.25-3 or 5-70 ppm NH3 detection range, Dräger).

8.3.6 Nitrogen reduction
Manganese nitride was produced58, 59

60

by heating 2.1 ± 0.2 g Mn metal for 120 min at

700°C (denoted here as “Mn4N”, 59-67 wt% ε-Mn4N, 25-34 wt% ζ-Mn6N2.58) or 240 min at
750°C (“Mn6N2.58”, 91-94 wt% ζ-Mn6N2.58) in a flow of N2. Similarly, Fe-doped manganese
nitride denoted as Fe/Mn4N was prepared54 by heating 2 g of an equimolar mixture Mn and Fe
powder for 120 min in N2 yielding 26 ± 1 wt% ε-Mn4N and 16 ± 1 wt% ζ-Mn6N2.58. All Mncontaining powders were pre-treated at 60°C for 10 min to remove water. Ca3N2 or Sr2N
powders respectively50, 61 were prepared by heating 4.4 ± 0.7 g metal pieces for 240 min (Ca) or
420 min (Sr) in N2 and milling for about 5 min with pestle and mortar. The fraction of
hydroxides formed during the XRD analysis (under air) of Ca3N2 or Sr2N samples were
disregarded in the NH3 yield calculations (assuming 100 wt% nitride) since these materials were
otherwise handled under Ar. All N2 flows were 1.9 ± 0.1 L(STP) N2 min-1. Figure 8.3 gives a
representative characterization of the prepared nitrides.
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nitride
space group
dp a (μm)
ABET b (m2 kg-1)
Ф c (m3 m-3)

α-Ca3N2
(Ca2N)

ε-Mn4N
(ζ-Mn6N2.58)

Sr2N

Ia3
(R3m)
105 ± 25
1253 ± 6
0.55 ± 0.03

Pm3m
(P6322)
46 ± 19
270 ± 3
0.62 ± 0.01

R3m
125 ± 46
1048 ± 4
0.53 ± 0.01

Figure 8.3 Characterization of binary metal nitride reactants: a) average particle diameter,
b) BET surface area, c) void space fraction Ф = 1 – ρbulk/ρparticle, where ρi is the density in
kg m-3. Generally, powder bed surface = 33 ± 2 cm2 and powder bed thickness < 1 mm.

8.3.7 Chemicals
Solid chemicals were Mn (99.9% pure, -325 mesh) and Fe metal (99.9% pure, -325
mesh) both from Noah Technologies; Ca metal (99% pure, granular) and NH4Cl (99.5%, extra
pure) both from Acros; Sr metal (99% pure, pieces) from MP Biomedicals; and NaOH (99.6%,
certified ACS pellets) from Fisher Scientific. HCl acid (12.1 N, certified ACS Plus) was from
Fisher Scientific. H2O was deionized (Direct-Q 3 UV, Millipore) and degassed with Ar. H2, N2,
or Ar gas were UHP Zero grade (Linweld).

8.4 Results and Discussion
8.4.1 Data processing
To determine the kinetics of the reaction between the binary nitrides of Mn, Ca, or Sr and
0.1 MPa H2 the yield of NH3, Xammonia, is reported as molar ratio of NH3 captured by the acidic
absorbent (n in mol) at a given time, t, relative to the lattice nitrogen of the reactant:
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(8.3)

X ammonia 

nabsorbed NH 3 ,t
nN



 c

t  0  60 min

mr

NH 3 ,t



 c *NH 3 Vt

b x M

i i
i  all nitrides

1
i

where cNH3 in mol L-1 is the concentration of NH3 detected in the absorbent, the asterisk marks
pure water used as a reference, V in L is the sample volume, mr in g is the mass of metal nitride
powder reacted, b is the molar ratio of lattice nitrogen per nitride, x in g g-1 is the nitride weight
fraction (see Section 8.3.6), and M in g mol-1 is the molar mass.
The reaction kinetics are represented28,

37, 39

with a shrinking-core model for nitride

particles with constant size limited by the chemical reaction62:
(8.4)

kr t  1  (1  X ammonia )1 / 3

or by the diffusion of reaction participants through the gas film covering the particles62:
(8.5)

k g t  X ammonia

where kr and kg are specific rate constants.

8.4.2 NH3 from manganese nitride and H2
The reaction of “Mn4N” (see Section 8.3.6) with H2 yielded up to 8 ± 3 mol% NH3 (after
60 min at 700°C) relative to the total lattice nitrogen of the reactant initially (Fig. 8.4). The
decreasing NH3 yields found for the lowest values of Xammonia, e.g., at 300 or 1000°C
respectively, are likely due to unwanted stripping of the absorbent by the gas routed through the
liquid phase.
The absolute NH3 yields may change significantly if the physical presentation of the
reactant is altered. More important than the absolute values reported, relative comparison of the
data shows that NH3 formation limited by the making and breaking of bonds (Eq. 8.4) or by gas
phase diffusion (Eq. 8.5) describe that data equally well (i.e., R2 > 0.98 or 0.99 at 550 or 700°C
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respectively). The activation energy of the NH3 formation can be determined from Arrhenius
plots28 of the specific rate constants, kr or kg, in a temperature range where increasing
temperatures result in increased NH3 yields (300-700°C, R2 > 0.99, lower yields at 1000°C are
presumably due to increased thermal decomposition of the formed NH3). The estimated value of
98 ± 7 kJ mol-1 is approximately 55% higher than the activation energy of the steam hydrolysis
of Mn4N39, i.e., about 63 kJ mol-1, which was described as solid-state diffusion limited process.

Xammonia (mol NH3 formed / mol lattice
nitrogen initially)

10-0
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6

300°C
550°C

10-7

0

10

20

30 40
t (min)

700°C
1000°C

50

60

Figure 8.4 NH3 from manganese nitride reacted with H2 near 0.1 MPa (see Section 8.3.1).
Error propagation within a 95% confidence interval (error bars) yields in average about ±
29.36%. Shrinking-core models62 controlled by the chemical reaction or gas phase diffusion
yield matching fits (solid lines) and describe the data well at the intermediate temperatures
(R2 > 0.98 at 550°C or R2 > 0.99 at 700°C respectively).

In agreement with the relative high activation energy of the NH3 formation with H2, the
fraction of lattice nitrogen liberated from the solid was below 6 mol% at below 700°C, about 9 ±
8 mol% at 700°C, and 79 ± 2 mol% at 1000°C. This compares to about 86 ± 1 mol% liberated
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nitrogen when employing steam at 500°C as hydrogen source39. However, at 700°C about 85%
of the liberated lattice nitrogen is recovered as NH3.
In summary, it can not be inferred from the presented data whether the NH3 formation is
limited by the chemical reaction or the diffusion of reaction participants through the gas phase
boundary layer. This will be revisited in Section 8.4.6. The following section provides evidence
for a reaction that is not limited to the materials surface. To increase the liberation of N from the
nitride Section 8.4.4 attempts to destabilize manganese nitride by doping with Fe54-56.

8.4.3 Liberation of lattice nitrogen from the bulk nitride
The XRD data suggest that the liberation of lattice nitrogen at below 1000°C is
presumably due to conversion of ζ-Mn6N2.58 (decreased concentration after the reaction) to εMn4N (increased concentration after the reaction, see Appendix G). At 1000°C the nitride likely
decomposes thermally52, 53. Stoichiometrically, the conversion of 4 mol Mn6N2.58 to 6 mol Mn4N
liberates 4.32 mol N, i.e., at maximum XNr = 41.86 mol% of the total lattice nitrogen.
Experimentally, after heating manganese nitride for 60 min at 700°C in H2 the solid retained
about XNs = 91 ± 8 mol% of the initially contained lattice nitrogen (see Section 8.3.2).
The depth of this reaction (lr) can be estimated from a nitrogen mass balance with:
(8.6)

l r  N SL z  z

n N0 (100  X Ns )
nUN U
X Nr

where NSL is the number of reacted surface layers with the thickness, z, of one unit cell ζMn6N2.58 with hexagonal basal face (a = b = 489.16 pm, c = 455.45 pm)63. Dependent on the
projection of the (001), (010), or (100) facet, z = 0.455-0.847 nm. The amount of lattice nitrogen
contained in the nitride, nN0, covering an approximately spherical particle (Fig. 8.3) is about
7.054 mmol N g-1 Mn6N2.58. The amount of N per unit cell, nNU, is about 3.979 x 10-23 mol63 and
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the number of unit cells, U, in a single surface layer (in first approximation planar) is about
3.422-6.366 x 1016 unit cells g-1 Mn6N2.58, dependent on the unit cell projection and assuming a
nitride density of 6.131 ± 0.292 g cm-3 54.
Independent on the orientation of the projected unit cell the calculation estimates the
thickness of the reacted nitride layer with 507 ± 217 nm (> 1,100 nitride unit cells with about 24
N each). Based on the specific BET surface area (Fig. 8.3, i.e., without assuming a spherical
particle) Eq. 8.6 yields 40 ± 5 nm (i.e., 88 unit cells). Assuming N is liberated from the cubic
Mn4N phase64 results in lr = 50-631 nm. This is evidence for a bulk reaction yielding
continuously NH3 (see Section 8.3.2 and, e.g., Eq. 8.5).

8.4.4 Fe-doping to destabilize the metal-nitrogen bond
Iron-doped manganese nitride, Fe/Mn4N, was prepared, analogously to the nitride
employed in Section 8.3.1, from an equimolar Mn/Fe metal mixture. Figure 8.5 shows that the
reaction of Fe/Mn4N with H2 at 700°C yielded after 10 min 3.3 ± 0.4, 2.1 ± 0.2, or 2.0 ± 0.2
mol% NH3 after the first, second or third reaction cycle respectively. This compares to 2.7 ± 0.3
mol% after 10 min at 700°C in absence of Fe (Fig. 8.4). Thus, the addition of Fe had no lasting
beneficial effect on the yield of NH3. In fact, only approximately 38, 42, or 46 % of the liberated
lattice nitrogen were recovered as NH3 suggesting that Fe catalyzes the undesired thermal
decomposition of the formed NH3.
Furthermore, the addition of Fe may inhibit the formation of manganese nitride54. This
would explain that heating the reactive material after the reaction with H2 in N2 did not increase
the concentration of lattice nitrogen above the analytical uncertainty (Fig. 8.5). As an aside, the
addition of Ni displayed a comparable effect (see Appendix G).
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Figure 8.5 The yield of NH3 (circles, about ± 11.43% via error propagation) when exposing
Fe-doped Mn4N repeatedly to H2 at 700°C (data points: before heating, when reaching 700
± 5 °C, 5 or 10 min after reaching 700°C, after cooling, see Section 8.3.2). The lattice
nitrogen (bars, about ± 26.75% via error propagation) was analyzed after the reaction with
H2 (R) or after subsequent exposure for 10 min to N2 at 750°C (L). Dashed lines are a guide.

8.4.5 Comparing the NH3 formation from manganese and calcium nitride
Reacting α-Ca3N2 with H2 at 300-1000°C resulted in increased formation of calcium
imide (Ca2NH)65 with increasing temperature (Fig. 8.6). A major CaH2 phase was not found49.
Given the rapid decomposition of Ca3N2 with traces of moist yielding NH3 and calcium
oxide/hydroxide66, 67 the activation energy of the NH3 formation (see Section 8.4.2) from Ca3N2
and H2 was estimated with 42 ± 7 kJ mol-1 based on the yield of Ca2NH relative to stoichiometric
conversion. However, a comparison of this value to the 2.35-fold higher activation energy
obtained for manganese nitride (see Section 8.4.2) is complicated by the 4.64-fold higher specific
surface area of Ca3N2 (Fig. 8.3).
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Figure 8.6 Consumption of Ca3N2 and production of Ca2NH versus temperature. Error
bars are taken as estimated by XRD analysis. The dashed line is to guide to the eye.

To estimate the most probable resistance to the NH3 formation the enthalpy required to
liberate the lattice nitrogen of Ca3N2, i.e., 692 kJ mol-1 N at 25°C (yielding Ca, disregarding
Ca2NH for comparison purposes at this point) is higher than 575 or 600 kJ mol-1 N (yielding the
metal) for Mn5N2 or Mn4N respectively52, 53. This may indicate that the activation energy of the
NH3 formation is not primarily required for breaking the metal-nitrogen bond. Furthermore, the
actual enthalpy absorbed to break one Ca-N bond will be significantly below the stated value due
the coordination61, 65 of one N3- ion by six Ca2+ ions or one Ca2+ by four N3- ions respectively.
Formally, this yields 115-173 kJ mol-1 N, which is significantly below the enthalpy required to
cleave H2 (about 436 kJ mol-1 H2, without catalytic substances). This suggests adsorptive
cleavage of H2 may be the rate limiting NH3 formation step.

8.4.6 Limiting gas phase diffusion can not be excluded
The attempt to exclude possible mass transport limitations due to diffusion of H2 or NH3
in the gas phase boundary layer covering the nitride particle (i.e., reacting Ca3N2 powder at
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700°C with 0.19-1.86 L(STP) H2 min-1, see Section 8.3.3) is inconclusive (Fig. 8.7). The highest
and lowest gas flow rates resulted in maximum NH3 yields at 30 min and above, that is, no
evident correlation between the gas flow rate and the yield of NH3. However, the data support
the assumed absence of diffusion limitations in the solid phase. An inconsistent physical
presentation of the reactive powder (e.g., uneven material distribution in the quartz boat, varying
actual specific surface areas due to preparation conditions, etc.) is a likely reason for the
unexpected change in the yield of NH3 with varying gas flow rates.

Xammonia (mol NH3 formed / mol lattice
nitrogen of Ca3N2 initially)

10-0
Gas flow
(mL(STP) H2 s-1) a
10-1

10-2
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0.93
1.86

10-3

10-4
0.1

1

10
t (min)
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1000

Figure 8.7 NH3 from Ca3N2 and H2 at 700°C for various reaction times and gas flow rates
(a, ± 0.09 L min-1). Error propagation (error bars omitted for clarity) yields in average
about ± 26.58%. Dashed lines are a guide only. Solid-state diffusion limited shrinking-core
models62 do not represent the data well as demonstrated (solid line) for 0.19 L(STP) H2 min-1.

8.4.7 NH3 from the nitrides of Mn, Ca or Sr
Mn6N2.58, Ca3N2 or Sr2N were reacted with H2 in a comparable setup (heating in triplicate
from 250-850°C with holding for 2 min at 850°C, see Section 8.3.3) to determine if the more
reactive alkaline earth metal nitrides may yield more NH3 than Mn6N2.58. Figure 8.8A shows an
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initially nearly instantaneous formation of NH3 at 550°C from reactants containing Ca3N2 (not
observed in Section 8.4.6, Fig. 8.7) or Sr2N respectively, followed by a slower evolution of NH3.
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Figure 8.8 NH3 from the nitrides of Ca, Mn, or Sr or their mixtures and H2 near 0.1 MPa
(see Section 8.3.3): A) computed as described in Section 8.4.1 (error bars are via error
propagation in average ± 12.22%), B) such as A and subtracting the initial NH3 yield (error
bars omitted for clarity, solid lines are linear regressions with R2 ranging from 0.89-0.94).

Analogous to Section 8.4.3, an exceptionally fast surface reaction of these nitrides with
H2 yielding NH3 can be excluded (a nitride layer with a thickness > 10 unit cells would be
required). Alternatively, an initial hydrolysis reaction forming NH3 from traces adsorbed moist
followed by the slower formation of NH3 from H2 appears more likely. Focusing on the reaction
with H2, Figure 8.8B shows the yield of NH3 (Fig. 8.8A) with zeroing for the initial NH3 yield
near 550°C. The slopes of related linear regressions (R2 = 0.89-0.94, Fig.8.8B) indicate relatively
similar reaction rates of, e.g., 1.1 ± 0.1, 1.2 ± 0.2, or 2.1 ± 0.2 μmol NH3 mol-1 metal s-1 for
Mn6N2.58, Ca3N2 or Sr2N respectively. The detection of NH3 in the gas phase exiting the
absorption vessel (0.49-2.2 ppm NH3 mol-1 metal s-1) supports the conclusion of comparable NH3
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formation kinetics (see Appendix G). Mixing the nitrides does not show a beneficial effect on the
formation of NH3. Thus, Figure 8.8 supports the idea (see Section 8.4.5) that the metal-nitrogen
bond is not the major resistance to the NH3 formation with the tested experimental conditions.
With regard on the materials choice for a prospective reactant, Figure 8.9 shows that Sr2N
(yielding SrH2 hydride instead of the SrNH65 imide) liberates a larger fraction lattice nitrogen
than Ca3N2 (yielding Ca2NH imide instead of the CaH2 hydride) when reacted with H2. Likely
due to the undesirable formation of hydroxides, the nitrogen liberation is not reversible within

Atomic ratio N/M (M = Ca, Mn, or Sr) in
the nitride (at./at.)

the uncertainty of the detection assay.
0.8

ζ-Mn6N2.58
Ca3N2
Sr2N

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
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0.1
0.0

before
heating
in H2 a

after
heating
in H2 b
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in N2 c

Figure 8.9 Nitrogen-content of metal nitrides (a) as-prepared (see Section 8.3.6), (b) after
heating for about 90 min at 50-850°C in H2 (compare Fig. 8.5 for manganese nitride), or (c)
Ca3N2 or Sr2N respectively after subsequent heating for 120 min at 750°C in N2. Error
propagation within a 95% confidence interval (error bars) yields in average ± 16.30%.

In summary, due to comparable NH3 yields and the relative resistance of manganese
nitride to oxidation, a high-specific surface area Mn6N2.58-based material may be a good choice
for designing a prospective reactant for a solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis from N2 and H2.
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8.4.8 Gibbs free energy of mixing as a guide for future reactant development
To compare the energy required for separating NH3 from an (ideal) NH3/N2/H2 gas
mixture, Esep in GJ (lower heating value) t-1 NH3, to the compression energy required for the
conventional NH3 synthesis (Fig. 8.10), Esep can be estimated from the molar Gibbs free energy
of mixing68, Δmixg in J mol-1:
(8.7)

E sep 

 mix g
1
n NH 3 M NH 3  C sep

n

i



i

RT
n NH 3 M NH 3 C sep

 n  x ln x
i

i

i

i
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where xi is the mol fraction of i = NH3, H2, or N2, R is the gas constant in kJ mol-1 K-1, T is the
gas temperature in K, and ηC or ηsep are the efficiency of generating mechanical energy with a
coal-fired power plant (assumed at 35%) or the efficiency of the employed separation device
(assumed at 50%) respectively. In practice, heat integration of the absorbed solar energy may
provide the driving force for the required gas separation.
(A) Conceptual solar thermochemical
process (atmospheric or low pressure)

(B) Conventional Haber-Bosch
process (high pressure)
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Figure 8.10 Simplified process schematics of (A) a conceptual solar thermochemical NH3
synthesis (both reaction chambers are cycled between nitrogen fixation and NH3
formation) and (B) the conventional NH3 synthesis via heterogeneous catalysis.

From the reported experimental data (gas mixtures at 700°C, 0.19-0.47 L(STP) H2 min-1
gas compositions from Sections 8.4.2, 8.4.4, or 8.4.6 respectively) Esep can be estimated with 48-
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76 GJ t-1 NH3. This is prohibitively above the compression energy consumed by the HaberBosch process, i.e., about 5.5 GJ (lower heating value) t-1 NH31.
As a guide for the development of a perhaps manganese-based high-specific surface area
reactant, the separation of the N2/H2 gas mixture generated when regenerating the nitride reactant
may be significantly easier since this step does not require product removal (i.e., small gas
volumes that may require separation) and the fraction of H2 may be negligible if no hydride is
formed (e.g., during a conceivable Mn6N2.58/Mn4N reaction cycle). Thus, assuming an acceptable
NH3 separation energy of 4-5 GJ t-1 NH3 and separation of an NH3/H2 gas mixture at 120°C
estimates the required NH3 gas concentration with 2.8-6.8 mol%. This is, as intended, below the
NH3 gas phase concentration of the conventional technology (e.g., 23.9 mol%, Aspen Plus
Ammonia Model) and about five orders of magnitude above the values reported in this work.
Paths to perhaps achieve this in the future include rational materials design, optimized physical
presentation of the reactant, and use of reactors that ensure a sufficient supply of H2 and removal
of NH3.

8.5 Conclusions
To produce ammonia at atmospheric pressure with a solar thermochemical reaction cycle
that does not require a chemical reducing agent (such as solid coal or solid or gasified biomass),
the reactions of some binary metal nitrides formed by manganese, calcium, or strontium
respectively with H2 were studied in this work.
The presented experimentation intended a relative comparison of the NH3 formation from
metal nitrides with different bonding character to outline reaction conditions that may facilitate
the proposed concept. Absolute NH3 yields may change significantly if the physical presentation
of the reactant is altered.
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Mn6N2.58 powder reacted at 700°C for 60 min with 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1 yielded
approximately 9 ± 8 mol% of the lattice nitrogen with 85% NH3 liberated at a rate of 9 ± 1 μmol
NH3 mol-1 Mn s-1. The slow bulk reaction yielded Mn4N with a high activation energy (relative
to hydrolysis reactions) of about 98 ± 7 kJ mol-1 and progressed after 60 min approximately 40507 nm below the Mn6N2.58 particle surface. Presumably, the diffusion of H2 in the gas phase
boundary layer covering the reacting particle or the adsorptive cleavage of H2 limit the NH3
formation kinetics. The reactions of Ca3N2 or Sr2N with H2 resulted in formation of Ca2NH or
SrH2 respectively and yielded NH3 with formation rates comparable to those found for Mn6N2.58
(1.1-2.1 μmol NH3 mol-1 metal s-1 when heating from 250-850°C with holding for 2 min at
850°C). Given the experimental setup, the metal-nitrogen bond does not appear to be the major
resistance to the NH3 formation.
Based on Gibbs free energy of mixing computations, aiming for NH3 gas phase
concentrations near 2.8-6.8 mol% will require the development of an exceptionally high-specific
surface area reactant and perhaps the use of high local gas velocities to yield the lattice nitrogen
of the nitride as NH3. Mn6N2.58 may be a good material choice for future reactant development.

8.6 Associated content in Appendix G
Supporting Information: XRD analysis of manganese nitride (“Mn4N”, see Section 8.3.6)
reacted at different temperatures with H2, NH3 yield from manganese nitride (“Mn4N”, see
Section 8.3.6) with or without Fe- or Ni-doping and H2, and detection of NH3 in the gas phase
leaving the absorption vessel for reaction cycles with Mn6N2.58, Ca3N2 or Sr2N respectively (see
Section 8.3.3).
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Outlook
9.1 Conclusions
9.1.1 Confirming the hypothesized utility of transition metal nitride reactants
Determining the feasibility of a solar thermochemical ammonia synthesis near ambient
pressure, below 1500°C, without a solid carbonaceous reducing agent, and without a fossil
hydrogen source (see Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2), the present work confirms the transition metal
nitride-based synthesis hypothesized in Section 1.3.2.
Generally, the proposed process is technically feasible with a molybdenum or manganese
reactant. Prospective materials design needs to ensure elimination of significant mass transport
limitations found here for molybdenum-based reactants. Optimization of manganese-based
reactants will require addressing the relative low conversion of the nitrogen liberated from the
nitride to ammonia. The provided process analyses demonstrated economic competitiveness of
the solar thermochemical ammonia synthesis with transition metals. The conditions for
molybdenum- (employing CO or H2, that is, e.g., gasified biomass as reducing agent) or
manganese-based (using methane as reducing agent, but not as hydrogen source) ammonia
synthesis have been outlined. Sections 9.1.2 to 9.1.5 summarize the major conclusions of this
work.

9.1.2 Feasibility studies for proposed transition metal reactants
Free energy computations were utilized to screen for metals that may enable an accord of
conflicting thermochemical properties. Theoretical ratios of the heating value of the generated
solar fuel (NH3 and syngas) to the supplied solar and chemical energy in the range of 52-85%
were estimated. Guided by this analysis the presented effort focused on d3 to d5 metal reactants
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and assessed experimentally chromium, manganese, molybdenum and magnesium chromite or
ferrite respectively for their utility to conduct the contemplated reaction cycle.
Feasibility studies with chromium confirmed the expectedly simplified transition metal
oxide (TMO) reduction. Cr2O3 was converted to the metal employing simulated gasified biomass
and solar radiation concentrated with a Fresnel lens to above 1200°C. After 40 min heating at
1600°C a maximum reduction yield near the surface of the particles of approximately 82.85
mol% was obtained at a rate of 2.7 x 10-3 mol Cr mol-1 Cr2O3 min-1. The feasibility to reduce
other TMO’s of interest (such as MnO or MoO2) was supported with thermochemical
equilibrium computations.
Similarly, N2 reduction with Cr, Mn, and Mo approached equilibrium conversions with
most promising results for Cr and Mn reactants (e.g., 85 ± 4 mol% of Cr2N after 5.6 min and 7585 mol% Mn4N after 10-30 min). The formation of transition metal nitrides (TMN) with a
favorably high lattice nitrogen concentrations, however, revealed partly (see, e.g., Mo2N in
Section 9.1.3) crucial mass transport limitations.
Most importantly, these preliminary studies identified the Achilles’ heel of the
hypothesized transition metal reactants: Many TMN’s are either highly resistant to corrosion,
i.e., they do not liberate the lattice nitrogen readily, or the liberated nitrogen does not form
ammonia efficiently. This central aspect will be revisited in Section 9.1.4.
Many fields have demonstrated1-4 and partly rationalized5, 6 the possibility of developing
a mixed reactive material that exhibits the desirable properties of its single metallic constituents.
The speculated concert of efficient NH3 formation and mild TMO reduction conductions with
double oxide reactants (i.e., MgM2O4 spinel with M = Cr, Fe) could not be supported
experimentally. Although the presence of the transition metal apparently alleviated the reduction
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of Mg2+ - leading to the removal of in average 43 ± 26 at% Mg from the solid presumably in
form of a Mg0 vapor, relative to 0.5 ± 1.6 at% Mg in absence of the transition metal when
heating in the presence of graphite and a N2 gas flow for 240 min at 1200°C - reduction of N2
with Mg could not be confirmed.
Therefore, the here documented work focused primarily on characterizing the N2
reduction and NH3 formation with binary TMN’s.

9.1.3 Reaction cycle kinetics limited by mass transport
Shrinking-core models were utilized throughout this work to describe collected kinetic
data and to identify reaction limitations. With regard on the d3 to d5 TMN/TMO’s of interest,
diffusion limitations in the solid state were evidenced for all three major reaction steps.
The implications are twofold:
First, prospective design and testing of an optimized reactant for the solar
thermochemical NH3 synthesis needs to provide and maintain sufficient specific surface area for
the single reactions to be conducted over many cycles (see Section 9.2.2.1). However,
experimentation with H2 as hydrogen source - with the potential of avoiding the difficulties of an
oxide reduction step - indicate that solely increased surface area may not assure the desired
reaction yields and kinetics in any case. Assuming an NH3 yield from manganese nitride and H2
proportional to the surface area over volume ratio of a spherical nitride particle correlates the
desired 2.8-6.8 mol% NH3 in the gas phase to nitride particles in the impractical order of 1 nm in
diameter.
Thus, secondly, the choice of the reactant may be similarly important as a thorough
physical presentation of the reactive material. This could be demonstrated by N2 reduction
studies with Mn or Mo metal respectively (the apparent nitrogen diffusion constant at 750°C for
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the desirably nitrogen-rich Mn6N2.58 was estimated with 8 ± 4 x 10-9 cm2 s-1 versus undesirably
low 3 ± 2 x 10-11 cm2 s-1 for Mo2N).

9.1.4 Average lattice nitrogen charge controlling ammonia formation
With regard on the 60 min steam hydrolysis at 500°C, 2 ± 5 (Cr2N/CrN), 23 ± 3 (Mo2N),
or 89 ± 1 (Mn4N/Mn6N2.58) mol% lattice nitrogen was liberated from the targeted TMN’s. From
the liberated nitrogen 1 ± 3 (Cr2N/CrN), 60 ± 8 (Mo2N), or 2.9 ± 0.2 (Mn4N/Mn6N2.58) mol%
could be recovered as NH3. These yields are, on one hand, significantly below the yields
obtained from the undesirably exothermic hydrolysis of ionic metal nitrides. On the other hand,
these experiments outline significant differences: the nitrides of Cr (and to some extend Mo) are
relatively resistant to corrosion and yield NH3 only if the lattice nitrogen carries a relative high
electric charge (Mo). The nitrides of the relative electropositive Mn are expected to be less
corrosion resistant, as observed, but do not yield NH3 effectively. That is, NH3 is either not
formed from the liberated lattice nitrogen or it is formed but not removed efficiently from the
oxide surface. Economic conversion of the liberated lattice nitrogen to ammonia requires further
studies.
The hydrolysis of the less ionic nitrides tested appears to be limited by diffusion of
reaction participants through the oxide layer covering the nitride. The apparent diffusion
constants estimated from the hydrolysis experiments with AlN, Cr2N/CrN, Mn4N/Mn2N, Zn3N2,
or Mo2N powders were correlated with the nitride ionicity - a measure of the average charge of
the lattice nitrogen. This suggests an NH3 formation mechanism governed by the volumetric
concentration of active nitrogen ions or their vacancies respectively. Employing the nitride
ionicity for the development of an atomic scale understanding of the reaction mechanism in the
future may be useful when designing an optimized prospective reactant and reactant surface.
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The evidenced correlation of the apparent nitrogen diffusion constant with the interstitial
volume of the nitride lattice support the central role of the nitrogen charge (affecting atomic radii
and crystal configuration) of the proposed NH3 synthesis and sustain the potential utility of a
manganese-based reactant given its relative fast diffusion characteristics (see Section 9.1.3).

9.1.5 Process economics
From these studies, Mo2N appeared as the most promising TMN for the pursued purpose.
Therefore Mo was employed for a mass and energy balance-based process analysis7-9 intended to
identify process and market conditions that may allow for economic competitiveness of the
proposed process and the current high-pressure NH3 synthesis from fossil resources.
Maximum energy efficiencies of converting solar radiation to the lower heating value of
NH3 estimated with 23-30% locate the solar thermochemical NH3 production between the
industrial NH3 synthesis with coal at the lower end and natural gas at the high end. Indirect fossil
CO2 generation (from coal-derived grid-electricity) was in the range of 4-50% of the CO2
emitted by the current industrial NH3 synthesis. The collaboratively conducted net-present value
analysis suggests economic feasibility of the proposed process even under fairly conservative
assumptions at 534 ± 28 dollars t-1 NH3. That is relative close to the current market price of
anhydrous ammonia, dependent on the natural gas price and the demand of NH3. The proposed
technology may contribute to a prospectively increased global ammonia production capacity
with particular regard on countries with less developed infrastructure and a limited availability of
fossil resources10.
The necessity to generate the H2 reducing agent from H2O (in the presented process
analyses via an adjunct solar thermochemical H2O splitting process that itself has not yet entered
the market) absorbed approximately 74-86% of the heliostat capital investment. Due to the
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related uncertainty of the model, future process simulation efforts may augment the clarity and
certainty of the simulation predictions from treating both processes (in geographical vicinity)
separately. See also Section 9.2.2.2.
Furthermore, the analysis suggests optimum NH3 production economics near 900 t NH3
day-1 plant capacity, i.e., when the difference of H2 production and consumption at the given
plant configuration is minimized. This reinforces the need to treat both processes separately and
demonstrates the insensitivity of the model to account yet for non-linear economies of scale.

9.2 Outlook
9.2.1 Prospective transition metal nitride reactants
Fortified by the conclusions of this work, prospective materials and process design may
enable the development of a transition metal-based solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis at
relative moderate process conditions - as a viable alterative to the current industrial
implementation of the Haber-Bosch process. Manganese and molybdenum were identified here
as promising reactants. Therefore, future efforts should focus on two questions:
First, what are the actual reaction rates and yields that can be achieved with Mn- or Mobased reactants when presenting them to the gaseous reactants in a reaction environment that
minimizes mass transfer limitations? This addresses the physical presentation of the reactive
material as well as the layout of the reaction chamber.
Second, is it feasible to alleviate the specific reaction limitations for Mn (limited
conversion of the liberated nitrogen to ammonia) or Mo (limited fixation of nitrogen) via
materials design? Optimized ternary transition metal nitrides reactants could be based on Mn and
a secondary metal that helps increasing the yield of NH3 from the liberated lattice nitrogen. The
secondary metal choice would have to be based on the origin of the low NH3 yield (NH3 is either
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not formed effectively or NH3 is formed but not removed quickly enough from the materials
surface, see Section 5.5.4). Alternatively, metals that fix nitrogen readily (e.g., Cr) may be
employed to develop a ternary Mo-based nitride reactant (see Section 6.4.2) with optimized
nitrogen fixation properties.
The following outlines a few major steps that should further the transition metal-based
reactive synthesis of ammonia (Fig. 9.1).

Thermochemical computations
• feasible reactant choices
• optimum reaction conditions

verifying

Experimental studies
guiding

First-principle calculations
• elementary reaction steps
• nitrogen charge requirements
• overall reaction rates

guiding
verifying

guiding

• confirmation of reaction
participants
• yield, kinetics and
cyclability assessment
• effect of reactant surface,
pH, doping etc.

data
input

feasibility
requirements

Economic analyses
• conditions for economic feasibility
• economies of scale
• economies of co-production

Figure 9.1 Conceptual sections of future work towards solar thermochemical ammonia.

9.2.2 Ammonia from lattice nitrogen and water
9.2.2.1 Rational reactant design

Given the promising performance of the suboptimal prepared and presented molybdenum
nitride reactant and given the relative rapid diffusion and liberation of lattice nitrogen from
manganese nitride, these two transition metals should be focused in prospective efforts towards a
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TMN/TMO-based solar thermochemical NH3 synthesis. Given its electronic similarities,
tungsten may be included in future work.
The intriguing effect of the nitrogen charge on the reaction kinetics and reaction
equilibria suggest the utility of first-principle computations for a better understanding of the
relevant elementary reaction steps and as a tool for the search for optimized reactive materials.
Future tasks could be:
Theoretical studies



Use of density function theory (DFT) to determine the lowest-energy pathway identified
as the process sequence with the lowest free energy change between any two reaction
steps11, 12. Possibly, the grid-based projector-augmented wave method (GPAW) electronic
structure code13 may be a good starting point due to the elimination of core electrons.
This allows for efficient calculations of the transition metals and 2nd row elements such as
oxygen and nitrogen without the need to normalize the wave functions of the remaining
valence electrons. The python-based electronic structure code is open-source14 and may
be utilized most easily with the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) which is
available online as well15.



The nitride ionicity may guide these DFT calculations to account for the statistic nature
of the electron transfer from metal atoms to the lattice nitrogen. This may allow for
predicting the existence of intermediate nitrogen oxidation states or nitrogen containing
species other than N3- and N0 (dependent on their potential energies) and may outline
charge transfer requirements for the ammonia formation from lattice nitrogen and some
hydrogen-containing chemical species.
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Overall reaction rates may then be estimated when coupling the required transport
equations (concentration, temperature and electric potential gradients to account for
reaction barriers) with the DFT computations12, 16.
Experimental studies

Experimental studies to confirm such simulations and to provide optimized kinetic data
for a detailed process analysis (see Section 9.2.2.2) may include the assessment of:


The diffusing nitrogen species, e.g., via nitrogen-isotope marking (to trace the origin of
depleted nitrogen in the solid using 15N and sensitive high-resolution ion microprobe or
secondary-ion mass spectroscopic analysis or 13N and quantification of the γ-decay) and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (to determine the oxidation state of nitrogen).



Yield, kinetics, and cyclability of the N2 reduction and hydrogenation reactions with
optimized Mn, Mo, and/or W-based reactive materials. The metals may be deposited on
an inert, temperature shock-resistant and high specific surface area substrate (e.g., SiO2,
Al2O3, ZrO2, or yttria-stabilized zirconia) via chemical vapor or atomic layer deposition
(Mo and W potentially as oxides or halides with subsequent H2 treatment)17. These
studies should address a conceivably decreased performance of the reactant due to
formation of spinel-like material at elevated temperatures1.



Furthermore, TMO vapor formation (perhaps including the effect of temperature and gas
flow rates on the vapor pressure of the oxides of Mo or W respectively and the formation
of Mn metal vapor) and the pH at the reactant surface (with expected effects on the
corrosion potential of the hydrolysis reaction and the adsorption of reaction products
from the oxide) should be assessed.
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Finally, elimination of the transport limitations reported in this work may allow for
studying the possible control of bonding properties by reactant doping18.

9.2.2.2 Economic analyses

Based on the conclusions from studies similar to those outlined in Section 9.2.2.1, nextlevel economic analyses of a promising reactant may benefit from:


Use of actual kinetic data, rational reactor design and consideration of actual heliostat
array configurations (perhaps in collaboration with mechanical engineers) to ensure
simulation results are feasible and realistic.



Incorporation of non-linear effects of scale: An ammonia producing facility of any
production capacity will require, besides the reactor(s) producing NH3, auxiliary
machinery (e.g., a solar tracking system, ammonia compression and storage, etc.). The
relative capital investment required for these unit operation usually decreases with
increasing plant capacity. Accounting for these effects may facilitate a fair comparison to
the current industrial NH3 synthesis that is economically attractive at capacities ranging
from 1000-3000 t NH3 per day19.



Simulating the NH3 synthesis cycle separately from the process providing the required
reducing agent. This may allow for increased clarity when comparing the simulation
results to the currently employed heterogeneous catalysis. Furthermore, such a process
model could account more flexibly for various market situations of the reducing agent,
available production technologies10, and delivery distances. Generally, the gaseous
reducing agent (e.g., CO/H2 to reduce the oxides of Mo or W respectively and CH4 for
the reduction of MnO yielding a syngas or methanol byproduct) may be purchased or
generated on site. Potential processes producing the reducing agent sustainably include
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biomass gasification or CO2/H2O reduction technology utilizing renewable energy
sources and including a catalytic methanation process if needed.


Use of a single code to interface and simultaneously execute the process simulation and
its economic evaluation. Thereby, the assessment of the impact of specific process
variables, process adaptation, and sensitivity analyses may be simplified significantly.

9.2.3 Ammonia from lattice nitrogen and hydrogen-sources other than water
If H2 is employed as hydrogen source for the NH3 synthesis from the lattice nitrogen of a
TMN the formation of a TMO could be avoided (see Chapter 8). This would circumvent the
energy-intensive TMO reduction step that is required when employing water directly as
hydrogen source.
In absence of a H2O cleavage process, the overall reaction accomplished is the exergonic
conversion of N2 and 3H2 to 2NH3. This indicates the need keep track of the total energy
requirements to conduct such a reaction cycle (see Section 8.4.8) that would compete with the
highly energy efficient catalytic NH3 formation irrespective of the process employed in practice
for the H2 generation12, 19.
Manganese nitride may be good material for theoretical and experimental studies
(comparable to those outlined in Section 9.2.2.1) of such a reaction cycle. With regard on reactor
design and experimental setups, experiments can be most likely conducted throughout below
1000°C. On the other hand, a sufficient supply of H2 to the materials surface needs to be ensured
to avoid mass transport limitations in the gas phase layer covering the reactant.
Attempting to chemically activate the hydrogen source and thereby perhaps increase
ammonia yields and formation kinetics, hydrogen may be bonded covalently to elements with
electronegativities between those of hydrogen and oxygen. This could be achieved by use of
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gaseous hydrogen halides as hydrogen source. Such endeavors need to demonstrate the required
reduction of the metal halide. Aiming for thermochemical reduction of a transition metal halide
reactant, the high volatility of the metal halide will lead to steeply increased entropy values of
the oxidized material at increased temperatures. This will constrain the range of feasible metallic
reactants. Free energy computations would be a helpful guide, e.g., as outlined in Sections 2.4
and 2.5 or utilizing thermochemical simulation software such as Outokumpu HSC chemistry for
Windows proving a database with more than 25,000 chemical compounds20, FactSage software21,
22

or the open source NASA SP-273 code23.
Use of such software when developing novel solar thermochemical reaction cycles in the

future will ensure realistic simulations (given the increased reaction network complexity) with
minimized time expenditure, will avoid expensive trial-and-error experimentation, and will help
with determining optimum reaction conditions.
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Figure A.1 (previous page) Utility of various elements for reactive NH3 synthesis at
atmospheric pressure: ΔrxnG of metal nitridation vs. ΔrxnG of carbothermal metal oxide
reduction (top), and ΔrxnG of metal nitride hydrolysis vs. ΔrxnG of carbothermal metal oxide
reduction (bottom). The desired region of negative ΔrxnG for nitride formation or of nitride
hydrolysis and oxide reduction is the gray rectangular area. A linear fit is marked with a
solid line. Computation are repeated for nitridation at 1000 K and hydrolysis at 800 K (or
lower, limited by available data), represented by a linear fit (dashed line, no individual data
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Figure A.2 Magnesium vapor formation during carbothermal nitridation of MgFe2O4.
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Figure B.1 Representative calibration curve of the NH3 analysis in the liquid phase using
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Figure B.2 N2 fixation using Cr metal and concentrated sunlight: EDS of the solid reactant
over the course of the reaction. Dashed lines are a guide only. The solid green line is the
average (one standard deviation indicated with the flanking solid lines) of three analyses of
purchased chromium nitride. The solid blue line is the average (one standard deviation
indicated with the flanking solid lines) of the presented O/Cr data.
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Figure B.3 Cr2O3 reduction with simulated gasified biomass: Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy data of the solid reactant at various temperatures adjusted with the solar
furnace. Dashed lines are a guide only. The solid blue and gray lines are the average (one
standard deviation indicated with the flanking solid lines) of three analyses of purchased
chromium metal. The inlets are photographs of the Cr2O3 reactant surface (A) before the
reaction, or (B) after heating for 60 min at 1600°C in the reducing atmosphere.
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Figure B.4 Liberation of NH3 due to hydrolysis of Cr nitride in presence or absence of
calcium oxide/hydroxide: solid phase composition (A), NH3 absorbed into a liquid
absorbent (B). Error bars are via error propagation.
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Figure B.5 Arrhenius plot estimating the activation energy (Ha) of the solar
thermochemical reduction of Cr2O3 with simulated gasified biomass (R is the gas constant,
see Section 2.4.2; R2 is the coefficient of determination, see Section 1.4.2).
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Figure C.1 Iron products formed after solar heating experiments: Fe3+ accounts for iron as
Fe2O3, MgFe2O4, and Fe3O4, Fe2+ accounts for FeO and Fe3O4, “lost” marks the
(unbalanced) remainder of an iron mass balance. Lines are guide to eye. The analytical
uncertainty of the XRD analysis is indicated with the repeated analysis of selected samples.

Opposed to the formation of carbide and nitride in the MgO/Cr2O3/C system (see Fig.
4.2), heating MgO/Fe2O3/C powder mixtures for 30 min under N2 flow at 1200°C with
concentrated solar radiation yielded reduced iron species (FeO and Fe3O4). An iron mass balance
indicates increasing disappearance of iron with increasing graphite concentrations. This may be
explained by increased reduction of Fe2+ intermediates at increased graphite concentration
yielding Fe0 that is removed from the open system (N2 gas flow) due to evaporation.
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Figure D.1 Ellingham diagram to determine required temperatures and necessary reducing
agents (solid graphite or gaseous H2 if the metal ion reduction intersects their oxidation or
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Figure D.2 N2 Correlation of the free energy (at 25°C and 0.1 MPa) released by oxidation
(ox.) of the cycle products (NH3,CO or H2 with O2 to N2, H2O, or CO2) and the
stoichimetric composition of the nitride/oxide reactant. a, b, c, and d, stoichiometric
constants in Eq. 5.1-5.3 (see Section 5.2).
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Figure D.5 (previous page) Steam hydrolysis of binary metal nitrides (metallic constituent
indicated). Lines are shrinking core models limited by diffusion in the solid state (Al, Cr,
Mn, Zn, Mo) or in the gas phase (Mg, Ca). Error bars indicated are via error propagation.

Figure D.6 SEM micrographs of Mo2N (A, B) or Zn3N2 (C, D) before (A, C) or after (B, D)
hydrolysis for 60 min at 500°C
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Figure D.7 Maximum ammonia yields vs. the nitride ionicity.
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Appendix E - Content associated with Chapter 6
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Figure E.1 Equilibrium yield computations for the thermochemical reduction of MoO2 or
MnO with various chemical reducing agents and concentrated solar radiation at elevated
temperatures (the superscript of the molar amount, n, of metal marks the assumed
reducing agent, KT is the reaction equilibrium constant, see Section 1.4.1 for computation
details, the dashed line marks the melting point of Mn).
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Figure E.2 Mo mass balance for 100 kPa N2 reduction experiments with Mo metal (0,
before the experiment; a, after the experiment). The analytical uncertainty of the data
(error bars) is in average ± 36.48 %. The line is to guide the eye.
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Figure E.3 Formation of iron nitride with low nitrogen content (filled symbols) during the
dinitrogen reduction at 750°C with Fe-doped Mn (formation of Mn6N2.58 is shown with
empty symbols as reference). Lines are a guide only. Error propagation within a 95%
confidence (error bars) yields in average ± 20.83% for the FeN0.0324 data set.
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Figure F.1 Net-present value (NPV) and total initial plant costs as a function of NH3 output.
Scenario 1) “ideal operation” (see Section 7.4.3) and conservative cost estimates (see
Section 7.6.2); Scenario 4) “conservative operation” and optimistic costs.
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Figure F.2 Sensitivity of (A) Scenario 1 or (B) Scenario 4 to variations in the NH3 sales
price Monte Carlo-simulated over a 20 year plant lifespan (diamonds mark simulations
with baseline-NH3 sales prices, circles mark simulations with in- or decreased NH3 sales
prices, as indicated, to break even at “optimum plant size” shown with filled symbols). For
descriptions of Scenarios 1 or 4 respectively see Figure F.1.
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Figure G.1 Manganese nitrides formed after reacting a powder containing initially 59-67
wt% ε-Mn4N, 25-34 wt% ζ-Mn6N2.58 for 60 min with 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1. Error bars
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Figure G.2 NH3 from manganese nitride powder (59-67 wt% ε-Mn4N , 25-34 wt% ζMn6N2.58) with or without equimolar Fe or Ni doping and 0.5 ± 0.1 L(STP) H2 min-1. Error
bars are via error propagation within a 95% confidence interval. Lines are to guide to the
eye.
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Figure G.3 NH3 in the gas phase leaving the absorption vessel for reaction cycles with
Mn6N2.58, Ca3N2 or Sr2N respectively (see Section 8.3.3) with zeroing for the initial NH3
reading (compare Section 8.4.7, Fig. 8.8). Error bars are via error propagation accounting
for the XRD analysis of the nitride within a 95% confidence interval. Lines are linear
regressions.
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